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March 24, 2022



Agenda
1. Work Group 195
• Project plan for postage statement data via IV? (WG195)
• Request to change a list approximately 10 plus considering updating data delegation. (WG195)

2. IMBA
IMbA for BRM Postage Payment - Functionality for QBRM with multiple MIDs to a single PO Box and a single permit imprint

3. Hazmat: Review/discussion on hazmat indicators

4. USPS Connect
• API for Click N Ship Connect? 
• Can an MSP be the Customer on USPS Connect? 

5. Industry Concerns
• Work Group 188 Reopening due to paper issue
• Update to Zone 10 Changes
• Certified Bulk Refund Issue
• Precanceled Stamp – 25C discontinued
• Undoc- industry is asking to consider certification process for mailers which would allow them to review undocs at a different cadence 

then monthly
• PS Form 3541- needs update to correct % stated wrong
• Service Standard for Remittance Mail measurement

6. Action Items



Track Category Action Item Response

Letters IV/EPS
What is status of  IV/EPS data delegation opportunities (brought up to 
WG 195) – need to understand prioritization.

USPS met with PostalOne and IV. Both have proposals and are 
determining LOE.

Letters ID/PTR
Timeline on when functionality of Informed Delivery and PTR will move to 
the cloud.

Letters Mailer 
Scorecard

RECEIVED APPROVAL FOR EXTERNAL ACCESS TO IMAGES! Will use same 
process for internal and external sharing of images.

Project architecture resolved; design approach TBD.

Letters Undocumented 
Mail

Consider removing 45-day pieces delivered from daily undocumented 
piece feeds. Presently they are flagged, but that would require those with 
systems to create programs to suppress them from feeds.

SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team

Letters
Undocumented 

Mail

Pieces over 45-day delivery – USPS has an automated approach to 
remove these pieces from Undocumented records in Scorecard. Industry 
asks to still receive these records to trace them back to mailings and 
answer customer delivery questions/concerns.

 Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. 
month's end

Letters Permit Balances
Currently Industry can check 1 permit balance at a time. Industry is asking 
for a way to bulk upload permits for check – 100 at a time via API.

Letters Paper Weight/
Thickness Issue 

Paper is very difficult to obtain and it’s anticipated this will continue 
through 2022.  Industry would like to review mailing requirements which 
are presently based on paper weight.  Review if this continues to be 
pertinent or if it should potentially change to thickness measurement.  
Specifically looking to maintain automation discounts.

Draft mission statement for WG; essentially reopens WG188, titled 
"Retaining Mail Value Through Paper Requirement Adjustments." Tested 
one paper requirement involving below-threshold card type paper; 
mixed results. No issues processing pieces, but pieces sustained damage. 
Agreed on one-time exception pending more testing.

Action Items


MTAC Action Items

		Year		Month		Item #		Status		Assignee		Track		Category		Action Item		Response		Response2		Days Open		Date Complete

		2021		November 		1		Closed		Lisa Wurman		Flats		Pending Periodical 		Randy Stumbo to share industry analysis on proposed Pending Periodical calculations.				11/22/2021 - Complete per Lisa W. Randy sent email same day.		149		11/22/21

		2021		November 		2		Closed		Dale Kennedy		Flats		DOA 		Enhancement request for DOA Mail process – add a DOA Mail Process event in IV feeds.				2/28/2022 - Rose forwarded to Adam C. Close
2/14/2022 - Controlled through Steve Dearing's group (IV). Rose to forward to Adam Collinson.
1/31/2022 - No update. Rose to follow up to clarify the request.
1/3/2022 - No update.
12/20/2021 - Future enhancement, need definition from industry, go back to Angelo A.
12/16/2021 - No update.
11/22/2021, 12/2/2021 - No update. Glenn contacted Dale.		149

		2021		November 		3		Closed		Mike Filipski		Flats		Payment Page		INC 5742943 ticket- missing flag on consolidated payment page - need update (Pending Periodicals).				1/3/2022 - Deployed in 12/26 release. Close.
12/2/2021, 12/16/2021 - No update.
11/22/2021 - ALM 14775. Mike to get update.		149

		2021		November 		4		Open		Vicki Bosch		Packages		DIM		Cover new DIM requirements in upcoming WG 182 meetings.				3/10/2022 - No update.
2/28/2022 - WG 182 to discuss package examples 3/3.
2/10/2022 - Dale addressed tolerance issue. Ongoing discussion for emerging issues.
1/31/2022 - Rose providing background to Leider. Per Dale, packages within 2" tolerance won't receive assessments (from Brian Burie). USPS continuing to analyze exceptional scenarios.
1/3/2022 - Industry confused about which dimensions are authoritative.
12/20/2021 - Fees delayed till April 3, 2022. Vicki started the review during the 12/16 WG 182 meeting, needs to be completed.
12/16/2021 - Vicki reviewing on WG 182 today (12/16).
11/22/2021, 12/2/2021 - No update.		149

		2021		November 		5		Open		James Duffy
Crystal Newman		Letters		IV/EPS		What is status of  IV/EPS data delegation opportunities (brought up to WG 195) – need to understand prioritization.		USPS met with PostalOne and IV. Both have proposals and are determining LOE.		3/10/2022 - No update.
2/24/2022 - USPS met with PostalOne and IV. Both have proposals and are determining LOE.
2/10/2022 - USPS to meet with 1) PostalOne, then 2) IV to determine feasibility, cost and system impact. Reporting status to Industry 2/24.
1/31/2022 - Discussing internally; will update as we progress.
1/17/2022 - meeting internally on design approach.
12/30/2021 - No update.
12/16/2021 - Working through list of IV feeds with WG 195 for necessary data.
12/2/2021 - Considering sunsetting WG 195, bringing up IV-specific work group. 
11/22/2021 - EPS will review artifacts and consider prioritization.		149

		2021		November 		6		Closed		Janine Egloff		Letters		FAST		FAQ/Fact sheet overview of FAST Helpdesk - hours of operation, after hours, weekend phone number and email. Distribute via Industry Alert.				1/27/2022 - Draft circulated 1/3 as Industry Alert and posted to BMA web page. Industry requested changes. Janine invited requested edits, but they haven't sent anything. Close.
1/3/2022 - Janine will post and send out in Industry Alert.
12/21/2021 - Lisa reviewed, sent back to Janine, good to go. Need to send out via Industry Alert.
12/16/2021 - Internal reviewed, Janine sent to Lisa W; awaiting Lisa's review.
12/2/2021 - Janine circulating for internal review prior to Industry review. Share with Industry week of 12/13.
11/18/2021 - Initial draft by 12/1.		149						FAST FAQs – that is complete in that it went out as an Industry Alert and was posted to BMA webpage.  If you want to include in comments that Janine told Industry they could send us the edits they are requesting, but they have not sent anything, so essentially closed.

		2021		November 		7		Open		Juliaann Hess
 Ali Turner
 Vicki Bosch		Letters		ID/PTR		Timeline on when functionality of Informed Delivery and PTR will move to the cloud.				11/22, 12/2, 12/16/2021 - 3/14/2022 - No update.		149

		2021		November 		8		Closed		James Lee		Letters		EPS		Post IT/EPS roadmap for calendar year 2022.				1/31/2022 - James provided roadmap. Close.
1/3/2022 - No update.
12/16/2021 - James reviewing samples.
12/2/2021 - James to circle back with team.
11/18/2021 - Ongoing work, following up with team on status. James/Mike discussing options.		149						With regard to the FAST FAQs – that is complete in that it went out as an Industry Alert and was posted to BMA webpage.  If you want to include in comments that Janine told Industry they could send us the edits they are requesting, but to date, they have not sent anything, so essentially closed.

		2021		June		1		Closed		Chip Brown 
Diane Smith		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Industry Alert/Industry Webinar on demonstration of Automated Undocumented IMC Matching Process to identify aged undocumented pieces.				10/25/2021 - Completed - close.
10/21/2021 - Pending close.
9/27/2021 - Schedule for future MTAC meetings/user groups.
9/23/2021 - No Update.
9/13/2021 - Mike Filipski provided demonstration. Pending Close
9/9/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Diane to discuss with Roshonda.
8/26/2021 - Possible demo 9/16.
8/16/2021 - No 8/5 demo. Diane to follow up with James.
7/29/2021 - James demo 8/5 on UG11. James to reach out to Roshonda on possible Industry webinar.
7/29/2021 - Demo 8/5.
7/19/2021 - Chip to follow up with James (UG11) and Roshonda for her team's Seamless Industry calls.
7/15/2021 - Need clarity on IMC.		274		10/25/21

		2021		June		2		Closed		Chip Brown 
Diane Smith		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Temporary solution for undocumented pieces: 
- USPS to investigate options for SASP to scrub undocumented pieces due to aged mail using 31-digit match and determine what impacts this may have to monthly assessment timeline.
- USPS to investigate changing the threshold for undoc.				10/25/2021 - Close.
10/21/2021 - Industry Alert sent 10/20. Pending Close.
9/23/2021 - No Update.
9/13/2021 - Chip and James drafting verbage to send out to industry.
9/9/2021 - Process in place; still working on communication aspect.
8/30/2021 - Diane to discuss with Tom.
8/26/2021 - Chip to discuss with Tom/Diane today (8/26). We have existing temporary solution.
8/2/2021, 8/16/2021 - Diane to follow up with Tom Foti on how USPS communicates it with Industry.
7/29/2021 - No update. Close; Lisa confirm.
7/19/2021 - Fix is same as June undoc fix for Seamless mailers - analysis of undoc at month's end prior to release of assessments.
7/15/2021 - Implemented. Pending Lisa's review.		274		10/25/21				Item two CRID creation training is complete.

		2021		June		3		Closed		Chip Brown 
Diane Smith		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		Facilitate meeting with Legal/Industry on mailpiece image privacy issue.				7/29/2021 - USPS decision not to do. Close; Lisa confirm. Track under Action # 1 (Jan 2020).
7/19/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - Diane speaking with Lisa.		274		8/2/21

		2021		June		4		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Packages		Virtual Over Label		Industry requests further discussion on virtual over-label possibilities.

Following March 2021 AI #8 under this action item.				10/25/2021 - Lisa to discuss with Wanda - can close per Wanda.
9/27/2021 - Policy was disseminated; no virtual overlabel allowed. Close pending confirmation with Lisa.
9/9/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Met week of 8/23; communicated next steps; UPS communicated their actions. Diane to contact Wanda for DHL.
8/16/2021 - Discussed with UPS 8/11; working individually with mailers.
8/12/2021 - No update.I10
8/2/2021 - Policy has been communicated with Industry. Awaiting discussion with Tom Foti. 
7/19/2021 - No update. Kellie following up with Tom Foti. On any decisions from 7/8 Executive Committee mtg.
7/15/2021 - Virtual over label will not be allowed. Pending closing.		274		10/25/21

		2021		June		5		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Packages		DDU Mis-Shipped		Formalize changes to current assessment process.				8/12/2021 - All CY 2021 assessments are not being collected. Assessments will commence February 2022 for January 2022 data. Pending closing.
8/2/2021 - Will not be updating Pub 205 with DDU mis-ship language.
7/19/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - Reviewing Process.		274		8/12/21

		2021		June		6		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Packages		DDU Mis-Shipped		Package assessment process-need offline discussions with Industry/USPS.				10/25/2021 - Lisa to discuss with Wanda - can close per Wanda.
8/30/2021, 9/27/2021 - No update.
8/16/2021 - Lisa to discuss with Wanda.
8/12/2021 - Impacted mailers are provided data. Pending closing.
8/2/2021 - No task team; reaching out to individuals starting 8/9. No assessments 'til January 2022
7/19/2021 - Task team? From 7/8 Executive Committee mtg. Kellie following up with Tom Foti/Randy Workman/Diane Smith.
7/15/2021 - No discussions. Pending closing.		274		10/25/21

		2021		June		7		Closed		Crystal Newman 
John Byrne		All		EPS/CAPS Retirement		Exception process requested for CAPS retirement effective 8/29/21.				10/25/2021 - Close
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021 - No update.
8/16/2021 - Exception process is to submit a written request to Marc McCrery and Tom Foti.
7/29/2021, 8/2/2021, 8/12/2021- No update.
7/15/2021 - There will be no exception process (CAPS shuts down effective 9/30).		274		10/25/21

		2021		March		1		Closed		Dale Kennedy		Letters		Late Mail		Define DOA mail process and subsequent options for refund of postage (situational case by case basis). DOA mail will not be measured since there won't be processing scans. Data should reflect mail that was removed and reason code.  				12/20/2021 - Dale covered at Nov MTAC, has been implemented. Close.
12/16/2021 - No update.
12/2/2021 - No update. Glenn contacted Dale.
11/22/2021 - Dale discussed at MTAC; need to understand implementation. Glenn contacted Dale.
10/25/2021 - Dale to provide update at MTAC.
9/9/2021, 9/27/2021 - No update.
8/16/2021 - Tom to follow up with Dale.
8/2/2021 - Diane to follow up with Dale.
7/19/2021 - Diane meeting and providing updates.
6/21/2021 - no update. On track.
6/7/2021  - Will be addressed at June MTAC 
5/24/2021 - Checking to see whether this is ready by June 29 MTAC.
5/10/2021 - Ongoing, will have draft in next week.
4/12/2021 - Same as #2 Jan 2021. Keep open to track.		365		12/20/21

		2021		March		2		Closed		Dave Marinelli 
Tom Foti		Letters		Late Mail		Schedule Virtual Round-Table for Impact of Late mail and policy discussion with ELT and Industry.  				11/22/2021 - Close per Lisa confirmation from Dave.
10/25/2021 - Lisa to contact Dave.
9/27/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Tom discussed with Dave. Lisa to contact Dave re: closing. 
8/16/2021 - Tom to discuss with Dave.
8/2/2021 - Diane to follow up with Tom.
7/19/2021 - Need to understand plan for communicating results of discussions.
6/17/2021 - Complete. Close.
6/7/2021 - Will be addressed at June MTAC.
5/10/2021 - Lisa checking with Dave. Pending Closed.
4/12/2021 - Need update.		365		11/22/21

		2021		March		3		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters		MID		Review whether there's a need to change BC uniqueness from 45 days to proposed 60-90 day (MID availability?)				7/19/2021 - Not doing. Close.
6/17/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Will be discussed at June MTAC.
5/24/2021 - Need to share at MTAC to close.
5/10/2021 - no updates.
4/22/2021 - Reviewed it; will be cost on USPS and mailer; no issue before 2020 peak season. Table this until further issues are demonstrated. 
4/12/2021 - Still many 6-digit MIDs available; still working. Need to evaluate doing or will other discussions and actions ease industry distress and need for change.
4/8/2021 - Still reviewing and looking at alternatives.  Changing the uniqueness may not be the answer.  A better analysis of the SDOC may help.  		365		7/19/21

		2021		March		4		Closed		John Byrne		Letters		CAPS		Provide update on the process to provide Industry with archived CAPS data.				8/26/2021 - USPS has indicated its approach. Close.
8/16/2021 - No change.
8/2/2021 - See 7/29; mailers may obtain their own data through WebCAPS for their data for one month after retirement (same process as now). USPS to send out Industry Alert announcing same (data available through end of FY22).
7/29/2021 - Customers may request data through CAPS back 1 month; other requests must go through MSSC (up to 1 year back). 
7/19/2021 - Plan in place; teams working it. Customers will be able to request data back 1 year through MSSC. Possible issue with retroactive window; Crystal to follow up.
7/15/2021 -Selected option. Ongoing Monday Meetings.
6/21/2021 - Meeting today.
6/17/2021 - Met 6/14 with Phalgun, Paul, et al; Paul distributed four options; meeting 6/21.
6/7/2021 - Meeting on 6/7 to discuss. 
5/24/2021 - Still working
4/22/2021 - Meeting has not yet been scheduled to review requirements.
4/12/2021 - Need update.		365		8/26/21

		2021		March		5		Closed		Crystal Newman		Letters		EPS		Set up live demo calls with impacted customers (Wanda) to investigate EPS system performance issues.				4/22/2021 - Completed. EPS team reviewing.
4/8/2021 - Scheduled meeting for April 15.		365		4/22/21

		2021		March		6		Closed		John Byrne		Letters		EPS		Develop or publish SLAs for EPS performance.				12/20/2021 - Close.
12/16/2021 - Geriann sent approved SLAs to group 12/9. Close pending Lisa review?
12/2/2021 - Plan to get the SLAs out asap.
11/22/2021 - Crystal to send out SLAs by COB 11/25.
11/4/2021, 11/18/2021 - Sharing SLA with WG 195. Pending Close.
10/25/2021 - Senior Mgmt reviewing prior to public posting to WG 195 and PostalPro.
9/27/2021 - Gave SLAs to UPS MI; concerns; blaming it for inability to transition; difficulty with EDI. Met 9/24.
9/13/2021 - Awaiting SLAs from IV-MTR. PPC data services to provide info.
9/9/2021 - Awaiting SLAs from IV-MTR.
8/26/2021 - Diane socializing with IV-MTR. 
8/16/2021 - Andrew provided draft; under review.
8/2/2021 - No update; Crystal to present draft options and review in WG.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/19/2021 - Need understanding of SLA request; discuss internally. Will discuss 7/22 on 195 call.
7/15/2021 - Meeting Friday. Will address on 195 Call.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - The areas and customer segmentation for EPS SLA have been developed. 
5/24/2021 - Still working
4/22/2021 - Meeting has not yet been scheduled to review requirements.
4/8/2021 - No update.		365		12/20/21

		2021		March		7		Closed		Tom Foti		Packages		Package Assessments		Address package assessments with individual customers.				4/12/2021 - Need update. Addressed with individual companies.		365		4/26/21

		2021		March		8		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		eVS/Package Platform		Schedule Package Overlabel initiative meeting in the next month.

Combined with previous March 2020 Item 3.

From March 2020 Item 3:
Virtual Overlabel Solutions - discussion on data, unintended consequences and solutions. Plan for face-to-face meeting at next MTAC.				8/2/2021 - No workgroup for overlabels. Diane reaching out. Close. Follow through under Action # 4 from June 2021.
7/19/2021- No update.
6/7/2021 - No update.
5/6/2021 - Vicki to present white paper to ELT.
4/26/2021 - Contingent on upcoming internal meeting; schedule tbd.
4/12/2021 - Need update.

From March 2020 Item 3 Entries:
4/26/2021 - Contingent on upcoming internal meeting; schedule tbd.
4/12/2021 - Still discussing.
3/1/2021 - Need internal discussions before proceeding
2/25/2021 - Vicki preparing writeup prior to sharing with Industry.
12/8/20 - No new update.  Reviewing internally                                             11/4/2020 - John talking to his Sales folks per 10/30 email with deck.
10/8/2020 - Awaiting John M action.
9/24/2020 - Awaiting John M to confirm when ready to schedule.
8/27/2020 - Vicki to schedule with John.
7/13/2020  - Internal discussion ongoing.
6/18/2020 - Internal agreement against virtual overlabels.
4/14/2020 - Ongoing internal work.		365		8/2/21

		2021		March		9		Open		Vicki Bosch		Packages		DIM Measurements		DIM Measurements – non‐rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is there.				3/10/2022 - FRN in process for proposed rule changing package measurement.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - Meeting internally 2/16 to discuss.
11/22, 12/2, 12/20/2021 - 2/10/2022 - No update. 
10/25/2021 - Vicki identifying additional CRs. Plan to update at MTAC.
8/2/2021 - Two CRs drafted, under consideration (release based on prioritization). CR numbers?
7/19/2021- No update.
6/7/2021 - Awaiting CR.
5/6/2021 - No CR yet, Kellie to provide soon. 
4/26/2021 - Needs CR to address sample issues for DN indicators.
4/12/2021 - Need update.		365

		2021		March		10		Open		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Flats		Child Statements		12/20/2021 - remaining issue is with MM statements when single piece records are in the file - cannot see child statements.

Look to see whether CR 14144 (periodicals postage statement details) can be moved up from January 2022 release.				3/10/2022 - James following up.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/10/2022 - No update.
1/31/2022 - James followed up. Team researching; might create CR.
1/3/2022 - James confirming 1/9 date. Rose to provide feedback 1/11.
12/20/2021 - James investigating CR 12204 - not sure if 1/9/2022 is correct.
11/22, 12/2, 2/16/2021 - CR 12204 on track for 1/9/2022.
10/25/2021 - CR 12204 scheduled 1/9/2022.
9/23, 10/21/2021 - No Update.
9/13/2021 - Follow up for January. New CR 12204.
9/9/2021 - No change to January release
8/30/2021 - Meredith portion resolved in 8/15 release; additional portion to be resolved Jan 2022. New CR 12204 is for the comail child postage statement as a hyperlink.
8/26/2021 - No update. LInk to child statements to be available Jan 22.
8/16/2021 - Fix to be confirmed; Lisa checking with Industry to see if link for child statements is available (it's not).
8/2/2021 - Scheduled 8/15. CR 14144.
7/29/2021 - Can't be moved; scheduled early FY22.
7/15/2021 - James checking status. 
6/21/2021 - Reviewing internally with Hardik.
6/17/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Ongoing research. Diane following up.
5/20/2021 - Shankar Krishnan researching. Diane to send note.
5/10/2021 - Ongoing research.
4/26/2021 - Shankar Krishnan researching.
4/22/2021 - confusion regarding fix; working with Lisa W and Andrew Thompson.
4/12/2021 - CR 14144 completed in Jan 2021. Customers still experiencing the issue with comail statements. Will set up meeting with customer.
4/8/2021  - Reviewing.		365

		2021		March		11		Closed		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Flats		Postage Register		Provide schedule for CR 14488 for duplicate entries on the register (deployed in April Release and should be closed). 				8/2/2021 - Fixed; close.
7/29/2021 - Awaiting Lisa feedback.
7/15/2021 - Deployed in April release. Pending Closing.				8/2/21

		2021		March		12		Open		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Flats		EPS		
12/20/2021 - Will either not allow Pending Periodicals in EPS or fix EPS to recognize reserve fund.

14088 Modify pending periodical logic for EPS; scheduled January 2022.
				3/10/2022 - USPS developing process to allow customers to remain in EPS and ensure that the Reserve Fund is correct.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - Working to identify parameters of fix to allow Pending Periodicals to remain in EPS (April target). USPS to stop future Pending Periodicals from entering EPS until fix deployed. 
2/10/2022 - Sent Industry Alert; still analyzing options.
1/31/2022 - Sent internal notice that it throws Accounting off; was released externally. Will place moratorium on new Pending Periodicals getting into EPS and explore fix to let those that are in there use EPS. In meantime, remove 77 Pending Periodicals; if no fix, will need to remove from EPS and place in local trust. USPS to send out Industry Alert 2/14 explaining the issue and fix, present at UG11 for follow-up.
1/3/2022 - Still on hold.
12/16/2021 - On hold.
11/22, 12/2/2021 - On track for 1/9/2022.
10/25/2021 - CR 14088 scheduled for 1/9/2022.
10/21/2021 - No Update.
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021, 9/23/2021 - No update. CR 14088.
8/26/2021, 8/30/2021 - No update. James L to circle back with team.
8/2/2021, 8/16/2021 - Still scheduled for January 2022. CR 14088.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - scheduled for January 2022.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021 - No update. On track.
6/7/2021 - Scheduled for January 2022
6/3/2021 - CR 14088 now scheduled for January 2022.
5/10/2021, 5/20/2021 - scheduled 8/15.
4/26/2021 - Correct CR number and title: 14088 Modify Pending Periodical Logic for EPS (scheduled 8/15). 
4/12/2021 - Still need schedule.		365						14088 – Pending Periodicals is not scheduled until January 2022

		2021		January		1		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters/Flats		Mailer Scorecard		Mailer Scorecard – mailers are experiencing errors on scorecard (December 2020, January 2021, February 2021) due to late mail. What will the policy be on scorecard assessments resulting from these errors?				2/25/2021 - Waived January assessments. Close.				2/25/21				14488 – Reporting Issue due to Seamless Incentive. This deployed in April Release and should be closed.

		2021		January		2		Closed		Randy Workman/
Janine Egloff		Letters/Flats		Service Standard Policy		Review policy for late mail which caused mail to be “wasted” – marketing value lost (delivered after sales date, etc). Marketers seeking refunds. May need to work in conjunction with operations/processing to implement a mechanism for MSP/MO to decide if mail should be delivered when it will be delivered outside of service standard.				4/12/2021 - Dale Kennedy handling. Close
3/25/2021 - Tom Foti taking lead; Janine to discuss with Randy.
3/11/2021 - Janine to revisit.
2/25/2021 - Under discussion				4/12/21

		2021		January		3		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters/Flats		Mailer Scorecard		Consider changing uniqueness requirement from 45 days to 90 days – would this mitigate scorecard errors due to late mail?				2/25/2021 - Not doing? Janine to validate with Randy. Close.				2/25/21

		2021		January		4		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters/Flats		Service Standard Policy		Allow industry participation in USPS policy discussion or at least allow industry provide education on the impact of late mail across the entire supply chain.				2/25/2021 - Industry will be consulted as usual for new policy. Close.				2/25/21

		2021		January		5		Closed		Diane Smith		Letters/Flats		Undoc		Undocumented Error Matching Process Improvement – can the USPS use the MQD files instead of having the industry manipulate those files and send them back to the USPS? At a higher level – can USPS run barcodes through the process before deeming them undocumented?				3/11/2021 - James posted instructions on PostalPro to convert undoc IMb into text file for automated review. The file format is required for ingestion into the system. Close
2/25/2021 - Don't anticipate updates in forseeable future.				3/11/21

		2021		January		6		Closed		Mike Filipski		Letters/Flats		BCG		BCG – Customer Validation Tool – fact sheet requested for users.				2/25/2021 - Complete.				2/25/21

		2021		January		8		Closed		Jeanette Cook		Letters		EMCA Migration  		EMCA Migration to NCMS – some customers are required to do a security check/audit to make sure USPS systems meet requirements. What group does this fall under at USPS and who is the contact?				3/15/2021 - Jeanette provided contact name - Ezana Dessie.		428		3/15/21

		2021		January		9		Closed		Diane Smith/
Kellie Painter		Packages		eVS		Additional training need for HQ eVS analysts on EPS conversion. John Medeiros to provide examples of gap.				4/12/2021 - Training complete. Close.
3/15/2021 - Going to provide general training on EPS. TBD
2/25/2021 - Waiting for John to provide examples.		428		4/12/21

		2021		January		10		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Dim Measurements		DIM Measurements – non-rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. USPS requested examples, Steve Smith and John Medeiros to provide examples. Will require further discussion after USPS receives examples.				5/6/2021 - This duplicates the March 2021 AI #9, so is closed.
4/26/2021 - Vicki has Medeiros data; reviewing, had interaction with Steve.
4/12/2021 - Need update.
3/1/2021 Investigating.		428		5/6/21

		2021		January		11		Closed		Mike Filipski		Flats		Balance Check Fact Sheet		MSP Balance Check – fact sheet(s) on process for mail owner to allow access to EPS and Local Trust account balance and for MSP to obtain balance.				8/16/2021 - Fact sheets posted at https://postalpro.usps.com/balance-check. Close
8/2/2021 - Will post PowerPoint slides on PostalPro. Multiple fact sheet pages.
7/29/2021 - No update.
6/21/2021 - Scheduled for 8/15.
6/17/2021 - Scheduled for August.
6/7/2021 - No update.
5/10/2021 - James brought to UG11. Pending Changes 
4/26/2021 - James to bring to next UG11.
3/25/2021 - Mike updated FAQ for new BCG.
3/15/2021 - MSP balance check planned for August 2021 - Must complete process before the fact sheet gets published. 
3/1/2021 - Complete - Plan to post 3/2
2/25/2021 - Waiting for more info; pushed to August release.		428		8/16/21

		2021		January		12		Closed		James Duffy		Flats		MSP Balance Check		MSP Balance Check – walk through how it works at next UG 11 meeting on February 4, 2021.				5/6/2021 - Reflected on # 8, 13 (June 2019) below. MSP  balance check demo provided week of 4/26/2021.
4/26/2021 - James to do walkthrough at UG11.
4/22/2021 - Unchanged. July for now.
3/25/2021 - Walkthrough on UG11 closer to July.
3/15/2021 - Will provide walk through on April 15. (CR 13690)
3/1/2021 - Planned for August 2021 
2/25/2021 - Schedule for two weeks prior to system release.		428		5/6/21

		2020		November 		1		Closed		John Byrne		Letters		EPS		Active permits being deleted.
This is showing in EPS profile of permits deleted when a permit has been cancelled.				
12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
11/18, 12/2, 12/16/2021 - WIP, CR 1650 targeted for Q4 FY22.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021, -  Crystal followed up week of 10/18; no response yet. Per LIsa, CR 1650 targeted for Q4 FY22.
9/27/2021 - James L to check with team on schedule. CR 1650.
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021 - No update.
8/26/2021 - No update. Crystal following up with John.
8/16/2021 - John following up.
8/2/2021 - No update. CR 1650.
7/19/2021, 7/29/2021 - No update.
6/21/2021, 7/15/2021 - Slated for 10/3; subject to prioritization.
6/17/2021 - Crystal following up.
5/24/2021 - Crystal will check.
4/12/2021 - No update.
3/25/2021 - If they are referring to the Manage Permits page in EPS, there is a CR 1650 (currently assigned Low priority) to add logic in EPS to update the permit CRID name and permit status.
3/15/2021 - Researching.		498		12/20/21

		2020		November 		2		Closed		Randy Workman/
Janine Egloff		Letters		MSSC		1. Create and publish a decision tree for MSSC and PostalOne! Help Desk.
2. Industry refresher on the MSSC and the assistance they can provide. 				4/22/2021 - Lisa reviewed; complete.
4/12/2021 - Lisa to complete review.
3/25/2021 - No update
3/11/2021 - 
3/1/2021 - Lisa W. will get back with Janine
2/25/2021 - No update
2/11/2021 - Still awaiting Lisa's feedback.
2/1/2021 - Sent to Lisa W for review.
1/4/2021 - #1 - Currently in Progress - expect completion Jan. 8, 2021
 #2 Lisa W will check if a refresher is necessary. #2 Janine will get feedback from Lisa and act accordingly.		498		4/22/21

		2020		November 		3		Closed		John Byrne		Flats		BCG/EPS		What will the status of EPS accounts show in the BCG Customer Validation Tool:
- If EPS account is deactivated?
- If EPS account is suspended?				8/2/2021 - Closed. USPS considers account details and will not provide without account holder permission.
7/29/2021 - Closed; Lisa confirm.
7/19/2021 - Crystal following up.
7/15/2021 - No update. Awaiting closing. 
6/21/2021 - Status labels confirmed, demo provided. Close.
6/17/2021 - Demoed in UG 11 and WG 195. Crystal to follow up.
4/22/2021 - all status in BCG and P1! Based on API from EPS. Requirements for CVT use of EPS API in progress for MSP (August release).
4/12/2021 - Jeanette to reconfirm this is happening now.
3/25/2021 - For deactivated accounts, "inactive"; for suspended accounts, "suspend". Confirm with BCG.
3/15/2021 - Researching.		498		8/2/21

		2020		November 		4		Closed		John Byrne		Flats		BCG		4/12 - this should be Debit vs Trust identification in Customer Validation Tool.

Debit vs Trust identification in BCG Account Management Tool				7/29/2021 - Should be closed; Lisa confirm. Covered UG11 and WG195. USPS won't provide account info unless customer provides permission. (USPS considers account details and will not provide without account holder permission.)
7/19/2021 - Crystal following up.
7/15/2021 - Awaiting closing.
6/21/2021 - Request satisfied; close.
6/17/2021 - Have a CR; lower priority.
5/24/2021 - Crystal will check on the status.
4/22/2021 - Trust accounts will display the balance and debit accounts will have the word "Debit".
4/12/2021 - what if not on EPS? And what account owner has not granted access? Can it still indicate debit or trust?
3/25/2021 - For Trust account the balance will display and debit accounts with say “Debit”.  This information will only display if the permit holder has grant permission for USPS to share the EPS/Local Trust Account Number, EPS/Local Trust Account Status, and EPS/Local Trust Balance or denoting a debit account if queried by an MSP. If not pertaining to MSP balance check, need more info.
3/15/2021 - Researching		498		8/2/21

		2020		November 		5		Closed		Janine Egloff		Flats		BCG		1. Understand process on USPS side on what drives CRID creation - discussion was when a permit is created.
2. Refresher to field on how to open permits, use CRID if already assigned. 				1/27/2022 - Complete. Close.
1/3/2022 - On track for training.
12/2, 12/16/2021 - Training dates - 1/11/2022, 1/13/2022. Close after completing training.
11/22/2021 - Industry Alert to go out for #1. Training for #2 TBD (~Jan 2022).
11/18/2021 - Complete. Posted to PostalPro 11/18.
9/9/2021, 9/23/2021, 10/21/2021, 11/4/2021 - No Update.
8/30/2021 - Janine reviewing Lisa's feedback. 
8/26/2021 - Janine to follow up with Lisa.
8/12/2021 - Sent to Lisa for review.
8/2/2021 - In post-draft status (job aid); fixing minor issues.
7/29/2021 - Going to Roshonda, Chip and team for review, then deliver to Lisa. 
7/19/2021 - No update.
6/21/2021 - Draft under review.
6/17/2021 - Anticipate draft by 6/18 COB.
6/7/2021 - No update. 
6/3/2021 - Initial draft should be complete by 6/11.
5/10/2021 - All documents obtained. Ongoing. 
5/6/2021 - Janine working it; has partial documentation. Need all databases and applications that can create CRIDS.
4/26/2021 - Still waiting.
4/22/2021 - Waiting on documents from original logic owners.
4/12/2021 - Still working.
3/25/2021 - Janine reaching out to Sue R. to gather info.
2/1/2021, 2/11/2021, 2/25/2021, 3/11/2021 - No update.
1/4/21 - Janine #1 getting a list of how a CRID is created.		498

		2020		July		1		Closed		Lisa Arcari		Periodicals		EPS		USPS/MTAC leadership to consider a Workgroup for EPS/IV.				12/8/20 Solicitation to the WG went out on 12/7
11/10/2020 - Issue statement written.
10/22/2020 - Determining the proper forum.
9/24/2020 - Crystal is still working on it.
9/9/2020 - No update
8/31/2020 - Lisa A has template and will complete.
8/27/2020 - Vicki to provide template to Lisa A.
8/17/20 - need status update from Lisa Arcari.				12/7/20

		2020		July		2		Closed		Mike Filipski		Letters		Non-Identical Weight Mail/Manifest		Consider removing the rule that non-identical mail has to be done under Manifest. DMM vs pub 685.				10/8/2020 - Complete.
9/28/2020 - Will be posted by 9/28/2020.
9/9/2020 - Will be addressed through the Q&A of July MTAC session. Will be posted by 9/18.
8/27/2020 - Respond at/through MTAC. Seamless acceptance is solution for not manifesting for non-identical weight mailings.				10/8/20

		2020		July		3		Closed		Jeanette Cook		Parcels		EPS		Performance issue on reports (Commercial Shipping and Detail Report). Download of (Commercial & Shipping) report returns blank with no data.				4/8/2021- Is in the April 25th release 
3/25/2021 - Executed dashbloard changes 1/10/2021 to address performance issues; if issues continue, need examples. 4/25 change will add "Generate" button to select date range for reports. Will meet with Lisa L. to further analyze.
3/15/2021- Lisa W. will send latest performance information
Per Nov 2020 MTAC, still an issue - reopen action item.
9/9/2020 - Complete
8/27/2020 - Scheduled for 8/30 release.		610		4/8/21

		2020		July		4		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		PostalOne!		PO mail can't see the statements in PostalOne.				12/3/2020 - Close; alert Lisa W. at next MTAC status.
10/22/2020 - ALM 14144 Fix Scheduled for Jan 2021 release.
9/24/2020 - Lisa W sending email regarding issue with ticket number.
9/9/2020 - Need to confirm that the issue was resolved with the ticket.
8/31/2020 - Lisa W sending email regarding issue.
8/27/2020 - Angela following up with Lisa W.				12/3/20

		2020		March		1		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		EPS		Identify and train HQ eVS analysts on EPS conversion.
Work with John Medeiros and DHL on current EPS issues. 				6/22/2020 - Kellie confirmed this is complete.
6/4/2020 - Peter to follow up with Kellie.
4/27/2020 - No update.				3/1/20

		2020		March		2		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		(PRS) - USPS Returns		eVS/PTR team needs to meet to identify solution for visibility to Locale key for Industry use and HQ reconciliation.				1/31/2022 - USPS not planning to implement IT solution. PTR can fulfill request ad hoc. Close.
12/6/2021 - Lisa discussed with Wanda; is it one time request (and continuous), or must it be requested each time, and has this been communicated to customers?
10/25/2021 - Impacts only four customers; only one has requested it. Recommend closing and USPS provide periodic reports as requested. Lisa to discuss with Wanda.
8/12/2021 - Will be taken to UG2 to close. Pending CR. 
8/2/2021 - Anyone needing data should use PTR. No current plans to implement CR. Socialize at UG2.
6/7/2021, 7/19/2021 - No update.
4/26/2021 - PTR feels it meets their needs (only one company requested it). Mention on UG2.
4/12/2021 - Need update.
1/4/21 - Sent out emails waiting for responses.                                                                              12/8/20 Vicki will send out a survey to determine what mailers use it.    11/10/2020 - Take to 182.
11/4/2020 - Propose to close; limited use. Continue to provide ad-hoc report pending need.
10/22/2020 - CMC not scheduled.
9/30/2020 - CMC 1508 for locale key in the scan event extract file for PRS customers. For those who request, we provide an adhoc report.
9/28/2020 - No number yet. Vicki to follow up.
8/27/2020 - No update. Awaiting CMC number.
7/20/2020 - CMC created, scheduled deployment date TBD.
06/30/2020 - Peter to follow up.
4/14/2020 - Ongoing internal work.		736

		2020		March		4		Closed		Angela Dyer		Letters/Flats		COVID-19		Move Update and CASS timeframe issues in the event mail is held - how will USPS address these circumstances? 				4/13/20 - Contingencies have been developed and communicated
3/26/2020 - We will work with Industry to make necessary concessions. Mailer should request exceptions through the local MBME.				4/13/20

		2020		March		5		Closed		Angela Dyer		Letters		COVID-19		How will DMU mailers be staffed or how will mail be verified at DMUs where BME staffing is impacted?  				3/26/2020 - Contingency plan addresses identifying how BME will use resources to collect information needed to allow entry of mail. 				3/26/20

		2020		March		6		Closed		Sandy Chopra		Letters		Letters		Mail Quality Reports - develop list of reports that are housed inside the folders that will be removed, communicate to industry. 				4/13/2020 - List is created, waiting to see how that will be shared				4/13/20

		2020		January		1		Open		James Duffy		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		RECEIVED APPROVAL FOR EXTERNAL ACCESS TO IMAGES! Will use same process for internal and external sharing of images.

		Project architecture resolved; design approach TBD.		3/10/2022 - No update.
2/24/2022 - Project architecture resolved; design approach TBD.
2/14/2022 - Beginning project setup.
2/10/2022 - No update.
1/31/2022 - Met with Erich Petre week of 1/24 on process to obtain images from IRIS.
1/27/2022 - Continuing to discuss.
1/3/2022 - No update.
12/16/2021 - James met with Vince Nguyen at Engineering 12/15 to start the process. 
12/2/2021 - No update. 
11/22/2021 - Met with Privacy, Legal, Inspection Service. Exploring sharing images internally. Sharing won't occur prior to January 2022. Agreed on sharing images externally for investigating undocumented pieces.    
10/21/2021 - Privacy and Legal preparing vetted response.
8/26/2021, 8/30/2021, 9/9/2021, 9/23/2021 - No Update.
8/2/2021 - Testing interface for internal provision. James to see whether USPS Legal willing to meet with Industry Legal.
7/29/2021 - USPS won't provide images to industry. Awaiting closing.
6/21/2021 - Can't release images externally. Any internal release not until late summer 2021.
6/17/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Working interface with Engineering Software and Testing.
6/3/2021 - Still working interface with Engineering Software and Testing.
5/20/2021 - Ongoing testing to interface.
5/6/2021 - Interface complete; in testing.
4/26/2021 - They're working the interface. Awaiting update.
4/12/2021 - Need update.
3/11/2021, 3/25/2021 - No update.
2/25/2021 - No update. James has reached out. Late March internal availabilty 
2/11/2021 - Still hoping for March date (internal only).
2/1/2021 - By March should be able to obtain images from internal system.
1/4/21 - Response from Privacy expected at the end of summer 2021.                               12/17/2020 - Awaiting response from Chief Privacy Officer on whether meeting with Industry. 
12/3/2020 - Sent request to Privacy, OIG and Legal 11/29; no response yet. Submitted BNS0052254 request for internal view.
11/4/2020 11/10/2020 - No update. James to reach out to Paul.
9/24/2020 - Kickoff week of 9/30.
9/4/2020 - Paul drafted a technical architecture diagram to start with the initial design. Kickoff week of 9/7. Being tracked under BNS #52254 (Mailpiece Images for Commercial Mailers).
8/27/2020 - James awaiting Paul update.
8/17/20 BNS started waiting to meet and get approval.  Privacy is okay. 06/30/2020 - Meeting July 1st with Privacy to pursue getting approval for internal access.
6/11/2020 - With Privacy.
6/8/2020- Paul keeps following up with them.                                           6/4/2020 - Paul escalating. Business proposal deliverable provided to them, awaiting approval from Privacy.
4/23/2020 - Had call 4/16; Chief Privacy Officer is open to proposal; asked for business case in writing. Paul provided 4/22. Paul following up 4/27, will re-engage interested industry stakeholders pending response.
4/23/2020 - Update N/A.
4/13/20 - Policy call with USPIS, Privacy and Law Depts scheduled for Thursday 4/16.
3/12/2020 - No update.
2/18/2020 - Met with privacy, law, and IS. Follow up call to be scheduled.		792

		2020		January		2		Closed		Leider Chang		Letters		BCG		Investigate the possibility of allowing for the selection of multiple CRIDs on the BCG homepage.				3/2/2020 - Status quo. Close this, track under TT26.
2/18/2020 - TT26 addressed this and agreed it would be helpful. Considering for Phase II.		792		3/2/20

		2020		January		3		Closed		James Duffy		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		Follow up with Steve Krejcik about separating weight warnings as separate line items that don’t affect postage and revenue on the mailer scorecard.				4/27/2020 - Fixed as of 4/26 release.
4/9/2020 - Update will be implemented to the system to ignore errors if the piece does not cross into a new price category.
2/18/2020 - Reviewing in TT30.		792		4/27/20

		2020		January		4		Closed		James Duffy		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		Investigate logic check for clerk entry errors for postage PAF that used to be in place but might not be after Price Change.				4/9/2020 - All logic remains in place.
2/18/2020 - no updates.		792		4/9/20

		2020		January		5		Closed		Sandy Chopra		Letters		EPS		Consider sending out industry alert and FAST bulletin board for EPS migrations for inactive and active accounts.				01/31/2020 - Industry Alert sent out.		792		1/31/20

		2020		January		6		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters		EPS		Consider permits that are used in MLOCR mailings that may show up as inactive and not funded but still need to remain open during EPS migrations.				4/14/20 - Closed
3/2/2020 - Randy/Lisa to discuss.
2/18/2020 - no updates.		792		4/14/20

		2020		January		7		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters		Seamless Acceptance		Seamless Acceptance – consider changing piece weight structure for piece weight warnings. Pricing structure does not match warning criteria.				4/27/20 - Close.
4/14/20 - Part of TT30 resolution - Following up after 4/26 to ensure it's working then can close.
3/2/2020 - USPS to work with Brian on implementation; cover at MTAC. 
2/18/2020 - Reviewing in TT30.		792		4/27/20

		2020		January		8		Closed		Mike Filipski		Flats		PostalOne!		Investigate ways to auto-populate data on the Statement of Ownership to accommodate companies with multiple publications.				12/3/2020 - Deployed; we'll clarify that the form is usable for requestor and non-requestor. 
11/10/2020 - Pushed to 11/15.
11/4/2020 - Scheduled for 11/8.
10/22/2020 - Still on track.
10/8/2020 - Met 10/2 with Steve Jacob; still on track for November 2020.
9/24/2020 - Still on schedule for November 2020.
8/17/20 Moving to November 2020.                                                                                  6/30/2020 - Scheduled for Deployment October 2020 release.
6/8/2020 - On track                                                                                          6/4/2020 - On track.
5/7/2020 - On track.
4/27/2020 - No change, on track for October.
4/23/2020 - Tentative for October release.
4/13/2020 - Tentative for October release.
3/16/2020 - Getting LOE, develop template and buy in from users.
3/2/2020 - Dev team proposes creating one-for-one spreadsheet; Mike to have prototype by 3/6.
02/13/2020 - Working with P1! development team. P1! will provide architectural options, after which a feasibility decision will be made.		792		12/3/20

		2020		January		9		Closed		Leider Chang		Flats		BCG		Prepare a demo for the different views under Mailer Scorecard on the BCG homepage.				3/12/2020 - Some platform limitations complicate the ability to provide. Pilot is 3/30, so won't happen in Phase I.  Track under TT 26.
3/2/2020 - Leider meeting with Mailer Scorecard team 3/2 to resolve summary info issue. 
2/18/2020 - This can be done. Working demo will be available.		792		3/12/20

		2020		January		10		Closed		Leider Chang		Flats		BCG		Include large and multi-plant periodical mailers in the BCG March pilot testing.				3/2/2020 - Close. Ask folks at MTAC if they want to be added. Considering creating feedback link at BCG.
2/18/2020 - This will be done.		792		3/2/20

		2020		January		11		Closed		Diane Smith		Flats		EPS/IV		Investigate missing permit-level BRM data from EPS IV reports by reaching out to Stevie Ray Jones.				4/13/2020 - Completed 2/14/20 per Diane.
3/2/2020 - Glenn to contact Diane.		792		2/14/20

		2020		January		12		Open		Diane Smith  Chip Brown		Flats		PostalOne!		For container-based refunds, consider reversals on individual containers as opposed to refunds or adjustments (to communicate volume and postage data).				3/10/2022 - No update.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - No update. Rose following up with Lisa W. and Bob S.
1/31/2022 - No update.
12/2 - 1/3/2022 - No update.
10/25, 11/22/2021 - Waiting on documentation from Chip on the process.
10/21/2021 - Pending Close.
9/27/2021 - Propose dropping this; discuss with Lisa/Industry.
8/26/2021, 9/9/2021, 9/13/2021, 9/23/2021 - No Update.
8/16/2021 - Timeline needed.
6/3/2021, 6/7, 6/17, 6/21, 7/15, 7/19, 7/29, 8/2/2021- - No update.
2/11/2021, 2/25, 3/1, 3/11, 3/25, 4/12, 4/26, 5/6, 5/10, 5/20/2021 - No Update.
12/21/20 - Working on parameters on when refunds can be processed.  Planned for end of January                                                                              
12/3/2020 - Container-based refunds in PostalOne approaching finalization. Discuss with Lisa W. at next MTAC status (12/21).
11/10/2020 - Melissa to reach out to Chip.
11/4/2020 - No update.
9/24/2020 - No update.
8/17/20 Leave open until we have this documented.                                         
 7/20/2020 - Chip will document new process for refund within PO!
6/8/2020 - Chip to Document the process and schedule meeting.             
6/4/2020 - Statement reversal will not be solution to container-based refund. Close on Monday meeting.
4/27/2020 - Randy to follow up with Chip.
4/14/2020 - Meeting on 4/14. 
3/2/2020 - In stalemate with Finance on terms with container-based refunds. Needs further discussion.
2/18/2020 - Reversals considered to be inappropriate.		792

		2020		January		13		Closed		Randy Workman / Chip Brown		Flats		Mailer Scorecard		Investigate the root cause of eInduction errors on scorecard.				3/31/2020 - Quad will continue to monitor through the scorecard. No further action required at this time. Closed.
3/2/2020 - No response to date; Lisa W to discuss with Phil.
2/18/2020 - Spoke to Phil T; concerns with duplicate errors are addressed with logic in eInduction. Undocumented appear to be misscanned; eInduction team shared data with Chip/Phil; this happened 8 times in the last 4 months. No response from Phil regarding next steps.		792		3/31/20

		2020		January		14		Open		Chip Brown		Flats		Mail.dat		Investigate ability to add PMOD container (sacks/trays) information to mail.dat.				6/31, 6/7, 6/17, 7/29, 8/2, 8/26, 9/9, 9/13, 9/27/2021 - 1/3/2022 - 3/14/2022 - No update.
2/11/2021, 2/25, 3/11, 3/25, 4/12, 4/26, 5/6, 5/20/2021 - No update.
12/3, 12/17/2020 - No update.
11/10/2020 - Melissa to reach out to Chip.
9/24/2020 - No update.
7/13/2020 - Under evaluation by USPS
6/4/2020 - Chip to raise with Tariq. 
4/13/2020 - Working with Tariq on response.
3/2/2020 - Chip discussed with Tariq; reqts are drafted, not implemented (due to cost?) Awaiting Tariq follow up.
2/18/2020 - Reached out to Kellie at PO; she indicated that there's no mail.dat specs with IDEAlliance regarding PMOD.		792

		2020		January		15		Closed		John Byrne		Flats		EPS		Provide an update on industry ability to delink permits in EPS – March 2020 MTAC.				12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021 , 11/18/2021, 12/2/2021 - CRs 1732/1733 scheduled Q2 FY22.
9/27/2021 - Awaiting scheduling. From WG 195 - Need to verify for legacy and new permits if one type is inactivated that system will not allow the permit number to someone else. (old rule - after 2 years inactive permit number can be given to someone else).
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021 - Awaiting scheduling for CRs 1732/1733
8/2/2021, 8/16/2021, 8/26/2021 - No update. CR 1732 and CR 1733.
7/19/2021, 7/29/2021 - No update.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021, 7/15/2021 - FY22
4/12/2021 - Still no date for implementation of CR 1732 and CR 1733.
3/25/2021 - No update.
3/15/2021 - CRs still not scheduled.  
11/10/2020 - CRs not yet scheduled.
9/29/2020 - CR 1732 - CR - Delinking CR - Ability to Transfer a permit and/or balance between EPS accounts with different owners
CR 1733 - CR - Delinking CR - Provide Mailers the ability to hide permits that were closed/cancelled/Delete/inactive status.
9/24/2020 - CR will be available for 9/28.
8/27/2020 - Lisa to document delinking cases and create CRs. 
7/20/2020 - Evaluating use cases for delinking USPS account. Provide update for next MTAC meeting.
6/30/2020 - No plans to support "go-back-to-CAPS" use case, but do need to understand other potential use cases from industry. Cover during Pre-MTAC Webinar.
6/8/2020 - Need update from Lisa.
6/4/2020 - OBE; decreasing demand, low priority. Workaround available as necessary.
4/14/2020 - Lisa A working.
3/09/2020 - PMW Update - still discussing with Finance.
3/2/2020 - In stalemate with Finance on terms with delinking permits. Needs further discussion. Goal is to provide some logic.
2/18/2020 - no update.		792		12/20/21

		2020


Former Line 52:
2019		January


Former Line 52:
October		16


Former Line 52:
15,16		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Letters/Flats/Packages		eVS

Former Line 52: Package Platform		Review the PPC ERRATA file process to potentially include the eVS quarterly destination entry exception list (WG 182).

Merged with former 52 (below):
Package Platform verifications (Census Entry):
1) Look at individual exceptions for census entry and determine how to ensure all who need it get their exceptions in the errata files for Package Platform. Consider how Dale Kennedy's development integrates with the errata files. 
2)  Follow up with Operations team working on ensuring errata files are accurate. Get Kevin's input.
)
on 5/6/2021, merged January 2021 Item 7 with this. (added letters and flats from item 7 to packages from this item. The revamping is comprehensive across mail types.				3/14/2022 - Process working as expected; close.
3/10/2022 - No update. Experiencing minor reporting issues; working with Operations on process improvement.
2/28/2022 - ERRATA file is in place; Diane working some minor issues.
2/14/2022 - Rose to discuss at 2/16 Pulse call.
1/3/2022 - ERRATA file continues to be successfully pushed to eVS; some issues at DDUs? Rose following up. 
12/2/2021 - Confirmed ERRATA file is updated and being pushed to eVS; working with Ops to eliminate/minimize ad hoc arrangements. 
11/22/2021 - Longer term, considering using API to pull from Facilities Database; using ERRATA file short term.
10/25/2021 - USPS discussing timeline internally. Long term, plan to integrate with PPC.
9/9/2021, 9/27/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Diane presents to ELT on internal decision on data source; USPS will continue to regularly update ERRATA file.
8/16/2021 -We're using the ERRATA file to identify direction (temporary solution; long-term solution in development); Diane has been socializing with UGs.
8/12/2021 - Socializing with UG2 8/12.
8/2/2021 - Socialized on UG3 7/21 that we regularly update ERRATA file; received two comments from Sean Baldwin and Bob Schimek.
7/19/2021 - Preparing to socialize with user groups.
7/15/2021 - Defined process with operations and delivery.
6/21/2021 - Working with FAST; will socialize with user groups as development proceeds.
6/7/2021 - Ongoing meetings
5/10/2021 - Ongoing subgroup activity for forseeable future. Update for June MTAC
5/6/2021 - Ongoing subgroup activity for forseeable future.
4/26/2021 - Ongoing subgroup activity
4/12/2021 - No update. Need update from Vicki.
2/25/2021 - Kellie met with Chris Nutbrown 2/19; Chris reaching out to FAST developers and Kellie reaching out to SMEs on upgrading the process.
2/11/2021 - Dependent on PPC destination entry, DDU (later 2021)
12/3/2020 - Ongoing; examining alternate processes.
11/4/2020 - Still evaluating internal solution with Chris N.
10/8/2020 - Kellie following up with Chris N.
9/24/2020 - Working with development team to see if identified files will work.
8/27/2020 - No update.
6/30/2020 - Will be offline process. Starting discussion back up.
6/16/2020 - Discussed with Operations; MEPT/Ops agree it should be offline.
4/14/2020 - No update.
3/16/20 - Ongoing internal meetings.
2/27/2020 - We're still having meetings – more info to come.  
2/18/2020 - Under review.
History from former Line 52:
12/3/2020 - No update due to peak hiatus; probably take in January.
11/10/2020 - Take to 182.
10/8/2020 - Awaiting ok to close per Lisa W action.
9/9/2020 - Lisa to resend email.                                                            
7/13/20 - Lisa W to send email to John M to conclude complete.
6/8/2020 - Lisa to send an email.                                                           
5/11/20 - Ongoing ties to Item Jan #16
1/21/20 - Waiting on response from Dale Kennedy for #1.
Waiting on response from Jennifer Vo for #2.		792

		2020		January		17		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		Package Platform		Discuss option for using a rate indicator in lieu of an extra service code for soft packs. John will provide feedback within the next few weeks after consulting with industry members.				5/6/2021 - CR was successfully released 4/25. Close.
4/26/2021- There will be another CR to address samples 
4/12/2021 - Diane to confirm CR 14413 will resolve and is scheduled for April 25th.
2/25/2021 - No update.
2/12/2021 - CR 14413 is scheduled for the April Release.
PTR has requirements to allow mailers to send two new processing categories in the Shipping Services File – ‘S’ for Soft-Pack Machinable and ‘T’ for Soft-Pack Nonmachinable.  If mailers manifest these new processing categories, the pieces would end up routed to eVS Manifest Errors because eVS does not recognize those values.  eVS needs to implement an edit rule that intercepts the new processing categories in the SSF and converts them to the corresponding values that eVS can handle – ‘S’ would convert to ‘3’ (Machinable) and ‘T’ would convert to ‘5’ (Nonmachinable).  The edit rule should store the originally manifested processing category in the database for ad-hoc query purposes, if needed in the future. 
2/11/2021 - Kellie to contact Mary Lynn and ping Juliaann/Vicki.
12/8/20 - Discuss at January UG 2 meeting. 1/14/21                                                  9/28/2020 - CMC 1641 "As the system owner, I need to collect a new processing category for soft packs."..."1. GIVEN that the business needs to identify items that are in soft packaging, then PTR should add a new processing category for soft pack.  See Appendix A for the new processing category."
8/27/2020 - No update.
7/20/2020 - Waiting concurrence from Juliaann. (Which field to use for indicator).
6/30/2020 - Glenn sent to Juliaann.
6/8/2020 - Juliaann needs to confirm with Vicki.
6/4/2020 - Glenn sending to Vicki.
4/14/2020 - Taking to WG182
3/16/2020 - Ongoing discussions.
2/18/2020 - UG2 had this conversation again about using a rate ingredient. Discussion in progress. Lisa to ping John about providing feedback.		792		5/6/21

		2020		January		18		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		eVS		Confirm with Accounting group the necessity and frequency for an updated W-9s. Would an email confirmation that none of the information changed be sufficient?				3/16/20 - Closed.
2/27/2020 - 
• If supplier does not have record in the payment system, W-9 is required.
• If TIN already exists in payment system and if the name on the refund form is exactly the same as what's already in payment system, we don’t ask for W-9. 
• If the TIN already exists in payment but the name on the refund form does not match the supplier header name, then we ask for the W-9.
Example:  Refund form has XYZ Company with a TIN of ABC Company. If payment system has ABC Co already in the system but no record of XYZ, customer has to submit a W-9 with ABC Co DBA XYZ  Co.
The key is, the name on the refund form must match the supplier header record. A company may have different DBAs but thecompany must provide the main name of the company (whoever owns the TIN).
We ask the W-9 be signed and dated within the year. 
2/18/2020 - Kellie to confirm whether she got a response on this process.		792		3/16/20

		2020		January		19		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		eVS		Provide mailer documentation supporting refund decision.				5/11/2020 - Mailers to utilize refund process documented in publication 285. Confirm discussed with User/Work Group then close out.
4/27/2020 - No update. 
4/14/2020 - Can be supported upon request. Discussion item for UG2.
2/18/2020 - Investigating process for requesting additional data.		792		3/1/20

		2020		January		20		Closed		John Byrne		Packages		EPS		Identify reason and source for refunds, adjustments, and reversals on EPS detail reports.				12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021, 11/18/2021, 12/2/2021 - CR 1639 scheduled Q3 FY22.
9/9/2021, 9/27/2021 - Awaiting scheduling.
7/19/2021, 7/29, 8/2, 8/16, 8/26/2021 - No update. CR 1639.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021, 7/15/2021 - FY22.
4/12/2021 - CR 1639 not scheduled yet. Needs prioritization
3/25/2021 - Logged with high level details; need more detailed requirements to ROM and schedule.
9/24/2020 - CR 1639 not scheduled yet (This FY)
8/27/2020 - Lisa A checking CR 1639 status.
6/8/2020 - Alejandro to send a reminder to Bill Craig. 
6/4/2020 - Crystal to follow up.
4/13/2020 - CR 1639 was created to track this item.
3/09/2020 - PMW Update - not scheduled yet.
3/2/20 - Will create a CR for this.		792		12/20/21

		2020		January		21		Open		Vicki Bosch  		Packages		Package Platform		Package Platform test environment – CAT? Pilot?				3/10/2022 - Working on requirements for environment.
2/28/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - Q3/Q4 at earliest.
2/10/2022 - Leider following up.
10/25/2021 - not before Q2/Q3 FY22 for TEM environment.
8/2/2021 - FY 2022
4/12/2021, 4/26/2021, 6/7/2021, 7/19/2021 - No update.
11/4/2020 - Plan for future TEM environment; date TBD next Phase of Package Platform.
10/22/2020 - Prioritizing; Vicki to revisit TEM approaches with Jason.
9/24/2020 - Follow up with Jason Desplechin.
8/31/2020 - No environment identified.
8/27/2020 - No update.
7/13/2020 - TEM Environment under consideration.
6/18/2020 - cloud cost is prohibitive; ideally have TEM; asked Jason for individual costs of beta, CAT, Prod, etc. Plan to put TEM in DAR.  
6/8/2020 - We will not have CAT. We will have TEM
6/4/2020 - Have Prod beta; working on producing related report for mailers. Peter to reach out to Hardik for testing on sending e-manifest.
4/14/2020 - Determining how this will be configured.
2/18/2020 - Still exploring.		792

		2019		October		1		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		EPS			ACH Debit amount not matching what was uploaded to PostalOne! for Periodical. Reported by Jason Keifer. USPS to research issue				01/10/2020 - Issue resolved. Bill to provide date. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Peter to query Bill.
12/9/2019 - No update.
11/12/2019 - Follow up with Bill Craig.				1/10/20

		2019		October		2		Closed		Randy Workman		Marketing Mail		Seamless Acceptance		Seamless Acceptance - form Task Team to develop process for flats. Note - publisher supplies weights adds variability vs taking actual weights. 				01/06/2020 - Pending MTAC leadership approval. Task Team 30 Created. Closed
12/9/2019 - Names agreed.
11/12/2019 - Lisa sent Randy, Marc draft statement. Randy to determine proper makeup.				1/21/20

		2019		October		3		Open		Melissa Scheidler		Marketing Mail		PostalOne!		Review the following reports available through the BCG:
 - Mailer Scorecard Guide - update and remove error codes that are similar.  (Melissa Scheidler) Also requested in January 2020 MTAC Meeting.


---------
 - Mailing Summary Report - seems to be working. (Angela Dyer) (Closed)
 - Mail Quality Reports - verify they are working and that user guides are up to date. (Angela Dyer) (Closed)				3/14/2022 - No update.
1/3/2022 - No update. Melissa still working it.
12/2/2021 - No update. Glenn sent to Melissa.
10/25, 11/22/2021 - Awaiting Melissa's feedback.
9/27/2021 - No update.
9/9/2021 - Chip to follow up with Melissa.
8/30/2021 - No update.
8/26/2021 - Chip to follow up with Melissa.
8/2/2021 - Still awaiting Melissa's feedback.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/19/2021 - Awaiting Melissa's feedback.
6/21/2021 - Lisa provided feedback; Melissa reviewing.
6/7/2021 - Lisa following up with Melissa.
5/10/2021 - Complete - sent to Melissa on 4/27
4/12/2021 - Lisa W still needs to complete review.
2/11/2021 - Lisa Wurman still owes review.
11/10/2020 - Lisa Wurman still owes review.
7/13/20 - Pending Final Industry Feedback (Lisa review)
6/8/2020 - Still due final feedback for scorecard guide.
6/4/2020 - Lisa W hasn't reviewed; still owes feedback.
5/11/2020 - Reviewed reports on UG11; Lisa W owes feedback on guide.
4/27/2020 - No update. 
4/14/20 - UG11 discussion item, to be reviewed on next call.
03/25/2020 - MTAC Update - there were 7 old links for reports no longer needed, these will be removed. Updated mailer Scorecard Guide will be posted on PP by April 1, 2020.
3/2/20 Angela will send to Lisa for review.
2/18/2020 - Sandy got specific input from a customer; Angela to follow up. Melissa put out a draft of the MSC guide and requested feedback.
1/21/20 - Reports reviewed; functioning as expected. Reached out to industry for specific examples. None provided as of 1/21/20. Reports working as expected need industry specific example and report. Need update on Mailer Scorecard User Guide.
01/06/2020 - Scorecard and Summary - Melissa awaiting system requirements week of 01/06. MQR - Angela to follow up.
12/9/2019 - Melissa working; Angela following up.
11/20/2019 - Still working to update the Mailer Scorecard Guide (per Melissa). 
11/12/2019 - No update.		883

		2019		October		4		Closed		Randy Workman		Marketing Mail		Full-Service/DMM		Review and modify as appropriate DMM reference for "Full Service-eligible" pieces.				01/06/2020 - Closed.
12/9/2019 - No update.
11/12/2019 - Still in process.				1/6/20

		2019		October		5		Closed		Leider Chang		Periodicals		BCG/Customer Registration			Entity A can change the name and address for their CRID to entity B; entity B has no knowledge of the change. Need a process to prevent this from happening				11/20/2019 - Unfortunately as suspected this is not something we can address within the BCG.  This situation resides within CustReg (per Leider). Closed				11/20/19

		2019		October		6		Closed		Bill Craig		Periodicals		PostalOne!			Review PostalOne!/EPS Known Issues List - provide updates for EPS (eBilling) items not yet complete, but with a status of high, medium and critical. 				01/10/2020 - Posted to PostalPro 01/10/2020. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Peter to follow up with  Bill.
12/9/2019 - No update.				1/10/20

		2019		October		7		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		EPS			Put Henry Chau in contact with Eric Kisgen to assist with migration of permits to EPS.				12/9/2019 - Closed.				12/9/20

		2019		October		8		Closed		Marc McCrery		Periodicals		Seamless Acceptance			Add verbiage to Seamless Acceptance FRN regarding providing exceptions on a case by case basis				12/9/2019 - Can respond to comments rather than inserting in DMM. Closed.				12/9/20

		2019		October		9		Closed		Vicki Bosch		First Class		USPS Systems			Explore with IT - no releases day prior to holiday OR provide support on holiday.				01/10/2020 - In the future, we will plan to not perform releases on holidays unless in the event of an emergency, in which case we'll ensure notification and proper support by USPS. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Peter to follow up with Vicki.
12/9/2019 - Need clarity on specifics; research Oct release (10/13, 10/14).				1/10/20

		2019		October		10		Closed		Leider Chang		First Class		BCG 			BCG - allow export in Manage Location screen. 				12/9/2019 - Included in Phase 1 schedule. Track internally. Closed.
11/20/2019 - Yes, this can be done and would be useful.  Working with BCG developers to fit this into Phase 1 schedule (per Leider).				12/9/20

		2019		October		11		Closed		Chip Brown		First Class		Seamless Acceptance			Investigate Seamless Acceptance sampling errors - reported by Steve Krejcik. 				2/11/2021 - Closed - issue reviewed with Steve, he concurs.
12/17/2020 - No update.
12/3/2020 - No update.
9/28/2020 - Ongoing.
9/9/2020 - Ongoing.
7/13/20 - Ongoing.
6/4/2020 - Randy following up with team.
5/11/2020 - Continuing to pull data.
4/27/2020 - Pulling more data; awaiting receipt of query.
4/13/2020 - Ongoing work with SASP.
03/25/2020 - MTAC Update - working with SASP - will not be identified as errors if weight does cross postage threshold.
2/18/2020 - No updates.
01/06/2020 - Randy is reviewing data provided by Steve.		883		2/11/21

		2019		October		12		Closed		Randy Workman		First Class		Seamless Acceptance			Consider going to tiered weight ranges rather than ounce-based weight thresholds - could assist with Seamless Acceptance issues for flats. 				01/06/2020 - Part of Task Team 30. Has Pricing awareness. Closed.				1/6/20

		2019		October		13		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform			Package Platform Verifications - Census Attributes - need to provide examples on how two inch dimension threshold works. Discuss in WG 182. 				01/10/2020 - Confirmed two inches per side, discussed with  WG 182. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Discussed  with PPC during WG 182. Peter to follow up with Vicki.				1/10/20

		2019		October		14		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform			Package Platform Verifications - Census Entry - provide APV data to industry and provide details on rounding impact. 				7/20/2020 - Change status to closed.
6/18/2020 - Shared slides at 182 complete
6/8/2020 - Need agreement from 182. Lisa to send an email to get agreement.                                                                                             4/14/2020 - Awaiting agreement from John. Vicki reaching out.
03/09/2020 - Need to send data to John for review.
2/18/2020 - No feedback from John communicating further requirements based on face-to-face. Vicki to confirm with him if this can be closed.
1/21/20 - Vicki will followup with John M and provide update
01/06/2020 - Discussed  with PPC during WG 182. Peter to follow up with Vicki.		883		6/18/20

		2019		October		17		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform			Postage Adjustment Factor (PAF) - USPS to communicate the methodology utilized for sample randomness. 				01/10/2020 - Provided a review of the PAF sample process at MTAC. No further action required. Closed. 
01/06/2020 - Discussed  with PPC during WG 182. Peter to follow up with Vicki.				1/10/20

		2019		October		18		Closed		MEPT		Packages		Package Platform			Package Platform - revisit the 0.25% unmanifested threshold to receive average manifested rates for unmanifested volume rather than published rate. Consider phased approach. 				01/06/2020 - Staying with .25%. Closed.				1/6/20

		2019		October		19		Closed		MEPT		Packages		eVS			eVS - consider separating unmanifested and IMpb for fee calculations. 				01/06/2020 - Not under consideration. Closed.				1/6/20

		2019		October		20		Closed		Mike Filipski		Periodicals		PostalOne!		Statement of ownership - still requires a lot of user input. Can a template be developed that can be input into PostalOne!?				01/06/2020 - Exists in P! in the PostalWizard section where forms are kept. Autofills some information based on publication number. Closed.
11/20/2019 - This is in the process of requirements gathering. Will be sent for a cost estimate by 11/29.				1/6/20

		2019		August		1		Closed		Jordan Gouline		Packages		Package Platform		Provide details of root cause issues regarding 19% reflected in “Sampling and PAF” slide for DDU volume in Package Platform. 				11/14/2019 - Agreement from WG 182 to close.
11/12/2019 - Check with WG 182.
10/30/2019 - USPS covered on slides 40-42 at MTAC, check with WG 182.
09/30/2019 - Reviewing reports, will update after analysis.
09/16/2019 - Have mailer specific data. Will develop plan for communication and communicate on WG 182.				11/14/19

		2019		August		2		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		Revisit formulas for sample randomness. 				11/14/2019 - Agreement from WG 182 to close.
11/12/2019 - Check with WG 182.
10/30/2019 - USPS covered on slide 32 at MTAC.
09/30/2019 - Discuss with PAF team.
09/16/2019 - Will take to WG 182.				11/14/19

		2019		August		3		Closed		Vicki Bosch   Marc McCrery		Packages		Package Platform		Revisit decision to move to 1% PAF.				11/12/2019 - Closed.
10/30/2018 - USPS indicated it will stay at 1.5%.
O9/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Working internally and will come back to the industry.				11/12/19

		2019		August		4		Closed		Vicki Bosch   Marc McCrery		Packages		2020 Price Change		Fee for unmanifested pieces – need to show details of when fee is applied, when it’s not.				12/9/2019 - Closed.
11/12/2019 - Check with WG 182.
10/30/2019 - USPS covered on slides 43 and 45-47 at MTAC. Need to check with WG 182.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Still working internal evaluation.				12/9/19

		2019		August		5		Closed		Marc McCrery		Packages		eVS		Consider whether to allow better pricing instead of current pricing for unmanifested if under thresholds. 				01/06/2020 - Discussed/shared decision at MTAC. Closed.
12/9/2019 - At minimum, go forward for 2021 Price Change; BNS submitted.
11/12/2019 - Still under review.
10/30/2019 - USPS proposed 0.25% unmanifested threshold to receive average manifested rates for unmanifested volume rather than published rate. Industry asked the USPS to consider phased approach.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 -  Evaluating internally.				1/6/20

		2019		August		6		Closed		Diane Smith		First-Class		PostalOne!		Research feasibility of fee waiver calculation on rolling versus current year-end cutoff basis. 				4/22/2021 - Not doing this. Closed.
4/12/2021 - Under Seamless Acceptance there are no fees. Seamless has been mandated - DMU is 5/1; BMEU is 7/1.
4/8/2021 - Confirming status.
2/11/2021 - Pushed to April release.
12/21/20 - Scheduled for March release
12/17/2020 - No update.
12/3/2020 - Diane to schedule the CR. Won't be in Jan Price Change.
11/10/2020 - CR 13854.
11/4/2020 - Not scheduled; not in Price Change.
10/22/2020 - Not scheduled.
10/8/2020 - Not yet scheduled; won't be part of Price Change.
9/28/2020 - Diane to follow up.
9/9/2020 - Still scheduled for January 2021.
7/13/2020 - Changed to tentatively scheduled for January 2021.
6/4/2020 - On target for deployment August 2020.
4/27/2020 -  On target for deployment August 2020.
4/14/2020 - Will be year end cutoff with 30 day buffer - Aug 2020 earliest deployment.
02/18/2020 - Requirements written. Collecting ROMs on 30-day buffer. Earliest deployment would be Aug. 2020.
01/21/2020 - Waiting on ROM.
01/06/2020 - Dev teams have analyzed LOE; price prohibitive; root cause is lack of rolling average; discussed buffer arrangement of anniversary date plus 30 days. Not Jan 2020 release.
12/9/2019 - Status quo. Will likely be buffer approach rather than rolling (too costly).
11/12/2019 - Going to be corrected (calculation will reflect only full service-eligible products) in January 2020 (denominator change). Looking to add one-month buffer enhancement to eliminate first mailing scenario (non-full service).
10/30/2019 - For this year’s price change we corrected the fee waiver denominator to be Full-Service eligible as opposed to the current state of presort eligible. We are considering making the annual fee date rolling for the subsequent price change.
09/30/2019 - Considering BNS for next price change. Cleared up denominator. "Rolling" portion TBD.
09/16/2019 - No update.		946		4/22/21

		2019		August		7		Closed		Marc McCrery		First-Class		Promotions		Research giving mailers an incentive (promotion) – apropos of secure destruction. MEPT to talk to Gary Reblin				09/16/2019 - Discussed at MTAC Leadership Meeting, move to Product Innovation/Emerging Technology.
08/29/2019 - Does not fit promotion objectives. Looking at providing a different type of incentive. Belongs with Product Innovation/Emerging Technology.				9/16/19

		2019		August		8		Closed		Randy Workman		First-Class		Seamless Acceptance		Research requiring implementations of new rule requirements for a time frame interval after the final rule rather than specific calendar dates. Specific to Seamless Acceptance Federal Register.				10/30/2019 - USPS has decided to go with specific date rather than time fame after FRN publication.
09/30/2019 - Draft anticipated by 10/4 for Industry.
09/16/2019 - Will review - TBD.				10/30/19

		2019		August		9		Closed		Leider Chang		First-Class		BCG		Consider adding a quarterly BCG push to the BSA reminding them to validate authorized users. 				12/9/2019 - Status quo. Track under BCG task team. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Can do in Phase 1.
10/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/30/2019 - To be included in Phase 1.
09/16/2019 - Will be in Phase 1 of BCG Redesign. Will communicate on next TT 26 meeting.				12/9/19

		2019		August		10		Closed		Randy Workman		First-Class		Mailer Scorecard		Consider how to provide images on PAF (when exceeding threshold) for sampled pieces to mailers. Consider photos at point of downstream Seamless scanning to distinguish clerk versus non-clerk errors. 				09/16/2019 - Combine with Item #1 from Feb 2019.
09/12/2019 - Is this the same as # 1 from February 2019?
				9/16/19

		2019		August		11		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		Full-Service / Seamless Acceptance		Explore full service eligibility of an in-county periodical to see how it affects mailer full service scores. 				12/9/2019 - No way it affects Full Service. Will inform at MTAC. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Still under review.
10/30/2019 - Still working with developers.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Still working with developers.				12/9/19

		2019		August		12		Closed		Leider Chang		Periodicals		BCG		Investigate whether mailer can send a list to USPS for bulk edits/changes/removals of user information in the BCG.				12/9/2019 - Leider established process with Ed. Monitor in TT 26. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Anyone who needs to revoke/archive 50 or more users send to Leider, who will coordinate with Ed Wanta.
10/30/2019 - Will be able to multi-select in Phase II of BCG Redesign; Will work with help desk team for training and assisting customers with revoke/archive  functionality.
09/30/2019 - Will work with help desk team  for training and assisting customers  with revoke/archive  functionality.
09/16/2019 - Will be able to multi-select in Phase II of BCG Redesign. May be possible via helpdesk prior to that. Will communicate in next TT 26 meeting.				12/9/19

		2019		August		13		Closed		Mike Filipski		Periodicals		EPS		Research whether possible to change transaction designation under EPS reversals (currently, transaction doesn’t show up as periodical, but rather as “other” – then when it goes back in it says periodical: 1 – Periodical, 2 - Other, 3 – Periodical).				11/20/2019 - Issue successfully resolved 11/17. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Mike to follow up 11/12 to ensure it's resolved.
10/30/2019 - An issue with EPS transaction descriptions currently displaying incorrectly is being investigated under ALM 1565. Pending resolution of that, we made a change so that if a reversal is tied back to a purchase, it will be categorized based on the purchase category. Also, we will copy over the piece count, etc. from the purchase so that it is populated on the reversal record. This was as of the 10/20 release.
09/30/2019 - Part  went in in 8/25 release. "Count" portion to be resolved in 10/20 release.
09/16/2019 - Mike to follow up.				11/20/19

		2019		August		14		Closed		John Byrne  Crystal Newman		Periodicals		EPS		Determine whether USPS can include location info on retail account deposits into EPS. 				12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021, 11/18/2021, 12/2/2021 - CR 1607 scheduled Q4 FY22.
7/19/2021, 7/29, 8/2, 8/12, 8/16, 8/26, 9/9, 9/13, 9/27/2021 - Awaiting scheduling of CR 1607.
7/15/2021 - Likely FY22.
6/21/2021 - no update.
6/17/2021 - Likely FY22.
4/12/2021 - CR 1607 still not scheduled. pending prioritization
10/22/2020 - CR 1607 not scheduled yet.
10/8/2020 - Crystal reaching out to Pete.
9/24/2020 - No update. CR 1607
8/27/2020 - Lisa A tracking down CR.
7/13/2020 - CR Created Scheduled Deployment TBD
6/4/2020 - Crystal to provide CR for tracking.
5/7/2020 - Pending release date.
4/27/2020 - Pending release date.
4/23/2020 - Pending release date.
4/14/2020 - Pending release date.
03/02/2020 - In que to be done, need release date.
02/18/2020 - No update.
02/13/2020 - Status quo.
01/10/2020 - Development team is working with Accounting on solution. Release date TBD.
01/06/2020 - Mike to follow up with Pete Gingrich.
12/9/2019 - No update.
11/12/2019 - Randy to follow up.
10/30/2019 - Working with development team to explore options for getting this accomplished; potential to be implemented in 2020.
09/30/2019 - Talking with development team.
09/16/2019 - Mike to follow up.		946		12/20/21

		2019		August		15		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		EPS		Customer went to EPS, but didn’t set bank limit high enough. EPS hits three strikes, then goes to trust. Because of the negative balance customer also made to add another ACH Debit instead of revising the original. Also couldn’t mail right away because the changeover in account is only reflected the next day. Review EPS fact sheet, ensure maximum is set to cover mailing prices. 				10/03/2019 - Updated fact sheet posted to PostalPro.
09/20/2019 - Posted. RSS feed has it in front, body of doc, and PostalPro landing page. Dev team researching. Mike to follow up.
09/16/2019 - Need to update fact sheet - target date -				10/3/19

		2019		August		16		Closed		Randy Workman		Marketing Mail		Promotions		Informed Delivery process for when discount not successfully claimed. Further develop the process, add the payment steps at the local level. 				09/16/2019 - Document published, leave as is.				9/16/19

		2019		August		17		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		EPS		Confirm date shipping fee goes away for stamps shipped to the mailer versus the local post office. 				09/16/2019 - Will be available with e Commercial Postal Store in EPS - target date - August 2020.
09/12/2019 - Is this with the implementation of the Commercial Postal Store in August 2020 or can it be done sooner?				9/16/19

		2019		August		18		Closed		Tariq Mirza		Marketing Mail		Market Test		Identify mailing standards/requirements for the Plus One physical piece. 				10/30/2019 - Posted on PostalPro in Program Requirements on 9/23/2019.
09/30/2019 - Mike checking PostalPro to determine whether standards  are  published. Will follow up with content owners if not.
09/16/2019 - Will put this information in a stand-alone document.				10/30/19

		2019		June		1		Closed		Bill Craig		Periodicals		EPS		Work with Steve Jacobs on linking EPS address quality products.				07/22/2019 - Complete.
07/21/2019 - Need to get with Angela.
07/08/2019 - Mike to follow up with Bill.				7/22/19

		2019		June		2		Closed		Mike Filipski		Periodicals		PostalOne!		Evaluate enhancement to allow periodical mailers to manage their additional entry offices online.				10/30/2019 - This enhancement will not be implemented. The development cost along with the ongoing maintenance does not support moving forward. Add to P1! Redesign List.
09/30/2019 - Have ROM, evaluating; Mike to update next MTAC status.
09/16/2019 - ROM received, in discussion.
08/19/2019 - Haven't received ROM. Mike to follow up when received.
08/05/2019 - Requirements are written but need a price.
07/22/2019 - Still in discussion.
07/08/2019 - Discussions begun, follow up week of 7/15.				10/30/19

		2019		June		3		Closed		Peter Chen		Packages		DIM Weight price Change		After June 23 release look at Sunday DIM weight data on USPS side - and show how USPS is evaluating mailer files.				09/16/2019 - USPS will continue to supply until mailers indicate no longer needed.
08/19/2019 - Ongoing.
08/05/2019 - Ongoing.
07/22/2019 - Ongoing.
07/08/2019 - They are providing data daily.				9/16/19

		2019		June		4		Closed		Peter Chen		Packages		DIM Weight price Change		USPS to provide DIM sampling data daily immediately following price change, then weekly.				09/16/2019 - USPS will continue to supply until mailers indicate no longer needed.
08/19/2019 - Ongoing.
08/05/2019 - Ongoing.
07/22/2019 - Ongoing.
07/08/2019 - They are providing the DIM sampling data daily.				9/16/19

		2019		June		5		Closed		Peter Chen		Packages		DIM Weight price Change		Vicki's slides - update Price Change DIM Scenario #5 to reflect calculation details, add calculated DIM weight to slide 10.				08/05/2019 - Covered in July.
07/22/2019 - Verify covered in UG 2.
07/08/2019 - If update ready, will be provided at WG 182.				8/5/19

		2019		June		6		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		Compare files currently provided to package mailers via eVS to what is expected of Package Platform. 				11/12/2019 - USPS shared all revised plans. Closed.
09/30/2019 - Reviewing current, future with WG. Ongoing.
09/16/2019 - Being discussed in WG 182.
08/19/2019 - Still open.
08/05/2019 - Still open.
07/22/2019 - Verify covered in WG 182.
07/08/2019 - Angela to follow up.				11/12/19

		2019		June		7		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		USPS to schedule face-to-face WG 182 meeting at August MTAC. 				08/19/2019 - Completed 8/19. Close.
08/05/2019 - Still looking to meet.  We will invite the entire membership.             07/22/2019 - Plan is 4 hours Monday afternoon 8/26 and 4 hours Tuesday morning 8/27. Need to coordinate with Pat Harris.
07/08/2019 - Vicki scheduling; to follow up.				8/19/19

		2019		June		8         13		Closed		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Marketing Mail		PostalOne!		Investigate mailers' inability to determine permit holder with insufficient funds on an individual mailing at submission or prior.

Item 13:
USPS to provide notification at permit level of which permit didn't have enough funds in a combined mailing under Seamless.				10/25/2021 - Good Industry feedback; close.
10/21/2021 - Pending Close. 
9/27/2021 - Close and discuss with Lisa.
9/23/2021 - No update. 
9/13/2021 - No issues. Pending close.
9/9/2021 - No known issues as of 9/9.
8/30/2021 - No known issues as of 8/30.
8/26/2021 - No known issues as of 8/26.
8/16/2021 - Went in with 8/15 release. Monitor until 9/30.
8/2/2021 - USPS not providing private info without prior written consent. CR 13690.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - Scheduled for 8/15.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Scheduled 8/15
6/3/2021 - Did UG11 run through. Good to go. On target for August release.
5/20/2021 - Scheduled 8/15
5/10/2021 - Pending confirmation of changes 
5/6/2021 - James provided MSP balance check demo at UG11 week of 4/26.
4/26/2021 - On schedule.
4/22/2021 - Working on the interface; no other update.
4/8/2021 - Links to MSC Balance Check.  Scheduled for walk through with UG 11 in July, is in August 2021 release.
2/11/2021 - Desire earlier date; still scheduled for August.
2/1/2021 - Deployment pushed to August 2021.
12/21/2020 - Scheduled for March 2021 release . James to send Lisa W. details.                                                                                                  
12/17/2020 - No update.
12/I463/2020 - Scheduled for March 2021 release.
11/4/2020 - No update (CR not scheduled).
10/2/2020 - CR is 13690 - not yet scheduled.
9/24/2020 - No change.
7/13/2020 - CR Scheduled for January 2021
6/8/2020 - We have CR ready, date delayed until January.
6/4/2020 - Randy following up with Andrew.
5/11/2020 - Continue developing user stories to get for flag.
4/14/2020 - Looking into developing user stories to get for flag.
03/25/2020 - MTAC Update - 2 options - Flag in EPS that will provide "permission" for balance info when queried OR delegation protocol added where the EPA holder can determine who can see balance info. Need feedback from industry.
2/18/2020 - Opinions are back from Legal. Need to develop permission trigger. Legal said no to giving the amount without permissions. Investigate the EPS system to allow a flag to indicate it's okay to discuss balance information with MSPs. Consider independent, specific permissions.
01/21/20 - USPS is investigating two options and will provide an update when there is additional information. USPS is unable to disclose balance without creation of a permission mechanism from the account owner. 
01/06/2020 - Legal not happy  with disclosure of amounts. Randy  to follow up.
12/9/2019 - Have info from Legal; red light/green light not an issue. Legal researching amount. 
11/12/2019 - Status quo.
09/30/2019 - Brought to Industry, perceived no value; Industry seeking  alternatives to evaluate online disclaimer for MSP to view client balance.
09/16/2019 - Discussed during August MTAC, still evaluating feedback received.
08/19/2019 - Will provide update at MTAC.
08/05/2019 - Still working ALM identified, no date yet.
07/22/2019 - Still working.
07/08/2019 - Had initial meetings; follow up scheduled this week (week of 7/8).		1016		10/25/21

		2019		June		9		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		Commercial Postal Store		USPS to investigate shipping costs to mailer location under CPS versus local post office when ordering from Kansas City.				08/05/2019 - Complete.
07/22/2019 - There will be no shipping costs for commercial mailers. There will still be a processing fee. Need to communicate on the August Pre-MTAC Webinar.
07/08/2019 - Bill to follow up with update.				8/5/19

		2019		June		10		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		EPS		USPS to adjust Industry EPS Webinars to monthly.				07/22/2019 - Completed 7/11/2019.
07/08/2019 - Bill to follow up with update.				7/11/19

		2019		June		11		Closed		Mike Filipski		Marketing Mail		PostalOne!		USPS to confirm current logic for mailer email to BSA and VAE when permit fee expiration is approaching.
USPS to evaluate sending email to mailers who are not enrolled in auto-pay.				09/16/2019 - Covered during Pre-MTAC webinar, no further questions.
08/19/2019 - Will cover at Pre-MTAC webinar.
08/05/2019 - Pre-MTAC Webinar Scheduled for August 21st.
07/22/2019 - Need to cover during Pre-MTAC Webinar, including enhancement for autopay.
07/08/2019 - BSA: Mike to follow up. Auto-pay: evaluated sending emails; wrote CR, under review.				9/16/19

		2019		June		12		Closed		Mike Filipski		Marketing Mail		PostalPro		USPS to update Online Fee Payment Fact Sheet with correct updated date.				07/08/2019 - Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		June		13		Closed		Andrew Thompson		Marketing Mail		Seamless Acceptance		USPS to provide notification at permit level of which permit didn't have enough funds in a combined mailing under Seamless.				09/16/2019 - Combined with # 8.
08/19/2019 - Discuss at the flats group meeting 8/22; with MTAC membership 8/27.
08/05/2019 - Still working ALM identified, no date yet.
07/22/2019 - Still working.
07/08/2019 - Had initial meetings; follow up scheduled this week (week of 7/8).				9/16/19

		2019		June		14		Closed		Angela Dyer		Marketing Mail		EPS		USPS to assist Arandel with EPS Issue.				07/22/2019 - Closed.
07/08/2019 - Janine to follow up with Susan.				7/21/19

		2019		June		15		Closed		Angela Dyer		Marketing Mail		EPS		USPS to assist Lane Press with concern regarding BME advising customer that EPS Mobile Deposit is not supported in EPS for Trust Accounts.				07/08/2019 - Confirmed Mobile Deposit is supported. Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		June		16		Closed		Randy Workman		First-Class		Seamless Acceptance		USPS to provide Seamless Adoption Percentage by 90% FS CRIDS by BMEU/DMU.				07/08/2019 - Did have them re-run; it's 5% rather than 4.1%. Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		June		17		Closed		James Duffy		First-Class		EMIR		Adjust August deployment of Mail Irregularities Tab external view to eDoc submitters only.				07/08/2019 -  James worked with MicroStrategy. Set up for August 2019 release. Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		February		1		Closed		 James Duffy		First-Class		Mailer Scorecard		From January 2020 - consider ability for Mail Service Provider or Mail Owner to select images instead of receiving all

Provide images of mailpieces to Mail Service Provider for streamlined programs when there is an issue (scorecard).



From August 2019 - item #10
Consider how to provide images on PAF (when exceeding threshold) for sampled pieces to mailers. Consider photos at point of downstream Seamless scanning to distinguish clerk versus non-clerk errors. 				12/3/2020 - Duplicates # 1 from Jan 2020. This will be closed; refer to #1.
11/10/2020 - No update. James to reach out to Paul.
11/4/2020 - No update.
9/24/2020 - Kickoff week of 9/30.
9/4/2020 - Paul drafted a technical architecture diagram to start with the initial design. Being tracked under BNS #52254 (Mailpiece Images for Commercial Mailers).
8/27/2020 - No update. James following up with Paul.
7/20/2020 - Dependent on Jan 2020 item #1.
6/11/2020 - With Privacy.
6/4/2020 - Pending.
4/23/2020 - Had call 4/16; Chief Privacy Officer is open to proposal; asked for business case in writing. Paul provided 4/22. Paul following up 4/27, will re-engage interested industry stakeholders pending response.
2/18/2020 - Met week before last. Follow-up to be scheduled. Nothing new to report.
01/06/2020 - Paul received response from Privacy; under review including Inspection Service, will discuss by 1/22.
12/9/2019 - Pending future meeting with Legal and Privacy.
11/24/2019 - Paul met with USPIS stakeholders regarding IRIS & Dangerous Mail Initiative, explained use cases. They're concerned with disclosure of customer information (e.g., names, w/ and w/o addresses) and anything that could potentially interfere with a law enforcement investigation. All data elements discussed can only be collected and used by USPIS under Mail Cover program. Having gotten clarity on USPIS’s role in “owning” ASM Section 274 (outlines what info we can use from mailpieces), we need to regroup with Privacy office and work through current capabilities. Will try to get meeting with them before 12/31.
11/20/2019 - James update. Once we get go ahead, will create a work group (volunteers have been canvassed) and work through the process to provide to mailers (per James).
11/12/2019 - Status quo. Review in parallel with other opportunities.
10/30/2019 - Applicable policy (ASM) regarding this specific use case was vetted by Privacy and Law Departments and was determined to be owned by Postal Inspection Service. Currently preparing business justification to approach USPIS with this proposal.
09/30/2019 - No update. Paul to follow up with Legal before MTAC.
09/16/2019 - Paul completed the update on the 9/12 UG 11 meeting. Subgroup leader and members identified, will not start to meet until project is approved through Legal and Privacy.
08/19/2019 - Paul to contact Eric Petri in Engineering; Paul has group of interested parties; during 9/12 UG 11 meeting determine when SMEs can meet. 
08/16/2019 - Request for participants was made on the UG 11 call on 8/15. Sharon Harrison has volunteered to lead the subgroup.
08/05/2019 - Call was rescheduled for 8/15.  
07/22/2019 - James and Paul to be on UG 11 Aug 1st call to update the group and solicit for subgroup. Call was canceled. 
07/08/2019 - No update, NAPM wants to be involved; Engineering to be kept in loop. 
07/03/2019 - From June 2019 MTAC - create subgroup of UG 11 to gather requirements. Send invite to David Marinelli for UG 11, get with Sharon Harrison to lead subgroup.
06/10/2019 - Info is in slide deck - Engineering in pre-approval stage, no ELT approval yet. Capability projected Q2 FY20.
05/20/2019 - Share update at June 2019 MTAC, gather basic requirements from interested parties.
04/29/2019 - In progress. Possible more formal update in two weeks.
04/15/2019 - Paul to contact Janine this week. Include as topic at June MTAC for feedback (First class, standard).
04/01/2019 - Continuing investigation - engineering/development teams. Working through privacy/legal issues.
03/18/2019 - USPS is looking into this option in order to provision data in the future.		1128

		2019		February		11		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		James, could you take the above and turn into an update that can be communicated to UG11 and NAPM stakeholders as we had discussed via email with Janine? There is no go-ahead to proceed with requirements and subgroup work at this time.


	Add the ability for shippers to indicate "soft pack" in the shipping Services File (SSF).				1/21/20 - Extra Service Code to identify "Soft Pack" Share with UG2 and WG 182 - Provide Update at MTAC.
01/10/2020 - Vicki to notify Juliaann that we've received sufficient industry feedback, will make internal decision with Juliaann.
01/06/2020 - Status quo. Peter to inform Vicki/Juliaann.
12/9/2019 - Need to regroup internally to decide.
11/12/2019 - No industry feedback as yet. Vicki to regroup with Juliaann.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Discussed during UG 2 meeting, a few option were presented, waiting on industry feedback.
08/19/2019 - Soft pack definition still under development. Angela to follow up to determine outcome of internal discussions. To be discussed at 8/26 face to face meeting with industry.
08/05/2019 - Still not ready.
07/22/2019 - No progress, need to follow-up with Juliaann.  
07/08/2019 - Need update.
06/10/2019 - Vicki following up with UG2 this week.
05/20/2019 - Provide an update at June 2019 MTAC.
04/29/2019 - Potentially June 2019. 
04/15/2019 - Still under review what might be added. Likely June.
04/01/2019 - Juliaann to provide update UG2, 4/11.
03/18/2019 - Will have answer in 2 weeks.
03/14/2019 - Mailers would like to indicate the package type when they are shipping SoftPaks. Can you please evaluate the SSF to see if a field can be dual purposed for Package Type? Would a mailer be able to indicate the package type in the rate ingredient? 
Per Robert Bergman - I never like dual purposing fields in the SSF, if I had to choose a 1 character field it would be the Removal Indicator.  This field is only used in FT4 file, for all other SSF if would be spaces.				1/21/20

		2019		February		16		Closed		Chip Brown		Periodicals		CPP			Provide a go live date for FPP status on long run CPP titles process. 				02/21/2020 - Chip confirmed fix is working.
1/21/20 - Fix deployed - Chip to confirm fix success with LSC. Will provide update 2/01/20.
01/06/2020 - Have to wait until enhancement comes in end of January then work with LSC. (Error deactivation doesn't work when statement in estimated status. January fix provides for the estimated status.) 
12/9/2019 - LSC hasn't moved forward; awaiting January 2020 update. 
11/12/2019 - Status quo. Intend to have January 2020 fix.
10/30/2019 - The latest “test” needed to use the dispute process to remove errors as the deactivation process did not work for containers on statements that are in an EST status. We are tentatively looking to have this error deactivation fixed in January.
09/30/2019 - No update. Randy to follow up with Janine.
09/16/2019 - Waiting for results from additional test. Chip to check with Janine.
08/19/2019 - Containers have been accepted. Janine working process to deactivate any errors resulting from the mailings. 
08/05/2019 - Still nothing provided.   
07/22/2019 - Need update.
07/08/2019 - LSC claimed to do a test, got continuous MIDs, set up a job; job finalized as of 7/2/2019; will look to test with another mailing. 
7/03/2019 - Need update on testing and to check on comail scenario (a few CPP titles in a comail pool).
06/10/2019 - Continuous MIDs requested. Check with Chip on testing.
05/20/2019 - Chip spoke with Randy Stumbo at NPF. Chip to send proposal to Randy Stumbo and Dale Miller.
04/29/2019 - Chip to follow up with Randy Stumbo.
04/15/2019 - Chip reached out to analyst - not interested in pursuing. Chip to communicate to Randy Stumbo.
04/01/2019 - Can be implemented pending willing mailer (LSC is only one needing solution) - others no eInduction issue.
03/18/2019 - Will provide CR number and date.		1128		2/21/20

		2018		October		11		Closed		Mike Filipski 		Periodicals		Streamline Periodical Application and Identity Management		Create an MTAC Workgroup to evaluate and streamline the application and Pending Periodical process. This workgroup should also streamline the process of migrating ownership and additional location definitions.				2/13/2020 - Deployed 1/26. Closed.
1/10/2020 - Remains scheduled for 1/26.
12/9/2019 - 3510 scheduled for January 26.
11/12/2019 - Good for Jan 2020. Last look during November (for 3510), then determine whether to do 3500 same way.
09/30/2019 - 3510 pushed back to Jan 2020 (next release date).
09/16/2019 - Still on schedule for October 2019 release.
08/19/2019 - Possibly pushed to October; release moving forward.
08/05/2019 - Demo planned for this week - still on track.
07/21/2019 - Still on track for 9/2019 release.
07/08/2019 - On track for 9/2019 release for 3510, then review 3500.
06/10/2019 - Moving forward with 3510, 9/2019 release, run-through 6/12. 3500 and Pending Periodicals backlogged.
05/20/2019 - Share at June 2019 MTAC, then close. Put on future list.
04/29/2019 - TBD. Review later in calendar year for 2020 date.
4/15/2019 - Date now TBD.
4/1/2019-Remains on schedule. Timeline for PP through EPS expected by 4/15.
Still online for 6/23. Expecting us to complete questions pending team updates. Have timeline by 4/12 on pending periodicals.
03/18/2019 - Scheduled for June 23, 2019.
2/14 - 3510 - have ROMs, timeline and mock-ups due 2/22; pending periodicals ROM by mid-March; 3500 is last item.
1/31 - 3510 re-entry due 2/1; pending periodicals through EPS due 2/8; 3500 is last item.
1/15: User stories completed for form 3510 and pending periodicals through EPS. Awaiting ROMs from IT teams to begin development. Provide update & date at MTAC.
12/27 - 12/27 - Met with the industry and PCSC on 12/12 to discuss bringing forms 3500 (periodicals application and 3510 (reentry) online. Requirements have been created for 3510 and are currently being reviewed.
12/13 - 3510 and 3500 will be online - Mike to get requirements written.
11/28 - Per PCSC - only seeing around 100 applications per year - will not be changing the process. Permit fees will be able to be paid on line in March 2019.
11/16 - Need update.
10/25 - No update.		1275		2/13/20

		2018		June		20		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		Mailer ID		CRID Management – Evaluate all USPS systems that generate new CRIDs to ensure that duplicate CRIDs are not generated extraneously (WG 184).				4/27/2020 - Close and place on PostalOne! redesign list.
4/13/2020 - On hold.
01/21/2020 - Check with Chip
1/06/2020 - Randy/Chip to review. Lisa to resend.
12/9/2019 - Randy to review.
11/13/2019 - Info sent to Randy.
11/12/2019 - Lisa to send Randy some info. 
09/30/2019 - BNS for nickname fields is being evaluated to identify a less expensive system change. This will provide a method to rename publication transactions for identification purposes in PostalOne. This will prevent the accidental change  of names to the CRID in Customer Registration.
CRID management: The task was to identify the different ways a CRID can be created in Customer Registration. Chip was assigned this task but it was determined to be a lower priority. He will work on this as time allows. We will provide an update once one is available.
09/16/2019 - Cost prohibitive, developers checking to see if this can be completed without having to rebuild the tables.
08/19/2019 - Development teams to review Sue Redman BNS, identify cost and timeline to build out.  MEPT to spearhead.
08/05/2019 - Vicki sent information.  Potential partial solution.  Lisa will contact Randy this week. 
Spoke with Leider during UG Lead Meeting - he was not familiar with this. Leider and Chip to meet to discuss. 
07/21/2019 - No update, Cust. Reg still working. Vicki to send Chip info, circle back with Andrew. Randy to circle back with Leider regarding nicknames.
07/08/2019 - No update. Working with Sue Redman and team, meet 7/12.
06/10/2019 - Need update from Chip.
05/20/2019 - Still working on documents to share internally and externally on best practices. Additional development will be long term.
04/29/2019 - Chip met 4/26 with Cust Reg, moving process along to create docs to share internally/externally on best practices. No current timeline.
04/15/2019 - Chip met Friday 4/12, would require dev across BCG, PostalOne!. Chip requested FAQ for internal/external users to assist in limiting the creation of extraneous CRIDs.
03/18 /19 - No update.
No update (Chip) - follow up with call participants for next steps. 
2/14/19 - Chip and David to meet with P1, BCG and Customer Registration teams.
1/31/19 - No change.
1/16/19 - Reassigned to Chip & David Gilmour - working with CustReg to resolve.
12/28/18 - Randy shared with work group 184 - Waiting for Randy response. Pritha wants the process fixed.
12/13/18 - Need update.
11/16/18 - Need update.
10/25/18 - Chip working with Sue Redman. Continue to identify situations where new CRIDS are being created.
9/20/18 - Planning to share during MTAC Track Meetings. 
Continuously working with WG184 to work through identifying more controls to eliminate duplicate CRIDs; Randy to work with Barbara's group and system owners to identify where new CRIDs are created.		1387		4/27/20

		2022		January		1		Open		Chip Brown		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Consider removing 45-day pieces delivered from daily undocumented piece feeds. Presently they are flagged, but that would require those with systems to create programs to suppress them from feeds.		SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team		3/14/2022 - No update.
2/28/2022 - SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team; cost TBD.
2/24/2022 - Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. month's end). Close?

		2022		January		2		Open		Chip Brown		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Pieces over 45-day delivery – USPS has an automated approach to remove these pieces from Undocumented records in Scorecard. Industry asks to still receive these records to trace them back to mailings and answer customer delivery questions/concerns.		 Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. month's end		3/14/2022 - No update.
2/28/2022 - SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team; cost TBD.
2/24/2022 - Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. month's end). Close?

		2022		January		3		Closed		Adam Collinson		Letters		Start the Clock		Create Service Measurement Task Team on Start the Clock exclusion (belongs to Data Group). Focus on electronic rules which exclude pallets due to ‘conflicts’ between electronic documentation and actual delivery to USPS.				2/28/2022 - Began Service Measurement Team 35. Close.

		2022		January		4		Open		Vicki Bosch
Ed Coleman		Letters		Permit Balances		Currently Industry can check 1 permit balance at a time. Industry is asking for a way to bulk upload permits for check – 100 at a time via API.				3/14/2022 - Vicki following up on status; Rose asking for someone to test.
2/28/2022 - No update. Leider following up with Ed.
2/14/2022 - Switch owner to Vicki/Ed.

		2022		January		5		Closed		Ed Coleman		Letters		Log4j		Log4j vulnerability solution for mail.dat client is requested prior to 3/28/22. Requesting an MDR client update to close security gap asap; Industry only needs 2 weeks’ notice.				2/14/2022 - Deployed. Close.

		2022		January		6		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Weights and Measures		Current package specifications allow for only 5 Extra Service Codes.  Although Vicki was unable to see any period where more than 5 codes has been used Industry was able to give an example of when 6 Codes could be used.  Since it is a possibility Industry would prefer to know now what the process would be when 5 is exceeded.				3/14/2022 - Confirmed closure with Rose.
3/10/2022 - Close pending discussion with Rose?
2/28/2022 - Presented in WG182 w/ no/little dissent. 
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - 884 - Non-Standard Dimension Length > 22" and Cubic Dimension > 2 cu ft;    885 - Non-Standard Dimension Length > 30" and Cubic Dimension > 2 cu ft.      Discuss in Pre-MTAC webinar.
2/10/2022 - Leider discussing with Vicki.

		2022		January		7		Open		Chuck Tricamo		Letters		Paper Weight/
Thickness Issue 		Paper is very difficult to obtain and it’s anticipated this will continue through 2022.  Industry would like to review mailing requirements which are presently based on paper weight.  Review if this continues to be pertinent or if it should potentially change to thickness measurement.  Specifically looking to maintain automation discounts.		Draft mission statement for WG; essentially reopens WG188, titled "Retaining Mail Value Through Paper Requirement Adjustments." Tested one paper requirement involving below-threshold card type paper; mixed results. No issues processing pieces, but pieces sustained damage. Agreed on one-time exception pending more testing.		3/14/2022 - Tom Foti published draft mission statement for WG; essentially reopens WG188, titled "Retaining Mail Value Through Paper Requirement Adjustments." Tested one paper requirement involving below-threshold card type paper; mixed results. No issues processing pieces, but pieces sustained damage. Agreed on one-time exception pending more testing.
3/10/2022 - Mailers experiencing difficulty creating compliant samples; request sent to MTAC Executive Committee for approval. 
2/24/2022 - Awaiting MTAC approval for workgroup.
2/14/2022 - Chuck submitted task team request today AM.
2/10/2022 - Under Review; Chuck clarified issues with Industry. Discussing approach with Rose/Janine.
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CRs

		CR Number		Description		MTAC Date		Scheduled Implementation Date		Implementation Date

		13690		AI #8/13 Investigate mailers' inability to determine permit holder with insufficient funds on an individual mailing at submission or prior.		June  2019				August 15, 2021

		1607		AI #14 Determine whether USPS can include location info on retail account deposits into EPS. 		August  2019		Q4 FY 22

		1732		AI #15 Ability to Transfer a permit and/or balance between EPS accounts with different owners.		January  2020		Q2 FY 22

		1733		AI #15 Provide Mailers the ability to hide permits that were closed/cancelled/Delete/inactive.		January  2020		Q2 FY 22

		14413		AI #17 Soft pack indicator in SSF file.		January  2020				April 25, 2021

		1639		AI #20 Identify reason and source for refunds, adjustments, and reversals on EPS detail reports.		January  2020		Q3 FY 22

		1650		 AI #1 Active permits being deleted. This is showing in EPS profile of permits deleted when a permit has been cancelled.		November  2020		Q4 FY 22

		14488		AI # 11 Periodicals duplicate entry on register.		March  2021				? AI closed 8/2/2021

		14144		AI #10 External users cannot see child statements.		March  2021				August 15, 2021

		12204		AI #10 Comail child postage statement as a hyperlink.		March  2021		1/9/2022

				AI #9 DIM Measurements - non‐rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is there.		March  2021

				AI #9 DIM Measurements - non‐rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is there.		March  2021

		14088		AI #12 Modify pending periodical logic for EPS.		March  2021		On hold







Dates

		6/14/18

		10/4/18

		2/28/19

		6/20/19

		8/29/19

		10/31/19

		1/30/20

		3/26/20

		7/30/20

		11/19/20

		1/28/21

		4/1/21

		7/1/21

		11/3/21







Action Items
Track Category Action Item Response

Flats Child 
Statements

12/20/2021 - remaining issue is with MM statements when single piece 
records are in the file - cannot see child statements.

Look to see whether CR 14144 (periodicals postage statement details) can 
be moved up from January 2022 release.

Investigating CR 12204 

Flats EPS
12/20/2021 - Will either not allow Pending Periodicals in EPS or fix EPS to 
recognize reserve fund.

14088 Modify pending periodical logic for EPS; scheduled January 2022.

USPS developing process to allow customers to remain in EPS and ensure 
that the Reserve Fund is correct.

Flats PostalOne! For container-based refunds, consider reversals on individual containers 
as opposed to refunds or adjustments (to communicate volume and 
postage data).

Flats Mail.dat Investigate ability to add PMOD container (sacks/trays) information to 
mail.dat.

Under evaluation by USPS


MTAC Action Items

		Year		Month		Item #		Status		Assignee		Track		Category		Action Item		Response		Response2		Days Open		Date Complete

		2021		November 		1		Closed		Lisa Wurman		Flats		Pending Periodical 		Randy Stumbo to share industry analysis on proposed Pending Periodical calculations.				11/22/2021 - Complete per Lisa W. Randy sent email same day.		149		11/22/21

		2021		November 		2		Closed		Dale Kennedy		Flats		DOA 		Enhancement request for DOA Mail process – add a DOA Mail Process event in IV feeds.				2/28/2022 - Rose forwarded to Adam C. Close
2/14/2022 - Controlled through Steve Dearing's group (IV). Rose to forward to Adam Collinson.
1/31/2022 - No update. Rose to follow up to clarify the request.
1/3/2022 - No update.
12/20/2021 - Future enhancement, need definition from industry, go back to Angelo A.
12/16/2021 - No update.
11/22/2021, 12/2/2021 - No update. Glenn contacted Dale.		149

		2021		November 		3		Closed		Mike Filipski		Flats		Payment Page		INC 5742943 ticket- missing flag on consolidated payment page - need update (Pending Periodicals).				1/3/2022 - Deployed in 12/26 release. Close.
12/2/2021, 12/16/2021 - No update.
11/22/2021 - ALM 14775. Mike to get update.		149

		2021		November 		4		Open		Vicki Bosch		Packages		DIM		Cover new DIM requirements in upcoming WG 182 meetings.				3/10/2022 - No update.
2/28/2022 - WG 182 to discuss package examples 3/3.
2/10/2022 - Dale addressed tolerance issue. Ongoing discussion for emerging issues.
1/31/2022 - Rose providing background to Leider. Per Dale, packages within 2" tolerance won't receive assessments (from Brian Burie). USPS continuing to analyze exceptional scenarios.
1/3/2022 - Industry confused about which dimensions are authoritative.
12/20/2021 - Fees delayed till April 3, 2022. Vicki started the review during the 12/16 WG 182 meeting, needs to be completed.
12/16/2021 - Vicki reviewing on WG 182 today (12/16).
11/22/2021, 12/2/2021 - No update.		149

		2021		November 		5		Open		James Duffy
Crystal Newman		Letters		IV/EPS		What is status of  IV/EPS data delegation opportunities (brought up to WG 195) – need to understand prioritization.		USPS met with PostalOne and IV. Both have proposals and are determining LOE.		3/10/2022 - No update.
2/24/2022 - USPS met with PostalOne and IV. Both have proposals and are determining LOE.
2/10/2022 - USPS to meet with 1) PostalOne, then 2) IV to determine feasibility, cost and system impact. Reporting status to Industry 2/24.
1/31/2022 - Discussing internally; will update as we progress.
1/17/2022 - meeting internally on design approach.
12/30/2021 - No update.
12/16/2021 - Working through list of IV feeds with WG 195 for necessary data.
12/2/2021 - Considering sunsetting WG 195, bringing up IV-specific work group. 
11/22/2021 - EPS will review artifacts and consider prioritization.		149

		2021		November 		6		Closed		Janine Egloff		Letters		FAST		FAQ/Fact sheet overview of FAST Helpdesk - hours of operation, after hours, weekend phone number and email. Distribute via Industry Alert.				1/27/2022 - Draft circulated 1/3 as Industry Alert and posted to BMA web page. Industry requested changes. Janine invited requested edits, but they haven't sent anything. Close.
1/3/2022 - Janine will post and send out in Industry Alert.
12/21/2021 - Lisa reviewed, sent back to Janine, good to go. Need to send out via Industry Alert.
12/16/2021 - Internal reviewed, Janine sent to Lisa W; awaiting Lisa's review.
12/2/2021 - Janine circulating for internal review prior to Industry review. Share with Industry week of 12/13.
11/18/2021 - Initial draft by 12/1.		149						FAST FAQs – that is complete in that it went out as an Industry Alert and was posted to BMA webpage.  If you want to include in comments that Janine told Industry they could send us the edits they are requesting, but they have not sent anything, so essentially closed.

		2021		November 		7		Open		Juliaann Hess
 Ali Turner
 Vicki Bosch		Letters		ID/PTR		Timeline on when functionality of Informed Delivery and PTR will move to the cloud.				11/22, 12/2, 12/16/2021 - 3/14/2022 - No update.		149

		2021		November 		8		Closed		James Lee		Letters		EPS		Post IT/EPS roadmap for calendar year 2022.				1/31/2022 - James provided roadmap. Close.
1/3/2022 - No update.
12/16/2021 - James reviewing samples.
12/2/2021 - James to circle back with team.
11/18/2021 - Ongoing work, following up with team on status. James/Mike discussing options.		149						With regard to the FAST FAQs – that is complete in that it went out as an Industry Alert and was posted to BMA webpage.  If you want to include in comments that Janine told Industry they could send us the edits they are requesting, but to date, they have not sent anything, so essentially closed.

		2021		June		1		Closed		Chip Brown 
Diane Smith		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Industry Alert/Industry Webinar on demonstration of Automated Undocumented IMC Matching Process to identify aged undocumented pieces.				10/25/2021 - Completed - close.
10/21/2021 - Pending close.
9/27/2021 - Schedule for future MTAC meetings/user groups.
9/23/2021 - No Update.
9/13/2021 - Mike Filipski provided demonstration. Pending Close
9/9/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Diane to discuss with Roshonda.
8/26/2021 - Possible demo 9/16.
8/16/2021 - No 8/5 demo. Diane to follow up with James.
7/29/2021 - James demo 8/5 on UG11. James to reach out to Roshonda on possible Industry webinar.
7/29/2021 - Demo 8/5.
7/19/2021 - Chip to follow up with James (UG11) and Roshonda for her team's Seamless Industry calls.
7/15/2021 - Need clarity on IMC.		274		10/25/21

		2021		June		2		Closed		Chip Brown 
Diane Smith		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Temporary solution for undocumented pieces: 
- USPS to investigate options for SASP to scrub undocumented pieces due to aged mail using 31-digit match and determine what impacts this may have to monthly assessment timeline.
- USPS to investigate changing the threshold for undoc.				10/25/2021 - Close.
10/21/2021 - Industry Alert sent 10/20. Pending Close.
9/23/2021 - No Update.
9/13/2021 - Chip and James drafting verbage to send out to industry.
9/9/2021 - Process in place; still working on communication aspect.
8/30/2021 - Diane to discuss with Tom.
8/26/2021 - Chip to discuss with Tom/Diane today (8/26). We have existing temporary solution.
8/2/2021, 8/16/2021 - Diane to follow up with Tom Foti on how USPS communicates it with Industry.
7/29/2021 - No update. Close; Lisa confirm.
7/19/2021 - Fix is same as June undoc fix for Seamless mailers - analysis of undoc at month's end prior to release of assessments.
7/15/2021 - Implemented. Pending Lisa's review.		274		10/25/21				Item two CRID creation training is complete.

		2021		June		3		Closed		Chip Brown 
Diane Smith		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		Facilitate meeting with Legal/Industry on mailpiece image privacy issue.				7/29/2021 - USPS decision not to do. Close; Lisa confirm. Track under Action # 1 (Jan 2020).
7/19/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - Diane speaking with Lisa.		274		8/2/21

		2021		June		4		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Packages		Virtual Over Label		Industry requests further discussion on virtual over-label possibilities.

Following March 2021 AI #8 under this action item.				10/25/2021 - Lisa to discuss with Wanda - can close per Wanda.
9/27/2021 - Policy was disseminated; no virtual overlabel allowed. Close pending confirmation with Lisa.
9/9/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Met week of 8/23; communicated next steps; UPS communicated their actions. Diane to contact Wanda for DHL.
8/16/2021 - Discussed with UPS 8/11; working individually with mailers.
8/12/2021 - No update.I10
8/2/2021 - Policy has been communicated with Industry. Awaiting discussion with Tom Foti. 
7/19/2021 - No update. Kellie following up with Tom Foti. On any decisions from 7/8 Executive Committee mtg.
7/15/2021 - Virtual over label will not be allowed. Pending closing.		274		10/25/21

		2021		June		5		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Packages		DDU Mis-Shipped		Formalize changes to current assessment process.				8/12/2021 - All CY 2021 assessments are not being collected. Assessments will commence February 2022 for January 2022 data. Pending closing.
8/2/2021 - Will not be updating Pub 205 with DDU mis-ship language.
7/19/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - Reviewing Process.		274		8/12/21

		2021		June		6		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Packages		DDU Mis-Shipped		Package assessment process-need offline discussions with Industry/USPS.				10/25/2021 - Lisa to discuss with Wanda - can close per Wanda.
8/30/2021, 9/27/2021 - No update.
8/16/2021 - Lisa to discuss with Wanda.
8/12/2021 - Impacted mailers are provided data. Pending closing.
8/2/2021 - No task team; reaching out to individuals starting 8/9. No assessments 'til January 2022
7/19/2021 - Task team? From 7/8 Executive Committee mtg. Kellie following up with Tom Foti/Randy Workman/Diane Smith.
7/15/2021 - No discussions. Pending closing.		274		10/25/21

		2021		June		7		Closed		Crystal Newman 
John Byrne		All		EPS/CAPS Retirement		Exception process requested for CAPS retirement effective 8/29/21.				10/25/2021 - Close
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021 - No update.
8/16/2021 - Exception process is to submit a written request to Marc McCrery and Tom Foti.
7/29/2021, 8/2/2021, 8/12/2021- No update.
7/15/2021 - There will be no exception process (CAPS shuts down effective 9/30).		274		10/25/21

		2021		March		1		Closed		Dale Kennedy		Letters		Late Mail		Define DOA mail process and subsequent options for refund of postage (situational case by case basis). DOA mail will not be measured since there won't be processing scans. Data should reflect mail that was removed and reason code.  				12/20/2021 - Dale covered at Nov MTAC, has been implemented. Close.
12/16/2021 - No update.
12/2/2021 - No update. Glenn contacted Dale.
11/22/2021 - Dale discussed at MTAC; need to understand implementation. Glenn contacted Dale.
10/25/2021 - Dale to provide update at MTAC.
9/9/2021, 9/27/2021 - No update.
8/16/2021 - Tom to follow up with Dale.
8/2/2021 - Diane to follow up with Dale.
7/19/2021 - Diane meeting and providing updates.
6/21/2021 - no update. On track.
6/7/2021  - Will be addressed at June MTAC 
5/24/2021 - Checking to see whether this is ready by June 29 MTAC.
5/10/2021 - Ongoing, will have draft in next week.
4/12/2021 - Same as #2 Jan 2021. Keep open to track.		365		12/20/21

		2021		March		2		Closed		Dave Marinelli 
Tom Foti		Letters		Late Mail		Schedule Virtual Round-Table for Impact of Late mail and policy discussion with ELT and Industry.  				11/22/2021 - Close per Lisa confirmation from Dave.
10/25/2021 - Lisa to contact Dave.
9/27/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Tom discussed with Dave. Lisa to contact Dave re: closing. 
8/16/2021 - Tom to discuss with Dave.
8/2/2021 - Diane to follow up with Tom.
7/19/2021 - Need to understand plan for communicating results of discussions.
6/17/2021 - Complete. Close.
6/7/2021 - Will be addressed at June MTAC.
5/10/2021 - Lisa checking with Dave. Pending Closed.
4/12/2021 - Need update.		365		11/22/21

		2021		March		3		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters		MID		Review whether there's a need to change BC uniqueness from 45 days to proposed 60-90 day (MID availability?)				7/19/2021 - Not doing. Close.
6/17/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Will be discussed at June MTAC.
5/24/2021 - Need to share at MTAC to close.
5/10/2021 - no updates.
4/22/2021 - Reviewed it; will be cost on USPS and mailer; no issue before 2020 peak season. Table this until further issues are demonstrated. 
4/12/2021 - Still many 6-digit MIDs available; still working. Need to evaluate doing or will other discussions and actions ease industry distress and need for change.
4/8/2021 - Still reviewing and looking at alternatives.  Changing the uniqueness may not be the answer.  A better analysis of the SDOC may help.  		365		7/19/21

		2021		March		4		Closed		John Byrne		Letters		CAPS		Provide update on the process to provide Industry with archived CAPS data.				8/26/2021 - USPS has indicated its approach. Close.
8/16/2021 - No change.
8/2/2021 - See 7/29; mailers may obtain their own data through WebCAPS for their data for one month after retirement (same process as now). USPS to send out Industry Alert announcing same (data available through end of FY22).
7/29/2021 - Customers may request data through CAPS back 1 month; other requests must go through MSSC (up to 1 year back). 
7/19/2021 - Plan in place; teams working it. Customers will be able to request data back 1 year through MSSC. Possible issue with retroactive window; Crystal to follow up.
7/15/2021 -Selected option. Ongoing Monday Meetings.
6/21/2021 - Meeting today.
6/17/2021 - Met 6/14 with Phalgun, Paul, et al; Paul distributed four options; meeting 6/21.
6/7/2021 - Meeting on 6/7 to discuss. 
5/24/2021 - Still working
4/22/2021 - Meeting has not yet been scheduled to review requirements.
4/12/2021 - Need update.		365		8/26/21

		2021		March		5		Closed		Crystal Newman		Letters		EPS		Set up live demo calls with impacted customers (Wanda) to investigate EPS system performance issues.				4/22/2021 - Completed. EPS team reviewing.
4/8/2021 - Scheduled meeting for April 15.		365		4/22/21

		2021		March		6		Closed		John Byrne		Letters		EPS		Develop or publish SLAs for EPS performance.				12/20/2021 - Close.
12/16/2021 - Geriann sent approved SLAs to group 12/9. Close pending Lisa review?
12/2/2021 - Plan to get the SLAs out asap.
11/22/2021 - Crystal to send out SLAs by COB 11/25.
11/4/2021, 11/18/2021 - Sharing SLA with WG 195. Pending Close.
10/25/2021 - Senior Mgmt reviewing prior to public posting to WG 195 and PostalPro.
9/27/2021 - Gave SLAs to UPS MI; concerns; blaming it for inability to transition; difficulty with EDI. Met 9/24.
9/13/2021 - Awaiting SLAs from IV-MTR. PPC data services to provide info.
9/9/2021 - Awaiting SLAs from IV-MTR.
8/26/2021 - Diane socializing with IV-MTR. 
8/16/2021 - Andrew provided draft; under review.
8/2/2021 - No update; Crystal to present draft options and review in WG.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/19/2021 - Need understanding of SLA request; discuss internally. Will discuss 7/22 on 195 call.
7/15/2021 - Meeting Friday. Will address on 195 Call.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - The areas and customer segmentation for EPS SLA have been developed. 
5/24/2021 - Still working
4/22/2021 - Meeting has not yet been scheduled to review requirements.
4/8/2021 - No update.		365		12/20/21

		2021		March		7		Closed		Tom Foti		Packages		Package Assessments		Address package assessments with individual customers.				4/12/2021 - Need update. Addressed with individual companies.		365		4/26/21

		2021		March		8		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		eVS/Package Platform		Schedule Package Overlabel initiative meeting in the next month.

Combined with previous March 2020 Item 3.

From March 2020 Item 3:
Virtual Overlabel Solutions - discussion on data, unintended consequences and solutions. Plan for face-to-face meeting at next MTAC.				8/2/2021 - No workgroup for overlabels. Diane reaching out. Close. Follow through under Action # 4 from June 2021.
7/19/2021- No update.
6/7/2021 - No update.
5/6/2021 - Vicki to present white paper to ELT.
4/26/2021 - Contingent on upcoming internal meeting; schedule tbd.
4/12/2021 - Need update.

From March 2020 Item 3 Entries:
4/26/2021 - Contingent on upcoming internal meeting; schedule tbd.
4/12/2021 - Still discussing.
3/1/2021 - Need internal discussions before proceeding
2/25/2021 - Vicki preparing writeup prior to sharing with Industry.
12/8/20 - No new update.  Reviewing internally                                             11/4/2020 - John talking to his Sales folks per 10/30 email with deck.
10/8/2020 - Awaiting John M action.
9/24/2020 - Awaiting John M to confirm when ready to schedule.
8/27/2020 - Vicki to schedule with John.
7/13/2020  - Internal discussion ongoing.
6/18/2020 - Internal agreement against virtual overlabels.
4/14/2020 - Ongoing internal work.		365		8/2/21

		2021		March		9		Open		Vicki Bosch		Packages		DIM Measurements		DIM Measurements – non‐rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is there.				3/10/2022 - FRN in process for proposed rule changing package measurement.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - Meeting internally 2/16 to discuss.
11/22, 12/2, 12/20/2021 - 2/10/2022 - No update. 
10/25/2021 - Vicki identifying additional CRs. Plan to update at MTAC.
8/2/2021 - Two CRs drafted, under consideration (release based on prioritization). CR numbers?
7/19/2021- No update.
6/7/2021 - Awaiting CR.
5/6/2021 - No CR yet, Kellie to provide soon. 
4/26/2021 - Needs CR to address sample issues for DN indicators.
4/12/2021 - Need update.		365

		2021		March		10		Open		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Flats		Child Statements		12/20/2021 - remaining issue is with MM statements when single piece records are in the file - cannot see child statements.

Look to see whether CR 14144 (periodicals postage statement details) can be moved up from January 2022 release.		Investigating CR 12204 		3/10/2022 - James following up.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/10/2022 - No update.
1/31/2022 - James followed up. Team researching; might create CR.
1/3/2022 - James confirming 1/9 date. Rose to provide feedback 1/11.
12/20/2021 - James investigating CR 12204 - not sure if 1/9/2022 is correct.
11/22, 12/2, 2/16/2021 - CR 12204 on track for 1/9/2022.
10/25/2021 - CR 12204 scheduled 1/9/2022.
9/23, 10/21/2021 - No Update.
9/13/2021 - Follow up for January. New CR 12204.
9/9/2021 - No change to January release
8/30/2021 - Meredith portion resolved in 8/15 release; additional portion to be resolved Jan 2022. New CR 12204 is for the comail child postage statement as a hyperlink.
8/26/2021 - No update. LInk to child statements to be available Jan 22.
8/16/2021 - Fix to be confirmed; Lisa checking with Industry to see if link for child statements is available (it's not).
8/2/2021 - Scheduled 8/15. CR 14144.
7/29/2021 - Can't be moved; scheduled early FY22.
7/15/2021 - James checking status. 
6/21/2021 - Reviewing internally with Hardik.
6/17/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Ongoing research. Diane following up.
5/20/2021 - Shankar Krishnan researching. Diane to send note.
5/10/2021 - Ongoing research.
4/26/2021 - Shankar Krishnan researching.
4/22/2021 - confusion regarding fix; working with Lisa W and Andrew Thompson.
4/12/2021 - CR 14144 completed in Jan 2021. Customers still experiencing the issue with comail statements. Will set up meeting with customer.
4/8/2021  - Reviewing.		365

		2021		March		11		Closed		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Flats		Postage Register		Provide schedule for CR 14488 for duplicate entries on the register (deployed in April Release and should be closed). 				8/2/2021 - Fixed; close.
7/29/2021 - Awaiting Lisa feedback.
7/15/2021 - Deployed in April release. Pending Closing.				8/2/21

		2021		March		12		Open		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Flats		EPS		
12/20/2021 - Will either not allow Pending Periodicals in EPS or fix EPS to recognize reserve fund.

14088 Modify pending periodical logic for EPS; scheduled January 2022.
		USPS developing process to allow customers to remain in EPS and ensure that the Reserve Fund is correct.		3/10/2022 - USPS developing process to allow customers to remain in EPS and ensure that the Reserve Fund is correct.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - Working to identify parameters of fix to allow Pending Periodicals to remain in EPS (April target). USPS to stop future Pending Periodicals from entering EPS until fix deployed. 
2/10/2022 - Sent Industry Alert; still analyzing options.
1/31/2022 - Sent internal notice that it throws Accounting off; was released externally. Will place moratorium on new Pending Periodicals getting into EPS and explore fix to let those that are in there use EPS. In meantime, remove 77 Pending Periodicals; if no fix, will need to remove from EPS and place in local trust. USPS to send out Industry Alert 2/14 explaining the issue and fix, present at UG11 for follow-up.
1/3/2022 - Still on hold.
12/16/2021 - On hold.
11/22, 12/2/2021 - On track for 1/9/2022.
10/25/2021 - CR 14088 scheduled for 1/9/2022.
10/21/2021 - No Update.
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021, 9/23/2021 - No update. CR 14088.
8/26/2021, 8/30/2021 - No update. James L to circle back with team.
8/2/2021, 8/16/2021 - Still scheduled for January 2022. CR 14088.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - scheduled for January 2022.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021 - No update. On track.
6/7/2021 - Scheduled for January 2022
6/3/2021 - CR 14088 now scheduled for January 2022.
5/10/2021, 5/20/2021 - scheduled 8/15.
4/26/2021 - Correct CR number and title: 14088 Modify Pending Periodical Logic for EPS (scheduled 8/15). 
4/12/2021 - Still need schedule.		365						14088 – Pending Periodicals is not scheduled until January 2022

		2021		January		1		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters/Flats		Mailer Scorecard		Mailer Scorecard – mailers are experiencing errors on scorecard (December 2020, January 2021, February 2021) due to late mail. What will the policy be on scorecard assessments resulting from these errors?				2/25/2021 - Waived January assessments. Close.				2/25/21				14488 – Reporting Issue due to Seamless Incentive. This deployed in April Release and should be closed.

		2021		January		2		Closed		Randy Workman/
Janine Egloff		Letters/Flats		Service Standard Policy		Review policy for late mail which caused mail to be “wasted” – marketing value lost (delivered after sales date, etc). Marketers seeking refunds. May need to work in conjunction with operations/processing to implement a mechanism for MSP/MO to decide if mail should be delivered when it will be delivered outside of service standard.				4/12/2021 - Dale Kennedy handling. Close
3/25/2021 - Tom Foti taking lead; Janine to discuss with Randy.
3/11/2021 - Janine to revisit.
2/25/2021 - Under discussion				4/12/21

		2021		January		3		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters/Flats		Mailer Scorecard		Consider changing uniqueness requirement from 45 days to 90 days – would this mitigate scorecard errors due to late mail?				2/25/2021 - Not doing? Janine to validate with Randy. Close.				2/25/21

		2021		January		4		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters/Flats		Service Standard Policy		Allow industry participation in USPS policy discussion or at least allow industry provide education on the impact of late mail across the entire supply chain.				2/25/2021 - Industry will be consulted as usual for new policy. Close.				2/25/21

		2021		January		5		Closed		Diane Smith		Letters/Flats		Undoc		Undocumented Error Matching Process Improvement – can the USPS use the MQD files instead of having the industry manipulate those files and send them back to the USPS? At a higher level – can USPS run barcodes through the process before deeming them undocumented?				3/11/2021 - James posted instructions on PostalPro to convert undoc IMb into text file for automated review. The file format is required for ingestion into the system. Close
2/25/2021 - Don't anticipate updates in forseeable future.				3/11/21

		2021		January		6		Closed		Mike Filipski		Letters/Flats		BCG		BCG – Customer Validation Tool – fact sheet requested for users.				2/25/2021 - Complete.				2/25/21

		2021		January		8		Closed		Jeanette Cook		Letters		EMCA Migration  		EMCA Migration to NCMS – some customers are required to do a security check/audit to make sure USPS systems meet requirements. What group does this fall under at USPS and who is the contact?				3/15/2021 - Jeanette provided contact name - Ezana Dessie.		428		3/15/21

		2021		January		9		Closed		Diane Smith/
Kellie Painter		Packages		eVS		Additional training need for HQ eVS analysts on EPS conversion. John Medeiros to provide examples of gap.				4/12/2021 - Training complete. Close.
3/15/2021 - Going to provide general training on EPS. TBD
2/25/2021 - Waiting for John to provide examples.		428		4/12/21

		2021		January		10		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Dim Measurements		DIM Measurements – non-rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. USPS requested examples, Steve Smith and John Medeiros to provide examples. Will require further discussion after USPS receives examples.				5/6/2021 - This duplicates the March 2021 AI #9, so is closed.
4/26/2021 - Vicki has Medeiros data; reviewing, had interaction with Steve.
4/12/2021 - Need update.
3/1/2021 Investigating.		428		5/6/21

		2021		January		11		Closed		Mike Filipski		Flats		Balance Check Fact Sheet		MSP Balance Check – fact sheet(s) on process for mail owner to allow access to EPS and Local Trust account balance and for MSP to obtain balance.				8/16/2021 - Fact sheets posted at https://postalpro.usps.com/balance-check. Close
8/2/2021 - Will post PowerPoint slides on PostalPro. Multiple fact sheet pages.
7/29/2021 - No update.
6/21/2021 - Scheduled for 8/15.
6/17/2021 - Scheduled for August.
6/7/2021 - No update.
5/10/2021 - James brought to UG11. Pending Changes 
4/26/2021 - James to bring to next UG11.
3/25/2021 - Mike updated FAQ for new BCG.
3/15/2021 - MSP balance check planned for August 2021 - Must complete process before the fact sheet gets published. 
3/1/2021 - Complete - Plan to post 3/2
2/25/2021 - Waiting for more info; pushed to August release.		428		8/16/21

		2021		January		12		Closed		James Duffy		Flats		MSP Balance Check		MSP Balance Check – walk through how it works at next UG 11 meeting on February 4, 2021.				5/6/2021 - Reflected on # 8, 13 (June 2019) below. MSP  balance check demo provided week of 4/26/2021.
4/26/2021 - James to do walkthrough at UG11.
4/22/2021 - Unchanged. July for now.
3/25/2021 - Walkthrough on UG11 closer to July.
3/15/2021 - Will provide walk through on April 15. (CR 13690)
3/1/2021 - Planned for August 2021 
2/25/2021 - Schedule for two weeks prior to system release.		428		5/6/21

		2020		November 		1		Closed		John Byrne		Letters		EPS		Active permits being deleted.
This is showing in EPS profile of permits deleted when a permit has been cancelled.				
12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
11/18, 12/2, 12/16/2021 - WIP, CR 1650 targeted for Q4 FY22.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021, -  Crystal followed up week of 10/18; no response yet. Per LIsa, CR 1650 targeted for Q4 FY22.
9/27/2021 - James L to check with team on schedule. CR 1650.
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021 - No update.
8/26/2021 - No update. Crystal following up with John.
8/16/2021 - John following up.
8/2/2021 - No update. CR 1650.
7/19/2021, 7/29/2021 - No update.
6/21/2021, 7/15/2021 - Slated for 10/3; subject to prioritization.
6/17/2021 - Crystal following up.
5/24/2021 - Crystal will check.
4/12/2021 - No update.
3/25/2021 - If they are referring to the Manage Permits page in EPS, there is a CR 1650 (currently assigned Low priority) to add logic in EPS to update the permit CRID name and permit status.
3/15/2021 - Researching.		498		12/20/21

		2020		November 		2		Closed		Randy Workman/
Janine Egloff		Letters		MSSC		1. Create and publish a decision tree for MSSC and PostalOne! Help Desk.
2. Industry refresher on the MSSC and the assistance they can provide. 				4/22/2021 - Lisa reviewed; complete.
4/12/2021 - Lisa to complete review.
3/25/2021 - No update
3/11/2021 - 
3/1/2021 - Lisa W. will get back with Janine
2/25/2021 - No update
2/11/2021 - Still awaiting Lisa's feedback.
2/1/2021 - Sent to Lisa W for review.
1/4/2021 - #1 - Currently in Progress - expect completion Jan. 8, 2021
 #2 Lisa W will check if a refresher is necessary. #2 Janine will get feedback from Lisa and act accordingly.		498		4/22/21

		2020		November 		3		Closed		John Byrne		Flats		BCG/EPS		What will the status of EPS accounts show in the BCG Customer Validation Tool:
- If EPS account is deactivated?
- If EPS account is suspended?				8/2/2021 - Closed. USPS considers account details and will not provide without account holder permission.
7/29/2021 - Closed; Lisa confirm.
7/19/2021 - Crystal following up.
7/15/2021 - No update. Awaiting closing. 
6/21/2021 - Status labels confirmed, demo provided. Close.
6/17/2021 - Demoed in UG 11 and WG 195. Crystal to follow up.
4/22/2021 - all status in BCG and P1! Based on API from EPS. Requirements for CVT use of EPS API in progress for MSP (August release).
4/12/2021 - Jeanette to reconfirm this is happening now.
3/25/2021 - For deactivated accounts, "inactive"; for suspended accounts, "suspend". Confirm with BCG.
3/15/2021 - Researching.		498		8/2/21

		2020		November 		4		Closed		John Byrne		Flats		BCG		4/12 - this should be Debit vs Trust identification in Customer Validation Tool.

Debit vs Trust identification in BCG Account Management Tool				7/29/2021 - Should be closed; Lisa confirm. Covered UG11 and WG195. USPS won't provide account info unless customer provides permission. (USPS considers account details and will not provide without account holder permission.)
7/19/2021 - Crystal following up.
7/15/2021 - Awaiting closing.
6/21/2021 - Request satisfied; close.
6/17/2021 - Have a CR; lower priority.
5/24/2021 - Crystal will check on the status.
4/22/2021 - Trust accounts will display the balance and debit accounts will have the word "Debit".
4/12/2021 - what if not on EPS? And what account owner has not granted access? Can it still indicate debit or trust?
3/25/2021 - For Trust account the balance will display and debit accounts with say “Debit”.  This information will only display if the permit holder has grant permission for USPS to share the EPS/Local Trust Account Number, EPS/Local Trust Account Status, and EPS/Local Trust Balance or denoting a debit account if queried by an MSP. If not pertaining to MSP balance check, need more info.
3/15/2021 - Researching		498		8/2/21

		2020		November 		5		Closed		Janine Egloff		Flats		BCG		1. Understand process on USPS side on what drives CRID creation - discussion was when a permit is created.
2. Refresher to field on how to open permits, use CRID if already assigned. 				1/27/2022 - Complete. Close.
1/3/2022 - On track for training.
12/2, 12/16/2021 - Training dates - 1/11/2022, 1/13/2022. Close after completing training.
11/22/2021 - Industry Alert to go out for #1. Training for #2 TBD (~Jan 2022).
11/18/2021 - Complete. Posted to PostalPro 11/18.
9/9/2021, 9/23/2021, 10/21/2021, 11/4/2021 - No Update.
8/30/2021 - Janine reviewing Lisa's feedback. 
8/26/2021 - Janine to follow up with Lisa.
8/12/2021 - Sent to Lisa for review.
8/2/2021 - In post-draft status (job aid); fixing minor issues.
7/29/2021 - Going to Roshonda, Chip and team for review, then deliver to Lisa. 
7/19/2021 - No update.
6/21/2021 - Draft under review.
6/17/2021 - Anticipate draft by 6/18 COB.
6/7/2021 - No update. 
6/3/2021 - Initial draft should be complete by 6/11.
5/10/2021 - All documents obtained. Ongoing. 
5/6/2021 - Janine working it; has partial documentation. Need all databases and applications that can create CRIDS.
4/26/2021 - Still waiting.
4/22/2021 - Waiting on documents from original logic owners.
4/12/2021 - Still working.
3/25/2021 - Janine reaching out to Sue R. to gather info.
2/1/2021, 2/11/2021, 2/25/2021, 3/11/2021 - No update.
1/4/21 - Janine #1 getting a list of how a CRID is created.		498

		2020		July		1		Closed		Lisa Arcari		Periodicals		EPS		USPS/MTAC leadership to consider a Workgroup for EPS/IV.				12/8/20 Solicitation to the WG went out on 12/7
11/10/2020 - Issue statement written.
10/22/2020 - Determining the proper forum.
9/24/2020 - Crystal is still working on it.
9/9/2020 - No update
8/31/2020 - Lisa A has template and will complete.
8/27/2020 - Vicki to provide template to Lisa A.
8/17/20 - need status update from Lisa Arcari.				12/7/20

		2020		July		2		Closed		Mike Filipski		Letters		Non-Identical Weight Mail/Manifest		Consider removing the rule that non-identical mail has to be done under Manifest. DMM vs pub 685.				10/8/2020 - Complete.
9/28/2020 - Will be posted by 9/28/2020.
9/9/2020 - Will be addressed through the Q&A of July MTAC session. Will be posted by 9/18.
8/27/2020 - Respond at/through MTAC. Seamless acceptance is solution for not manifesting for non-identical weight mailings.				10/8/20

		2020		July		3		Closed		Jeanette Cook		Parcels		EPS		Performance issue on reports (Commercial Shipping and Detail Report). Download of (Commercial & Shipping) report returns blank with no data.				4/8/2021- Is in the April 25th release 
3/25/2021 - Executed dashbloard changes 1/10/2021 to address performance issues; if issues continue, need examples. 4/25 change will add "Generate" button to select date range for reports. Will meet with Lisa L. to further analyze.
3/15/2021- Lisa W. will send latest performance information
Per Nov 2020 MTAC, still an issue - reopen action item.
9/9/2020 - Complete
8/27/2020 - Scheduled for 8/30 release.		610		4/8/21

		2020		July		4		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		PostalOne!		PO mail can't see the statements in PostalOne.				12/3/2020 - Close; alert Lisa W. at next MTAC status.
10/22/2020 - ALM 14144 Fix Scheduled for Jan 2021 release.
9/24/2020 - Lisa W sending email regarding issue with ticket number.
9/9/2020 - Need to confirm that the issue was resolved with the ticket.
8/31/2020 - Lisa W sending email regarding issue.
8/27/2020 - Angela following up with Lisa W.				12/3/20

		2020		March		1		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		EPS		Identify and train HQ eVS analysts on EPS conversion.
Work with John Medeiros and DHL on current EPS issues. 				6/22/2020 - Kellie confirmed this is complete.
6/4/2020 - Peter to follow up with Kellie.
4/27/2020 - No update.				3/1/20

		2020		March		2		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		(PRS) - USPS Returns		eVS/PTR team needs to meet to identify solution for visibility to Locale key for Industry use and HQ reconciliation.				1/31/2022 - USPS not planning to implement IT solution. PTR can fulfill request ad hoc. Close.
12/6/2021 - Lisa discussed with Wanda; is it one time request (and continuous), or must it be requested each time, and has this been communicated to customers?
10/25/2021 - Impacts only four customers; only one has requested it. Recommend closing and USPS provide periodic reports as requested. Lisa to discuss with Wanda.
8/12/2021 - Will be taken to UG2 to close. Pending CR. 
8/2/2021 - Anyone needing data should use PTR. No current plans to implement CR. Socialize at UG2.
6/7/2021, 7/19/2021 - No update.
4/26/2021 - PTR feels it meets their needs (only one company requested it). Mention on UG2.
4/12/2021 - Need update.
1/4/21 - Sent out emails waiting for responses.                                                                              12/8/20 Vicki will send out a survey to determine what mailers use it.    11/10/2020 - Take to 182.
11/4/2020 - Propose to close; limited use. Continue to provide ad-hoc report pending need.
10/22/2020 - CMC not scheduled.
9/30/2020 - CMC 1508 for locale key in the scan event extract file for PRS customers. For those who request, we provide an adhoc report.
9/28/2020 - No number yet. Vicki to follow up.
8/27/2020 - No update. Awaiting CMC number.
7/20/2020 - CMC created, scheduled deployment date TBD.
06/30/2020 - Peter to follow up.
4/14/2020 - Ongoing internal work.		736

		2020		March		4		Closed		Angela Dyer		Letters/Flats		COVID-19		Move Update and CASS timeframe issues in the event mail is held - how will USPS address these circumstances? 				4/13/20 - Contingencies have been developed and communicated
3/26/2020 - We will work with Industry to make necessary concessions. Mailer should request exceptions through the local MBME.				4/13/20

		2020		March		5		Closed		Angela Dyer		Letters		COVID-19		How will DMU mailers be staffed or how will mail be verified at DMUs where BME staffing is impacted?  				3/26/2020 - Contingency plan addresses identifying how BME will use resources to collect information needed to allow entry of mail. 				3/26/20

		2020		March		6		Closed		Sandy Chopra		Letters		Letters		Mail Quality Reports - develop list of reports that are housed inside the folders that will be removed, communicate to industry. 				4/13/2020 - List is created, waiting to see how that will be shared				4/13/20

		2020		January		1		Open		James Duffy		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		RECEIVED APPROVAL FOR EXTERNAL ACCESS TO IMAGES! Will use same process for internal and external sharing of images.

Consider an interim process for analysts to review mail piece images for mailers as needed for investigations of undocumented pieces.

Note:

June 2021 MTAC AI #3 - Facilitate meeting with Legal/Industry on mailpiece image privacy issue.

Nov 2020 MTAC - Industry requesting USPS legal and Industry legal to meet to understand why images are not allowed for Industry view.

January 2020 - consider ability for Mail Service Provider or Mail Owner to select images instead of receiving all.

February 2019 - item # 1
Provide images of mailpieces to Mail Service Provider for streamlined programs when there is an issue (scorecard).

August 2019 - item #10
Consider how to provide images on PAF (when exceeding threshold) for sampled pieces to mailers. Consider photos at point of downstream Seamless scanning to distinguish clerk versus non-clerk errors. 		Project architecture resolved; design approach TBD.		3/10/2022 - No update.
2/24/2022 - Project architecture resolved; design approach TBD.
2/14/2022 - Beginning project setup.
2/10/2022 - No update.
1/31/2022 - Met with Erich Petre week of 1/24 on process to obtain images from IRIS.
1/27/2022 - Continuing to discuss.
1/3/2022 - No update.
12/16/2021 - James met with Vince Nguyen at Engineering 12/15 to start the process. 
12/2/2021 - No update. 
11/22/2021 - Met with Privacy, Legal, Inspection Service. Exploring sharing images internally. Sharing won't occur prior to January 2022. Agreed on sharing images externally for investigating undocumented pieces.    
10/21/2021 - Privacy and Legal preparing vetted response.
8/26/2021, 8/30/2021, 9/9/2021, 9/23/2021 - No Update.
8/2/2021 - Testing interface for internal provision. James to see whether USPS Legal willing to meet with Industry Legal.
7/29/2021 - USPS won't provide images to industry. Awaiting closing.
6/21/2021 - Can't release images externally. Any internal release not until late summer 2021.
6/17/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Working interface with Engineering Software and Testing.
6/3/2021 - Still working interface with Engineering Software and Testing.
5/20/2021 - Ongoing testing to interface.
5/6/2021 - Interface complete; in testing.
4/26/2021 - They're working the interface. Awaiting update.
4/12/2021 - Need update.
3/11/2021, 3/25/2021 - No update.
2/25/2021 - No update. James has reached out. Late March internal availabilty 
2/11/2021 - Still hoping for March date (internal only).
2/1/2021 - By March should be able to obtain images from internal system.
1/4/21 - Response from Privacy expected at the end of summer 2021.                               12/17/2020 - Awaiting response from Chief Privacy Officer on whether meeting with Industry. 
12/3/2020 - Sent request to Privacy, OIG and Legal 11/29; no response yet. Submitted BNS0052254 request for internal view.
11/4/2020 11/10/2020 - No update. James to reach out to Paul.
9/24/2020 - Kickoff week of 9/30.
9/4/2020 - Paul drafted a technical architecture diagram to start with the initial design. Kickoff week of 9/7. Being tracked under BNS #52254 (Mailpiece Images for Commercial Mailers).
8/27/2020 - James awaiting Paul update.
8/17/20 BNS started waiting to meet and get approval.  Privacy is okay. 06/30/2020 - Meeting July 1st with Privacy to pursue getting approval for internal access.
6/11/2020 - With Privacy.
6/8/2020- Paul keeps following up with them.                                           6/4/2020 - Paul escalating. Business proposal deliverable provided to them, awaiting approval from Privacy.
4/23/2020 - Had call 4/16; Chief Privacy Officer is open to proposal; asked for business case in writing. Paul provided 4/22. Paul following up 4/27, will re-engage interested industry stakeholders pending response.
4/23/2020 - Update N/A.
4/13/20 - Policy call with USPIS, Privacy and Law Depts scheduled for Thursday 4/16.
3/12/2020 - No update.
2/18/2020 - Met with privacy, law, and IS. Follow up call to be scheduled.		792

		2020		January		2		Closed		Leider Chang		Letters		BCG		Investigate the possibility of allowing for the selection of multiple CRIDs on the BCG homepage.				3/2/2020 - Status quo. Close this, track under TT26.
2/18/2020 - TT26 addressed this and agreed it would be helpful. Considering for Phase II.		792		3/2/20

		2020		January		3		Closed		James Duffy		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		Follow up with Steve Krejcik about separating weight warnings as separate line items that don’t affect postage and revenue on the mailer scorecard.				4/27/2020 - Fixed as of 4/26 release.
4/9/2020 - Update will be implemented to the system to ignore errors if the piece does not cross into a new price category.
2/18/2020 - Reviewing in TT30.		792		4/27/20

		2020		January		4		Closed		James Duffy		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		Investigate logic check for clerk entry errors for postage PAF that used to be in place but might not be after Price Change.				4/9/2020 - All logic remains in place.
2/18/2020 - no updates.		792		4/9/20

		2020		January		5		Closed		Sandy Chopra		Letters		EPS		Consider sending out industry alert and FAST bulletin board for EPS migrations for inactive and active accounts.				01/31/2020 - Industry Alert sent out.		792		1/31/20

		2020		January		6		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters		EPS		Consider permits that are used in MLOCR mailings that may show up as inactive and not funded but still need to remain open during EPS migrations.				4/14/20 - Closed
3/2/2020 - Randy/Lisa to discuss.
2/18/2020 - no updates.		792		4/14/20

		2020		January		7		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters		Seamless Acceptance		Seamless Acceptance – consider changing piece weight structure for piece weight warnings. Pricing structure does not match warning criteria.				4/27/20 - Close.
4/14/20 - Part of TT30 resolution - Following up after 4/26 to ensure it's working then can close.
3/2/2020 - USPS to work with Brian on implementation; cover at MTAC. 
2/18/2020 - Reviewing in TT30.		792		4/27/20

		2020		January		8		Closed		Mike Filipski		Flats		PostalOne!		Investigate ways to auto-populate data on the Statement of Ownership to accommodate companies with multiple publications.				12/3/2020 - Deployed; we'll clarify that the form is usable for requestor and non-requestor. 
11/10/2020 - Pushed to 11/15.
11/4/2020 - Scheduled for 11/8.
10/22/2020 - Still on track.
10/8/2020 - Met 10/2 with Steve Jacob; still on track for November 2020.
9/24/2020 - Still on schedule for November 2020.
8/17/20 Moving to November 2020.                                                                                  6/30/2020 - Scheduled for Deployment October 2020 release.
6/8/2020 - On track                                                                                          6/4/2020 - On track.
5/7/2020 - On track.
4/27/2020 - No change, on track for October.
4/23/2020 - Tentative for October release.
4/13/2020 - Tentative for October release.
3/16/2020 - Getting LOE, develop template and buy in from users.
3/2/2020 - Dev team proposes creating one-for-one spreadsheet; Mike to have prototype by 3/6.
02/13/2020 - Working with P1! development team. P1! will provide architectural options, after which a feasibility decision will be made.		792		12/3/20

		2020		January		9		Closed		Leider Chang		Flats		BCG		Prepare a demo for the different views under Mailer Scorecard on the BCG homepage.				3/12/2020 - Some platform limitations complicate the ability to provide. Pilot is 3/30, so won't happen in Phase I.  Track under TT 26.
3/2/2020 - Leider meeting with Mailer Scorecard team 3/2 to resolve summary info issue. 
2/18/2020 - This can be done. Working demo will be available.		792		3/12/20

		2020		January		10		Closed		Leider Chang		Flats		BCG		Include large and multi-plant periodical mailers in the BCG March pilot testing.				3/2/2020 - Close. Ask folks at MTAC if they want to be added. Considering creating feedback link at BCG.
2/18/2020 - This will be done.		792		3/2/20

		2020		January		11		Closed		Diane Smith		Flats		EPS/IV		Investigate missing permit-level BRM data from EPS IV reports by reaching out to Stevie Ray Jones.				4/13/2020 - Completed 2/14/20 per Diane.
3/2/2020 - Glenn to contact Diane.		792		2/14/20

		2020		January		12		Open		Diane Smith  Chip Brown		Flats		PostalOne!		For container-based refunds, consider reversals on individual containers as opposed to refunds or adjustments (to communicate volume and postage data).				3/10/2022 - No update.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - No update. Rose following up with Lisa W. and Bob S.
1/31/2022 - No update.
12/2 - 1/3/2022 - No update.
10/25, 11/22/2021 - Waiting on documentation from Chip on the process.
10/21/2021 - Pending Close.
9/27/2021 - Propose dropping this; discuss with Lisa/Industry.
8/26/2021, 9/9/2021, 9/13/2021, 9/23/2021 - No Update.
8/16/2021 - Timeline needed.
6/3/2021, 6/7, 6/17, 6/21, 7/15, 7/19, 7/29, 8/2/2021- - No update.
2/11/2021, 2/25, 3/1, 3/11, 3/25, 4/12, 4/26, 5/6, 5/10, 5/20/2021 - No Update.
12/21/20 - Working on parameters on when refunds can be processed.  Planned for end of January                                                                              
12/3/2020 - Container-based refunds in PostalOne approaching finalization. Discuss with Lisa W. at next MTAC status (12/21).
11/10/2020 - Melissa to reach out to Chip.
11/4/2020 - No update.
9/24/2020 - No update.
8/17/20 Leave open until we have this documented.                                         
 7/20/2020 - Chip will document new process for refund within PO!
6/8/2020 - Chip to Document the process and schedule meeting.             
6/4/2020 - Statement reversal will not be solution to container-based refund. Close on Monday meeting.
4/27/2020 - Randy to follow up with Chip.
4/14/2020 - Meeting on 4/14. 
3/2/2020 - In stalemate with Finance on terms with container-based refunds. Needs further discussion.
2/18/2020 - Reversals considered to be inappropriate.		792

		2020		January		13		Closed		Randy Workman / Chip Brown		Flats		Mailer Scorecard		Investigate the root cause of eInduction errors on scorecard.				3/31/2020 - Quad will continue to monitor through the scorecard. No further action required at this time. Closed.
3/2/2020 - No response to date; Lisa W to discuss with Phil.
2/18/2020 - Spoke to Phil T; concerns with duplicate errors are addressed with logic in eInduction. Undocumented appear to be misscanned; eInduction team shared data with Chip/Phil; this happened 8 times in the last 4 months. No response from Phil regarding next steps.		792		3/31/20

		2020		January		14		Open		Chip Brown		Flats		Mail.dat		Investigate ability to add PMOD container (sacks/trays) information to mail.dat.		Under evaluation by USPS		6/31, 6/7, 6/17, 7/29, 8/2, 8/26, 9/9, 9/13, 9/27/2021 - 1/3/2022 - 3/14/2022 - No update.
2/11/2021, 2/25, 3/11, 3/25, 4/12, 4/26, 5/6, 5/20/2021 - No update.
12/3, 12/17/2020 - No update.
11/10/2020 - Melissa to reach out to Chip.
9/24/2020 - No update.
7/13/2020 - Under evaluation by USPS
6/4/2020 - Chip to raise with Tariq. 
4/13/2020 - Working with Tariq on response.
3/2/2020 - Chip discussed with Tariq; reqts are drafted, not implemented (due to cost?) Awaiting Tariq follow up.
2/18/2020 - Reached out to Kellie at PO; she indicated that there's no mail.dat specs with IDEAlliance regarding PMOD.		792

		2020		January		15		Closed		John Byrne		Flats		EPS		Provide an update on industry ability to delink permits in EPS – March 2020 MTAC.				12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021 , 11/18/2021, 12/2/2021 - CRs 1732/1733 scheduled Q2 FY22.
9/27/2021 - Awaiting scheduling. From WG 195 - Need to verify for legacy and new permits if one type is inactivated that system will not allow the permit number to someone else. (old rule - after 2 years inactive permit number can be given to someone else).
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021 - Awaiting scheduling for CRs 1732/1733
8/2/2021, 8/16/2021, 8/26/2021 - No update. CR 1732 and CR 1733.
7/19/2021, 7/29/2021 - No update.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021, 7/15/2021 - FY22
4/12/2021 - Still no date for implementation of CR 1732 and CR 1733.
3/25/2021 - No update.
3/15/2021 - CRs still not scheduled.  
11/10/2020 - CRs not yet scheduled.
9/29/2020 - CR 1732 - CR - Delinking CR - Ability to Transfer a permit and/or balance between EPS accounts with different owners
CR 1733 - CR - Delinking CR - Provide Mailers the ability to hide permits that were closed/cancelled/Delete/inactive status.
9/24/2020 - CR will be available for 9/28.
8/27/2020 - Lisa to document delinking cases and create CRs. 
7/20/2020 - Evaluating use cases for delinking USPS account. Provide update for next MTAC meeting.
6/30/2020 - No plans to support "go-back-to-CAPS" use case, but do need to understand other potential use cases from industry. Cover during Pre-MTAC Webinar.
6/8/2020 - Need update from Lisa.
6/4/2020 - OBE; decreasing demand, low priority. Workaround available as necessary.
4/14/2020 - Lisa A working.
3/09/2020 - PMW Update - still discussing with Finance.
3/2/2020 - In stalemate with Finance on terms with delinking permits. Needs further discussion. Goal is to provide some logic.
2/18/2020 - no update.		792		12/20/21
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Former Line 52:
2019		January


Former Line 52:
October		16


Former Line 52:
15,16		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Letters/Flats/Packages		eVS

Former Line 52: Package Platform		Review the PPC ERRATA file process to potentially include the eVS quarterly destination entry exception list (WG 182).

Merged with former 52 (below):
Package Platform verifications (Census Entry):
1) Look at individual exceptions for census entry and determine how to ensure all who need it get their exceptions in the errata files for Package Platform. Consider how Dale Kennedy's development integrates with the errata files. 
2)  Follow up with Operations team working on ensuring errata files are accurate. Get Kevin's input.
)
on 5/6/2021, merged January 2021 Item 7 with this. (added letters and flats from item 7 to packages from this item. The revamping is comprehensive across mail types.				3/14/2022 - Process working as expected; close.
3/10/2022 - No update. Experiencing minor reporting issues; working with Operations on process improvement.
2/28/2022 - ERRATA file is in place; Diane working some minor issues.
2/14/2022 - Rose to discuss at 2/16 Pulse call.
1/3/2022 - ERRATA file continues to be successfully pushed to eVS; some issues at DDUs? Rose following up. 
12/2/2021 - Confirmed ERRATA file is updated and being pushed to eVS; working with Ops to eliminate/minimize ad hoc arrangements. 
11/22/2021 - Longer term, considering using API to pull from Facilities Database; using ERRATA file short term.
10/25/2021 - USPS discussing timeline internally. Long term, plan to integrate with PPC.
9/9/2021, 9/27/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Diane presents to ELT on internal decision on data source; USPS will continue to regularly update ERRATA file.
8/16/2021 -We're using the ERRATA file to identify direction (temporary solution; long-term solution in development); Diane has been socializing with UGs.
8/12/2021 - Socializing with UG2 8/12.
8/2/2021 - Socialized on UG3 7/21 that we regularly update ERRATA file; received two comments from Sean Baldwin and Bob Schimek.
7/19/2021 - Preparing to socialize with user groups.
7/15/2021 - Defined process with operations and delivery.
6/21/2021 - Working with FAST; will socialize with user groups as development proceeds.
6/7/2021 - Ongoing meetings
5/10/2021 - Ongoing subgroup activity for forseeable future. Update for June MTAC
5/6/2021 - Ongoing subgroup activity for forseeable future.
4/26/2021 - Ongoing subgroup activity
4/12/2021 - No update. Need update from Vicki.
2/25/2021 - Kellie met with Chris Nutbrown 2/19; Chris reaching out to FAST developers and Kellie reaching out to SMEs on upgrading the process.
2/11/2021 - Dependent on PPC destination entry, DDU (later 2021)
12/3/2020 - Ongoing; examining alternate processes.
11/4/2020 - Still evaluating internal solution with Chris N.
10/8/2020 - Kellie following up with Chris N.
9/24/2020 - Working with development team to see if identified files will work.
8/27/2020 - No update.
6/30/2020 - Will be offline process. Starting discussion back up.
6/16/2020 - Discussed with Operations; MEPT/Ops agree it should be offline.
4/14/2020 - No update.
3/16/20 - Ongoing internal meetings.
2/27/2020 - We're still having meetings – more info to come.  
2/18/2020 - Under review.
History from former Line 52:
12/3/2020 - No update due to peak hiatus; probably take in January.
11/10/2020 - Take to 182.
10/8/2020 - Awaiting ok to close per Lisa W action.
9/9/2020 - Lisa to resend email.                                                            
7/13/20 - Lisa W to send email to John M to conclude complete.
6/8/2020 - Lisa to send an email.                                                           
5/11/20 - Ongoing ties to Item Jan #16
1/21/20 - Waiting on response from Dale Kennedy for #1.
Waiting on response from Jennifer Vo for #2.		792

		2020		January		17		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		Package Platform		Discuss option for using a rate indicator in lieu of an extra service code for soft packs. John will provide feedback within the next few weeks after consulting with industry members.				5/6/2021 - CR was successfully released 4/25. Close.
4/26/2021- There will be another CR to address samples 
4/12/2021 - Diane to confirm CR 14413 will resolve and is scheduled for April 25th.
2/25/2021 - No update.
2/12/2021 - CR 14413 is scheduled for the April Release.
PTR has requirements to allow mailers to send two new processing categories in the Shipping Services File – ‘S’ for Soft-Pack Machinable and ‘T’ for Soft-Pack Nonmachinable.  If mailers manifest these new processing categories, the pieces would end up routed to eVS Manifest Errors because eVS does not recognize those values.  eVS needs to implement an edit rule that intercepts the new processing categories in the SSF and converts them to the corresponding values that eVS can handle – ‘S’ would convert to ‘3’ (Machinable) and ‘T’ would convert to ‘5’ (Nonmachinable).  The edit rule should store the originally manifested processing category in the database for ad-hoc query purposes, if needed in the future. 
2/11/2021 - Kellie to contact Mary Lynn and ping Juliaann/Vicki.
12/8/20 - Discuss at January UG 2 meeting. 1/14/21                                                  9/28/2020 - CMC 1641 "As the system owner, I need to collect a new processing category for soft packs."..."1. GIVEN that the business needs to identify items that are in soft packaging, then PTR should add a new processing category for soft pack.  See Appendix A for the new processing category."
8/27/2020 - No update.
7/20/2020 - Waiting concurrence from Juliaann. (Which field to use for indicator).
6/30/2020 - Glenn sent to Juliaann.
6/8/2020 - Juliaann needs to confirm with Vicki.
6/4/2020 - Glenn sending to Vicki.
4/14/2020 - Taking to WG182
3/16/2020 - Ongoing discussions.
2/18/2020 - UG2 had this conversation again about using a rate ingredient. Discussion in progress. Lisa to ping John about providing feedback.		792		5/6/21

		2020		January		18		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		eVS		Confirm with Accounting group the necessity and frequency for an updated W-9s. Would an email confirmation that none of the information changed be sufficient?				3/16/20 - Closed.
2/27/2020 - 
• If supplier does not have record in the payment system, W-9 is required.
• If TIN already exists in payment system and if the name on the refund form is exactly the same as what's already in payment system, we don’t ask for W-9. 
• If the TIN already exists in payment but the name on the refund form does not match the supplier header name, then we ask for the W-9.
Example:  Refund form has XYZ Company with a TIN of ABC Company. If payment system has ABC Co already in the system but no record of XYZ, customer has to submit a W-9 with ABC Co DBA XYZ  Co.
The key is, the name on the refund form must match the supplier header record. A company may have different DBAs but thecompany must provide the main name of the company (whoever owns the TIN).
We ask the W-9 be signed and dated within the year. 
2/18/2020 - Kellie to confirm whether she got a response on this process.		792		3/16/20

		2020		January		19		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		eVS		Provide mailer documentation supporting refund decision.				5/11/2020 - Mailers to utilize refund process documented in publication 285. Confirm discussed with User/Work Group then close out.
4/27/2020 - No update. 
4/14/2020 - Can be supported upon request. Discussion item for UG2.
2/18/2020 - Investigating process for requesting additional data.		792		3/1/20

		2020		January		20		Closed		John Byrne		Packages		EPS		Identify reason and source for refunds, adjustments, and reversals on EPS detail reports.				12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021, 11/18/2021, 12/2/2021 - CR 1639 scheduled Q3 FY22.
9/9/2021, 9/27/2021 - Awaiting scheduling.
7/19/2021, 7/29, 8/2, 8/16, 8/26/2021 - No update. CR 1639.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021, 7/15/2021 - FY22.
4/12/2021 - CR 1639 not scheduled yet. Needs prioritization
3/25/2021 - Logged with high level details; need more detailed requirements to ROM and schedule.
9/24/2020 - CR 1639 not scheduled yet (This FY)
8/27/2020 - Lisa A checking CR 1639 status.
6/8/2020 - Alejandro to send a reminder to Bill Craig. 
6/4/2020 - Crystal to follow up.
4/13/2020 - CR 1639 was created to track this item.
3/09/2020 - PMW Update - not scheduled yet.
3/2/20 - Will create a CR for this.		792		12/20/21

		2020		January		21		Open		Vicki Bosch  		Packages		Package Platform		Package Platform test environment – CAT? Pilot?				3/10/2022 - Working on requirements for environment.
2/28/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - Q3/Q4 at earliest.
2/10/2022 - Leider following up.
10/25/2021 - not before Q2/Q3 FY22 for TEM environment.
8/2/2021 - FY 2022
4/12/2021, 4/26/2021, 6/7/2021, 7/19/2021 - No update.
11/4/2020 - Plan for future TEM environment; date TBD next Phase of Package Platform.
10/22/2020 - Prioritizing; Vicki to revisit TEM approaches with Jason.
9/24/2020 - Follow up with Jason Desplechin.
8/31/2020 - No environment identified.
8/27/2020 - No update.
7/13/2020 - TEM Environment under consideration.
6/18/2020 - cloud cost is prohibitive; ideally have TEM; asked Jason for individual costs of beta, CAT, Prod, etc. Plan to put TEM in DAR.  
6/8/2020 - We will not have CAT. We will have TEM
6/4/2020 - Have Prod beta; working on producing related report for mailers. Peter to reach out to Hardik for testing on sending e-manifest.
4/14/2020 - Determining how this will be configured.
2/18/2020 - Still exploring.		792

		2019		October		1		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		EPS			ACH Debit amount not matching what was uploaded to PostalOne! for Periodical. Reported by Jason Keifer. USPS to research issue				01/10/2020 - Issue resolved. Bill to provide date. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Peter to query Bill.
12/9/2019 - No update.
11/12/2019 - Follow up with Bill Craig.				1/10/20

		2019		October		2		Closed		Randy Workman		Marketing Mail		Seamless Acceptance		Seamless Acceptance - form Task Team to develop process for flats. Note - publisher supplies weights adds variability vs taking actual weights. 				01/06/2020 - Pending MTAC leadership approval. Task Team 30 Created. Closed
12/9/2019 - Names agreed.
11/12/2019 - Lisa sent Randy, Marc draft statement. Randy to determine proper makeup.				1/21/20

		2019		October		3		Open		Melissa Scheidler		Marketing Mail		PostalOne!		Review the following reports available through the BCG:
 - Mailer Scorecard Guide - update and remove error codes that are similar.  (Melissa Scheidler) Also requested in January 2020 MTAC Meeting.


---------
 - Mailing Summary Report - seems to be working. (Angela Dyer) (Closed)
 - Mail Quality Reports - verify they are working and that user guides are up to date. (Angela Dyer) (Closed)				3/14/2022 - No update.
1/3/2022 - No update. Melissa still working it.
12/2/2021 - No update. Glenn sent to Melissa.
10/25, 11/22/2021 - Awaiting Melissa's feedback.
9/27/2021 - No update.
9/9/2021 - Chip to follow up with Melissa.
8/30/2021 - No update.
8/26/2021 - Chip to follow up with Melissa.
8/2/2021 - Still awaiting Melissa's feedback.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/19/2021 - Awaiting Melissa's feedback.
6/21/2021 - Lisa provided feedback; Melissa reviewing.
6/7/2021 - Lisa following up with Melissa.
5/10/2021 - Complete - sent to Melissa on 4/27
4/12/2021 - Lisa W still needs to complete review.
2/11/2021 - Lisa Wurman still owes review.
11/10/2020 - Lisa Wurman still owes review.
7/13/20 - Pending Final Industry Feedback (Lisa review)
6/8/2020 - Still due final feedback for scorecard guide.
6/4/2020 - Lisa W hasn't reviewed; still owes feedback.
5/11/2020 - Reviewed reports on UG11; Lisa W owes feedback on guide.
4/27/2020 - No update. 
4/14/20 - UG11 discussion item, to be reviewed on next call.
03/25/2020 - MTAC Update - there were 7 old links for reports no longer needed, these will be removed. Updated mailer Scorecard Guide will be posted on PP by April 1, 2020.
3/2/20 Angela will send to Lisa for review.
2/18/2020 - Sandy got specific input from a customer; Angela to follow up. Melissa put out a draft of the MSC guide and requested feedback.
1/21/20 - Reports reviewed; functioning as expected. Reached out to industry for specific examples. None provided as of 1/21/20. Reports working as expected need industry specific example and report. Need update on Mailer Scorecard User Guide.
01/06/2020 - Scorecard and Summary - Melissa awaiting system requirements week of 01/06. MQR - Angela to follow up.
12/9/2019 - Melissa working; Angela following up.
11/20/2019 - Still working to update the Mailer Scorecard Guide (per Melissa). 
11/12/2019 - No update.		883

		2019		October		4		Closed		Randy Workman		Marketing Mail		Full-Service/DMM		Review and modify as appropriate DMM reference for "Full Service-eligible" pieces.				01/06/2020 - Closed.
12/9/2019 - No update.
11/12/2019 - Still in process.				1/6/20

		2019		October		5		Closed		Leider Chang		Periodicals		BCG/Customer Registration			Entity A can change the name and address for their CRID to entity B; entity B has no knowledge of the change. Need a process to prevent this from happening				11/20/2019 - Unfortunately as suspected this is not something we can address within the BCG.  This situation resides within CustReg (per Leider). Closed				11/20/19

		2019		October		6		Closed		Bill Craig		Periodicals		PostalOne!			Review PostalOne!/EPS Known Issues List - provide updates for EPS (eBilling) items not yet complete, but with a status of high, medium and critical. 				01/10/2020 - Posted to PostalPro 01/10/2020. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Peter to follow up with  Bill.
12/9/2019 - No update.				1/10/20

		2019		October		7		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		EPS			Put Henry Chau in contact with Eric Kisgen to assist with migration of permits to EPS.				12/9/2019 - Closed.				12/9/20

		2019		October		8		Closed		Marc McCrery		Periodicals		Seamless Acceptance			Add verbiage to Seamless Acceptance FRN regarding providing exceptions on a case by case basis				12/9/2019 - Can respond to comments rather than inserting in DMM. Closed.				12/9/20

		2019		October		9		Closed		Vicki Bosch		First Class		USPS Systems			Explore with IT - no releases day prior to holiday OR provide support on holiday.				01/10/2020 - In the future, we will plan to not perform releases on holidays unless in the event of an emergency, in which case we'll ensure notification and proper support by USPS. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Peter to follow up with Vicki.
12/9/2019 - Need clarity on specifics; research Oct release (10/13, 10/14).				1/10/20

		2019		October		10		Closed		Leider Chang		First Class		BCG 			BCG - allow export in Manage Location screen. 				12/9/2019 - Included in Phase 1 schedule. Track internally. Closed.
11/20/2019 - Yes, this can be done and would be useful.  Working with BCG developers to fit this into Phase 1 schedule (per Leider).				12/9/20

		2019		October		11		Closed		Chip Brown		First Class		Seamless Acceptance			Investigate Seamless Acceptance sampling errors - reported by Steve Krejcik. 				2/11/2021 - Closed - issue reviewed with Steve, he concurs.
12/17/2020 - No update.
12/3/2020 - No update.
9/28/2020 - Ongoing.
9/9/2020 - Ongoing.
7/13/20 - Ongoing.
6/4/2020 - Randy following up with team.
5/11/2020 - Continuing to pull data.
4/27/2020 - Pulling more data; awaiting receipt of query.
4/13/2020 - Ongoing work with SASP.
03/25/2020 - MTAC Update - working with SASP - will not be identified as errors if weight does cross postage threshold.
2/18/2020 - No updates.
01/06/2020 - Randy is reviewing data provided by Steve.		883		2/11/21

		2019		October		12		Closed		Randy Workman		First Class		Seamless Acceptance			Consider going to tiered weight ranges rather than ounce-based weight thresholds - could assist with Seamless Acceptance issues for flats. 				01/06/2020 - Part of Task Team 30. Has Pricing awareness. Closed.				1/6/20

		2019		October		13		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform			Package Platform Verifications - Census Attributes - need to provide examples on how two inch dimension threshold works. Discuss in WG 182. 				01/10/2020 - Confirmed two inches per side, discussed with  WG 182. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Discussed  with PPC during WG 182. Peter to follow up with Vicki.				1/10/20

		2019		October		14		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform			Package Platform Verifications - Census Entry - provide APV data to industry and provide details on rounding impact. 				7/20/2020 - Change status to closed.
6/18/2020 - Shared slides at 182 complete
6/8/2020 - Need agreement from 182. Lisa to send an email to get agreement.                                                                                             4/14/2020 - Awaiting agreement from John. Vicki reaching out.
03/09/2020 - Need to send data to John for review.
2/18/2020 - No feedback from John communicating further requirements based on face-to-face. Vicki to confirm with him if this can be closed.
1/21/20 - Vicki will followup with John M and provide update
01/06/2020 - Discussed  with PPC during WG 182. Peter to follow up with Vicki.		883		6/18/20

		2019		October		17		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform			Postage Adjustment Factor (PAF) - USPS to communicate the methodology utilized for sample randomness. 				01/10/2020 - Provided a review of the PAF sample process at MTAC. No further action required. Closed. 
01/06/2020 - Discussed  with PPC during WG 182. Peter to follow up with Vicki.				1/10/20

		2019		October		18		Closed		MEPT		Packages		Package Platform			Package Platform - revisit the 0.25% unmanifested threshold to receive average manifested rates for unmanifested volume rather than published rate. Consider phased approach. 				01/06/2020 - Staying with .25%. Closed.				1/6/20

		2019		October		19		Closed		MEPT		Packages		eVS			eVS - consider separating unmanifested and IMpb for fee calculations. 				01/06/2020 - Not under consideration. Closed.				1/6/20

		2019		October		20		Closed		Mike Filipski		Periodicals		PostalOne!		Statement of ownership - still requires a lot of user input. Can a template be developed that can be input into PostalOne!?				01/06/2020 - Exists in P! in the PostalWizard section where forms are kept. Autofills some information based on publication number. Closed.
11/20/2019 - This is in the process of requirements gathering. Will be sent for a cost estimate by 11/29.				1/6/20

		2019		August		1		Closed		Jordan Gouline		Packages		Package Platform		Provide details of root cause issues regarding 19% reflected in “Sampling and PAF” slide for DDU volume in Package Platform. 				11/14/2019 - Agreement from WG 182 to close.
11/12/2019 - Check with WG 182.
10/30/2019 - USPS covered on slides 40-42 at MTAC, check with WG 182.
09/30/2019 - Reviewing reports, will update after analysis.
09/16/2019 - Have mailer specific data. Will develop plan for communication and communicate on WG 182.				11/14/19

		2019		August		2		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		Revisit formulas for sample randomness. 				11/14/2019 - Agreement from WG 182 to close.
11/12/2019 - Check with WG 182.
10/30/2019 - USPS covered on slide 32 at MTAC.
09/30/2019 - Discuss with PAF team.
09/16/2019 - Will take to WG 182.				11/14/19

		2019		August		3		Closed		Vicki Bosch   Marc McCrery		Packages		Package Platform		Revisit decision to move to 1% PAF.				11/12/2019 - Closed.
10/30/2018 - USPS indicated it will stay at 1.5%.
O9/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Working internally and will come back to the industry.				11/12/19

		2019		August		4		Closed		Vicki Bosch   Marc McCrery		Packages		2020 Price Change		Fee for unmanifested pieces – need to show details of when fee is applied, when it’s not.				12/9/2019 - Closed.
11/12/2019 - Check with WG 182.
10/30/2019 - USPS covered on slides 43 and 45-47 at MTAC. Need to check with WG 182.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Still working internal evaluation.				12/9/19

		2019		August		5		Closed		Marc McCrery		Packages		eVS		Consider whether to allow better pricing instead of current pricing for unmanifested if under thresholds. 				01/06/2020 - Discussed/shared decision at MTAC. Closed.
12/9/2019 - At minimum, go forward for 2021 Price Change; BNS submitted.
11/12/2019 - Still under review.
10/30/2019 - USPS proposed 0.25% unmanifested threshold to receive average manifested rates for unmanifested volume rather than published rate. Industry asked the USPS to consider phased approach.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 -  Evaluating internally.				1/6/20

		2019		August		6		Closed		Diane Smith		First-Class		PostalOne!		Research feasibility of fee waiver calculation on rolling versus current year-end cutoff basis. 				4/22/2021 - Not doing this. Closed.
4/12/2021 - Under Seamless Acceptance there are no fees. Seamless has been mandated - DMU is 5/1; BMEU is 7/1.
4/8/2021 - Confirming status.
2/11/2021 - Pushed to April release.
12/21/20 - Scheduled for March release
12/17/2020 - No update.
12/3/2020 - Diane to schedule the CR. Won't be in Jan Price Change.
11/10/2020 - CR 13854.
11/4/2020 - Not scheduled; not in Price Change.
10/22/2020 - Not scheduled.
10/8/2020 - Not yet scheduled; won't be part of Price Change.
9/28/2020 - Diane to follow up.
9/9/2020 - Still scheduled for January 2021.
7/13/2020 - Changed to tentatively scheduled for January 2021.
6/4/2020 - On target for deployment August 2020.
4/27/2020 -  On target for deployment August 2020.
4/14/2020 - Will be year end cutoff with 30 day buffer - Aug 2020 earliest deployment.
02/18/2020 - Requirements written. Collecting ROMs on 30-day buffer. Earliest deployment would be Aug. 2020.
01/21/2020 - Waiting on ROM.
01/06/2020 - Dev teams have analyzed LOE; price prohibitive; root cause is lack of rolling average; discussed buffer arrangement of anniversary date plus 30 days. Not Jan 2020 release.
12/9/2019 - Status quo. Will likely be buffer approach rather than rolling (too costly).
11/12/2019 - Going to be corrected (calculation will reflect only full service-eligible products) in January 2020 (denominator change). Looking to add one-month buffer enhancement to eliminate first mailing scenario (non-full service).
10/30/2019 - For this year’s price change we corrected the fee waiver denominator to be Full-Service eligible as opposed to the current state of presort eligible. We are considering making the annual fee date rolling for the subsequent price change.
09/30/2019 - Considering BNS for next price change. Cleared up denominator. "Rolling" portion TBD.
09/16/2019 - No update.		946		4/22/21

		2019		August		7		Closed		Marc McCrery		First-Class		Promotions		Research giving mailers an incentive (promotion) – apropos of secure destruction. MEPT to talk to Gary Reblin				09/16/2019 - Discussed at MTAC Leadership Meeting, move to Product Innovation/Emerging Technology.
08/29/2019 - Does not fit promotion objectives. Looking at providing a different type of incentive. Belongs with Product Innovation/Emerging Technology.				9/16/19

		2019		August		8		Closed		Randy Workman		First-Class		Seamless Acceptance		Research requiring implementations of new rule requirements for a time frame interval after the final rule rather than specific calendar dates. Specific to Seamless Acceptance Federal Register.				10/30/2019 - USPS has decided to go with specific date rather than time fame after FRN publication.
09/30/2019 - Draft anticipated by 10/4 for Industry.
09/16/2019 - Will review - TBD.				10/30/19

		2019		August		9		Closed		Leider Chang		First-Class		BCG		Consider adding a quarterly BCG push to the BSA reminding them to validate authorized users. 				12/9/2019 - Status quo. Track under BCG task team. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Can do in Phase 1.
10/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/30/2019 - To be included in Phase 1.
09/16/2019 - Will be in Phase 1 of BCG Redesign. Will communicate on next TT 26 meeting.				12/9/19

		2019		August		10		Closed		Randy Workman		First-Class		Mailer Scorecard		Consider how to provide images on PAF (when exceeding threshold) for sampled pieces to mailers. Consider photos at point of downstream Seamless scanning to distinguish clerk versus non-clerk errors. 				09/16/2019 - Combine with Item #1 from Feb 2019.
09/12/2019 - Is this the same as # 1 from February 2019?
				9/16/19

		2019		August		11		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		Full-Service / Seamless Acceptance		Explore full service eligibility of an in-county periodical to see how it affects mailer full service scores. 				12/9/2019 - No way it affects Full Service. Will inform at MTAC. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Still under review.
10/30/2019 - Still working with developers.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Still working with developers.				12/9/19

		2019		August		12		Closed		Leider Chang		Periodicals		BCG		Investigate whether mailer can send a list to USPS for bulk edits/changes/removals of user information in the BCG.				12/9/2019 - Leider established process with Ed. Monitor in TT 26. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Anyone who needs to revoke/archive 50 or more users send to Leider, who will coordinate with Ed Wanta.
10/30/2019 - Will be able to multi-select in Phase II of BCG Redesign; Will work with help desk team for training and assisting customers with revoke/archive  functionality.
09/30/2019 - Will work with help desk team  for training and assisting customers  with revoke/archive  functionality.
09/16/2019 - Will be able to multi-select in Phase II of BCG Redesign. May be possible via helpdesk prior to that. Will communicate in next TT 26 meeting.				12/9/19

		2019		August		13		Closed		Mike Filipski		Periodicals		EPS		Research whether possible to change transaction designation under EPS reversals (currently, transaction doesn’t show up as periodical, but rather as “other” – then when it goes back in it says periodical: 1 – Periodical, 2 - Other, 3 – Periodical).				11/20/2019 - Issue successfully resolved 11/17. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Mike to follow up 11/12 to ensure it's resolved.
10/30/2019 - An issue with EPS transaction descriptions currently displaying incorrectly is being investigated under ALM 1565. Pending resolution of that, we made a change so that if a reversal is tied back to a purchase, it will be categorized based on the purchase category. Also, we will copy over the piece count, etc. from the purchase so that it is populated on the reversal record. This was as of the 10/20 release.
09/30/2019 - Part  went in in 8/25 release. "Count" portion to be resolved in 10/20 release.
09/16/2019 - Mike to follow up.				11/20/19

		2019		August		14		Closed		John Byrne  Crystal Newman		Periodicals		EPS		Determine whether USPS can include location info on retail account deposits into EPS. 				12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021, 11/18/2021, 12/2/2021 - CR 1607 scheduled Q4 FY22.
7/19/2021, 7/29, 8/2, 8/12, 8/16, 8/26, 9/9, 9/13, 9/27/2021 - Awaiting scheduling of CR 1607.
7/15/2021 - Likely FY22.
6/21/2021 - no update.
6/17/2021 - Likely FY22.
4/12/2021 - CR 1607 still not scheduled. pending prioritization
10/22/2020 - CR 1607 not scheduled yet.
10/8/2020 - Crystal reaching out to Pete.
9/24/2020 - No update. CR 1607
8/27/2020 - Lisa A tracking down CR.
7/13/2020 - CR Created Scheduled Deployment TBD
6/4/2020 - Crystal to provide CR for tracking.
5/7/2020 - Pending release date.
4/27/2020 - Pending release date.
4/23/2020 - Pending release date.
4/14/2020 - Pending release date.
03/02/2020 - In que to be done, need release date.
02/18/2020 - No update.
02/13/2020 - Status quo.
01/10/2020 - Development team is working with Accounting on solution. Release date TBD.
01/06/2020 - Mike to follow up with Pete Gingrich.
12/9/2019 - No update.
11/12/2019 - Randy to follow up.
10/30/2019 - Working with development team to explore options for getting this accomplished; potential to be implemented in 2020.
09/30/2019 - Talking with development team.
09/16/2019 - Mike to follow up.		946		12/20/21

		2019		August		15		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		EPS		Customer went to EPS, but didn’t set bank limit high enough. EPS hits three strikes, then goes to trust. Because of the negative balance customer also made to add another ACH Debit instead of revising the original. Also couldn’t mail right away because the changeover in account is only reflected the next day. Review EPS fact sheet, ensure maximum is set to cover mailing prices. 				10/03/2019 - Updated fact sheet posted to PostalPro.
09/20/2019 - Posted. RSS feed has it in front, body of doc, and PostalPro landing page. Dev team researching. Mike to follow up.
09/16/2019 - Need to update fact sheet - target date -				10/3/19

		2019		August		16		Closed		Randy Workman		Marketing Mail		Promotions		Informed Delivery process for when discount not successfully claimed. Further develop the process, add the payment steps at the local level. 				09/16/2019 - Document published, leave as is.				9/16/19

		2019		August		17		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		EPS		Confirm date shipping fee goes away for stamps shipped to the mailer versus the local post office. 				09/16/2019 - Will be available with e Commercial Postal Store in EPS - target date - August 2020.
09/12/2019 - Is this with the implementation of the Commercial Postal Store in August 2020 or can it be done sooner?				9/16/19

		2019		August		18		Closed		Tariq Mirza		Marketing Mail		Market Test		Identify mailing standards/requirements for the Plus One physical piece. 				10/30/2019 - Posted on PostalPro in Program Requirements on 9/23/2019.
09/30/2019 - Mike checking PostalPro to determine whether standards  are  published. Will follow up with content owners if not.
09/16/2019 - Will put this information in a stand-alone document.				10/30/19

		2019		June		1		Closed		Bill Craig		Periodicals		EPS		Work with Steve Jacobs on linking EPS address quality products.				07/22/2019 - Complete.
07/21/2019 - Need to get with Angela.
07/08/2019 - Mike to follow up with Bill.				7/22/19

		2019		June		2		Closed		Mike Filipski		Periodicals		PostalOne!		Evaluate enhancement to allow periodical mailers to manage their additional entry offices online.				10/30/2019 - This enhancement will not be implemented. The development cost along with the ongoing maintenance does not support moving forward. Add to P1! Redesign List.
09/30/2019 - Have ROM, evaluating; Mike to update next MTAC status.
09/16/2019 - ROM received, in discussion.
08/19/2019 - Haven't received ROM. Mike to follow up when received.
08/05/2019 - Requirements are written but need a price.
07/22/2019 - Still in discussion.
07/08/2019 - Discussions begun, follow up week of 7/15.				10/30/19

		2019		June		3		Closed		Peter Chen		Packages		DIM Weight price Change		After June 23 release look at Sunday DIM weight data on USPS side - and show how USPS is evaluating mailer files.				09/16/2019 - USPS will continue to supply until mailers indicate no longer needed.
08/19/2019 - Ongoing.
08/05/2019 - Ongoing.
07/22/2019 - Ongoing.
07/08/2019 - They are providing data daily.				9/16/19

		2019		June		4		Closed		Peter Chen		Packages		DIM Weight price Change		USPS to provide DIM sampling data daily immediately following price change, then weekly.				09/16/2019 - USPS will continue to supply until mailers indicate no longer needed.
08/19/2019 - Ongoing.
08/05/2019 - Ongoing.
07/22/2019 - Ongoing.
07/08/2019 - They are providing the DIM sampling data daily.				9/16/19

		2019		June		5		Closed		Peter Chen		Packages		DIM Weight price Change		Vicki's slides - update Price Change DIM Scenario #5 to reflect calculation details, add calculated DIM weight to slide 10.				08/05/2019 - Covered in July.
07/22/2019 - Verify covered in UG 2.
07/08/2019 - If update ready, will be provided at WG 182.				8/5/19

		2019		June		6		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		Compare files currently provided to package mailers via eVS to what is expected of Package Platform. 				11/12/2019 - USPS shared all revised plans. Closed.
09/30/2019 - Reviewing current, future with WG. Ongoing.
09/16/2019 - Being discussed in WG 182.
08/19/2019 - Still open.
08/05/2019 - Still open.
07/22/2019 - Verify covered in WG 182.
07/08/2019 - Angela to follow up.				11/12/19

		2019		June		7		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		USPS to schedule face-to-face WG 182 meeting at August MTAC. 				08/19/2019 - Completed 8/19. Close.
08/05/2019 - Still looking to meet.  We will invite the entire membership.             07/22/2019 - Plan is 4 hours Monday afternoon 8/26 and 4 hours Tuesday morning 8/27. Need to coordinate with Pat Harris.
07/08/2019 - Vicki scheduling; to follow up.				8/19/19

		2019		June		8         13		Closed		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Marketing Mail		PostalOne!		Investigate mailers' inability to determine permit holder with insufficient funds on an individual mailing at submission or prior.

Item 13:
USPS to provide notification at permit level of which permit didn't have enough funds in a combined mailing under Seamless.				10/25/2021 - Good Industry feedback; close.
10/21/2021 - Pending Close. 
9/27/2021 - Close and discuss with Lisa.
9/23/2021 - No update. 
9/13/2021 - No issues. Pending close.
9/9/2021 - No known issues as of 9/9.
8/30/2021 - No known issues as of 8/30.
8/26/2021 - No known issues as of 8/26.
8/16/2021 - Went in with 8/15 release. Monitor until 9/30.
8/2/2021 - USPS not providing private info without prior written consent. CR 13690.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - Scheduled for 8/15.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Scheduled 8/15
6/3/2021 - Did UG11 run through. Good to go. On target for August release.
5/20/2021 - Scheduled 8/15
5/10/2021 - Pending confirmation of changes 
5/6/2021 - James provided MSP balance check demo at UG11 week of 4/26.
4/26/2021 - On schedule.
4/22/2021 - Working on the interface; no other update.
4/8/2021 - Links to MSC Balance Check.  Scheduled for walk through with UG 11 in July, is in August 2021 release.
2/11/2021 - Desire earlier date; still scheduled for August.
2/1/2021 - Deployment pushed to August 2021.
12/21/2020 - Scheduled for March 2021 release . James to send Lisa W. details.                                                                                                  
12/17/2020 - No update.
12/I463/2020 - Scheduled for March 2021 release.
11/4/2020 - No update (CR not scheduled).
10/2/2020 - CR is 13690 - not yet scheduled.
9/24/2020 - No change.
7/13/2020 - CR Scheduled for January 2021
6/8/2020 - We have CR ready, date delayed until January.
6/4/2020 - Randy following up with Andrew.
5/11/2020 - Continue developing user stories to get for flag.
4/14/2020 - Looking into developing user stories to get for flag.
03/25/2020 - MTAC Update - 2 options - Flag in EPS that will provide "permission" for balance info when queried OR delegation protocol added where the EPA holder can determine who can see balance info. Need feedback from industry.
2/18/2020 - Opinions are back from Legal. Need to develop permission trigger. Legal said no to giving the amount without permissions. Investigate the EPS system to allow a flag to indicate it's okay to discuss balance information with MSPs. Consider independent, specific permissions.
01/21/20 - USPS is investigating two options and will provide an update when there is additional information. USPS is unable to disclose balance without creation of a permission mechanism from the account owner. 
01/06/2020 - Legal not happy  with disclosure of amounts. Randy  to follow up.
12/9/2019 - Have info from Legal; red light/green light not an issue. Legal researching amount. 
11/12/2019 - Status quo.
09/30/2019 - Brought to Industry, perceived no value; Industry seeking  alternatives to evaluate online disclaimer for MSP to view client balance.
09/16/2019 - Discussed during August MTAC, still evaluating feedback received.
08/19/2019 - Will provide update at MTAC.
08/05/2019 - Still working ALM identified, no date yet.
07/22/2019 - Still working.
07/08/2019 - Had initial meetings; follow up scheduled this week (week of 7/8).		1016		10/25/21

		2019		June		9		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		Commercial Postal Store		USPS to investigate shipping costs to mailer location under CPS versus local post office when ordering from Kansas City.				08/05/2019 - Complete.
07/22/2019 - There will be no shipping costs for commercial mailers. There will still be a processing fee. Need to communicate on the August Pre-MTAC Webinar.
07/08/2019 - Bill to follow up with update.				8/5/19

		2019		June		10		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		EPS		USPS to adjust Industry EPS Webinars to monthly.				07/22/2019 - Completed 7/11/2019.
07/08/2019 - Bill to follow up with update.				7/11/19

		2019		June		11		Closed		Mike Filipski		Marketing Mail		PostalOne!		USPS to confirm current logic for mailer email to BSA and VAE when permit fee expiration is approaching.
USPS to evaluate sending email to mailers who are not enrolled in auto-pay.				09/16/2019 - Covered during Pre-MTAC webinar, no further questions.
08/19/2019 - Will cover at Pre-MTAC webinar.
08/05/2019 - Pre-MTAC Webinar Scheduled for August 21st.
07/22/2019 - Need to cover during Pre-MTAC Webinar, including enhancement for autopay.
07/08/2019 - BSA: Mike to follow up. Auto-pay: evaluated sending emails; wrote CR, under review.				9/16/19

		2019		June		12		Closed		Mike Filipski		Marketing Mail		PostalPro		USPS to update Online Fee Payment Fact Sheet with correct updated date.				07/08/2019 - Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		June		13		Closed		Andrew Thompson		Marketing Mail		Seamless Acceptance		USPS to provide notification at permit level of which permit didn't have enough funds in a combined mailing under Seamless.				09/16/2019 - Combined with # 8.
08/19/2019 - Discuss at the flats group meeting 8/22; with MTAC membership 8/27.
08/05/2019 - Still working ALM identified, no date yet.
07/22/2019 - Still working.
07/08/2019 - Had initial meetings; follow up scheduled this week (week of 7/8).				9/16/19

		2019		June		14		Closed		Angela Dyer		Marketing Mail		EPS		USPS to assist Arandel with EPS Issue.				07/22/2019 - Closed.
07/08/2019 - Janine to follow up with Susan.				7/21/19

		2019		June		15		Closed		Angela Dyer		Marketing Mail		EPS		USPS to assist Lane Press with concern regarding BME advising customer that EPS Mobile Deposit is not supported in EPS for Trust Accounts.				07/08/2019 - Confirmed Mobile Deposit is supported. Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		June		16		Closed		Randy Workman		First-Class		Seamless Acceptance		USPS to provide Seamless Adoption Percentage by 90% FS CRIDS by BMEU/DMU.				07/08/2019 - Did have them re-run; it's 5% rather than 4.1%. Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		June		17		Closed		James Duffy		First-Class		EMIR		Adjust August deployment of Mail Irregularities Tab external view to eDoc submitters only.				07/08/2019 -  James worked with MicroStrategy. Set up for August 2019 release. Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		February		1		Closed		 James Duffy		First-Class		Mailer Scorecard		From January 2020 - consider ability for Mail Service Provider or Mail Owner to select images instead of receiving all

Provide images of mailpieces to Mail Service Provider for streamlined programs when there is an issue (scorecard).



From August 2019 - item #10
Consider how to provide images on PAF (when exceeding threshold) for sampled pieces to mailers. Consider photos at point of downstream Seamless scanning to distinguish clerk versus non-clerk errors. 				12/3/2020 - Duplicates # 1 from Jan 2020. This will be closed; refer to #1.
11/10/2020 - No update. James to reach out to Paul.
11/4/2020 - No update.
9/24/2020 - Kickoff week of 9/30.
9/4/2020 - Paul drafted a technical architecture diagram to start with the initial design. Being tracked under BNS #52254 (Mailpiece Images for Commercial Mailers).
8/27/2020 - No update. James following up with Paul.
7/20/2020 - Dependent on Jan 2020 item #1.
6/11/2020 - With Privacy.
6/4/2020 - Pending.
4/23/2020 - Had call 4/16; Chief Privacy Officer is open to proposal; asked for business case in writing. Paul provided 4/22. Paul following up 4/27, will re-engage interested industry stakeholders pending response.
2/18/2020 - Met week before last. Follow-up to be scheduled. Nothing new to report.
01/06/2020 - Paul received response from Privacy; under review including Inspection Service, will discuss by 1/22.
12/9/2019 - Pending future meeting with Legal and Privacy.
11/24/2019 - Paul met with USPIS stakeholders regarding IRIS & Dangerous Mail Initiative, explained use cases. They're concerned with disclosure of customer information (e.g., names, w/ and w/o addresses) and anything that could potentially interfere with a law enforcement investigation. All data elements discussed can only be collected and used by USPIS under Mail Cover program. Having gotten clarity on USPIS’s role in “owning” ASM Section 274 (outlines what info we can use from mailpieces), we need to regroup with Privacy office and work through current capabilities. Will try to get meeting with them before 12/31.
11/20/2019 - James update. Once we get go ahead, will create a work group (volunteers have been canvassed) and work through the process to provide to mailers (per James).
11/12/2019 - Status quo. Review in parallel with other opportunities.
10/30/2019 - Applicable policy (ASM) regarding this specific use case was vetted by Privacy and Law Departments and was determined to be owned by Postal Inspection Service. Currently preparing business justification to approach USPIS with this proposal.
09/30/2019 - No update. Paul to follow up with Legal before MTAC.
09/16/2019 - Paul completed the update on the 9/12 UG 11 meeting. Subgroup leader and members identified, will not start to meet until project is approved through Legal and Privacy.
08/19/2019 - Paul to contact Eric Petri in Engineering; Paul has group of interested parties; during 9/12 UG 11 meeting determine when SMEs can meet. 
08/16/2019 - Request for participants was made on the UG 11 call on 8/15. Sharon Harrison has volunteered to lead the subgroup.
08/05/2019 - Call was rescheduled for 8/15.  
07/22/2019 - James and Paul to be on UG 11 Aug 1st call to update the group and solicit for subgroup. Call was canceled. 
07/08/2019 - No update, NAPM wants to be involved; Engineering to be kept in loop. 
07/03/2019 - From June 2019 MTAC - create subgroup of UG 11 to gather requirements. Send invite to David Marinelli for UG 11, get with Sharon Harrison to lead subgroup.
06/10/2019 - Info is in slide deck - Engineering in pre-approval stage, no ELT approval yet. Capability projected Q2 FY20.
05/20/2019 - Share update at June 2019 MTAC, gather basic requirements from interested parties.
04/29/2019 - In progress. Possible more formal update in two weeks.
04/15/2019 - Paul to contact Janine this week. Include as topic at June MTAC for feedback (First class, standard).
04/01/2019 - Continuing investigation - engineering/development teams. Working through privacy/legal issues.
03/18/2019 - USPS is looking into this option in order to provision data in the future.		1128

		2019		February		11		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		James, could you take the above and turn into an update that can be communicated to UG11 and NAPM stakeholders as we had discussed via email with Janine? There is no go-ahead to proceed with requirements and subgroup work at this time.


	Add the ability for shippers to indicate "soft pack" in the shipping Services File (SSF).				1/21/20 - Extra Service Code to identify "Soft Pack" Share with UG2 and WG 182 - Provide Update at MTAC.
01/10/2020 - Vicki to notify Juliaann that we've received sufficient industry feedback, will make internal decision with Juliaann.
01/06/2020 - Status quo. Peter to inform Vicki/Juliaann.
12/9/2019 - Need to regroup internally to decide.
11/12/2019 - No industry feedback as yet. Vicki to regroup with Juliaann.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Discussed during UG 2 meeting, a few option were presented, waiting on industry feedback.
08/19/2019 - Soft pack definition still under development. Angela to follow up to determine outcome of internal discussions. To be discussed at 8/26 face to face meeting with industry.
08/05/2019 - Still not ready.
07/22/2019 - No progress, need to follow-up with Juliaann.  
07/08/2019 - Need update.
06/10/2019 - Vicki following up with UG2 this week.
05/20/2019 - Provide an update at June 2019 MTAC.
04/29/2019 - Potentially June 2019. 
04/15/2019 - Still under review what might be added. Likely June.
04/01/2019 - Juliaann to provide update UG2, 4/11.
03/18/2019 - Will have answer in 2 weeks.
03/14/2019 - Mailers would like to indicate the package type when they are shipping SoftPaks. Can you please evaluate the SSF to see if a field can be dual purposed for Package Type? Would a mailer be able to indicate the package type in the rate ingredient? 
Per Robert Bergman - I never like dual purposing fields in the SSF, if I had to choose a 1 character field it would be the Removal Indicator.  This field is only used in FT4 file, for all other SSF if would be spaces.				1/21/20

		2019		February		16		Closed		Chip Brown		Periodicals		CPP			Provide a go live date for FPP status on long run CPP titles process. 				02/21/2020 - Chip confirmed fix is working.
1/21/20 - Fix deployed - Chip to confirm fix success with LSC. Will provide update 2/01/20.
01/06/2020 - Have to wait until enhancement comes in end of January then work with LSC. (Error deactivation doesn't work when statement in estimated status. January fix provides for the estimated status.) 
12/9/2019 - LSC hasn't moved forward; awaiting January 2020 update. 
11/12/2019 - Status quo. Intend to have January 2020 fix.
10/30/2019 - The latest “test” needed to use the dispute process to remove errors as the deactivation process did not work for containers on statements that are in an EST status. We are tentatively looking to have this error deactivation fixed in January.
09/30/2019 - No update. Randy to follow up with Janine.
09/16/2019 - Waiting for results from additional test. Chip to check with Janine.
08/19/2019 - Containers have been accepted. Janine working process to deactivate any errors resulting from the mailings. 
08/05/2019 - Still nothing provided.   
07/22/2019 - Need update.
07/08/2019 - LSC claimed to do a test, got continuous MIDs, set up a job; job finalized as of 7/2/2019; will look to test with another mailing. 
7/03/2019 - Need update on testing and to check on comail scenario (a few CPP titles in a comail pool).
06/10/2019 - Continuous MIDs requested. Check with Chip on testing.
05/20/2019 - Chip spoke with Randy Stumbo at NPF. Chip to send proposal to Randy Stumbo and Dale Miller.
04/29/2019 - Chip to follow up with Randy Stumbo.
04/15/2019 - Chip reached out to analyst - not interested in pursuing. Chip to communicate to Randy Stumbo.
04/01/2019 - Can be implemented pending willing mailer (LSC is only one needing solution) - others no eInduction issue.
03/18/2019 - Will provide CR number and date.		1128		2/21/20

		2018		October		11		Closed		Mike Filipski 		Periodicals		Streamline Periodical Application and Identity Management		Create an MTAC Workgroup to evaluate and streamline the application and Pending Periodical process. This workgroup should also streamline the process of migrating ownership and additional location definitions.				2/13/2020 - Deployed 1/26. Closed.
1/10/2020 - Remains scheduled for 1/26.
12/9/2019 - 3510 scheduled for January 26.
11/12/2019 - Good for Jan 2020. Last look during November (for 3510), then determine whether to do 3500 same way.
09/30/2019 - 3510 pushed back to Jan 2020 (next release date).
09/16/2019 - Still on schedule for October 2019 release.
08/19/2019 - Possibly pushed to October; release moving forward.
08/05/2019 - Demo planned for this week - still on track.
07/21/2019 - Still on track for 9/2019 release.
07/08/2019 - On track for 9/2019 release for 3510, then review 3500.
06/10/2019 - Moving forward with 3510, 9/2019 release, run-through 6/12. 3500 and Pending Periodicals backlogged.
05/20/2019 - Share at June 2019 MTAC, then close. Put on future list.
04/29/2019 - TBD. Review later in calendar year for 2020 date.
4/15/2019 - Date now TBD.
4/1/2019-Remains on schedule. Timeline for PP through EPS expected by 4/15.
Still online for 6/23. Expecting us to complete questions pending team updates. Have timeline by 4/12 on pending periodicals.
03/18/2019 - Scheduled for June 23, 2019.
2/14 - 3510 - have ROMs, timeline and mock-ups due 2/22; pending periodicals ROM by mid-March; 3500 is last item.
1/31 - 3510 re-entry due 2/1; pending periodicals through EPS due 2/8; 3500 is last item.
1/15: User stories completed for form 3510 and pending periodicals through EPS. Awaiting ROMs from IT teams to begin development. Provide update & date at MTAC.
12/27 - 12/27 - Met with the industry and PCSC on 12/12 to discuss bringing forms 3500 (periodicals application and 3510 (reentry) online. Requirements have been created for 3510 and are currently being reviewed.
12/13 - 3510 and 3500 will be online - Mike to get requirements written.
11/28 - Per PCSC - only seeing around 100 applications per year - will not be changing the process. Permit fees will be able to be paid on line in March 2019.
11/16 - Need update.
10/25 - No update.		1275		2/13/20

		2018		June		20		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		Mailer ID		CRID Management – Evaluate all USPS systems that generate new CRIDs to ensure that duplicate CRIDs are not generated extraneously (WG 184).				4/27/2020 - Close and place on PostalOne! redesign list.
4/13/2020 - On hold.
01/21/2020 - Check with Chip
1/06/2020 - Randy/Chip to review. Lisa to resend.
12/9/2019 - Randy to review.
11/13/2019 - Info sent to Randy.
11/12/2019 - Lisa to send Randy some info. 
09/30/2019 - BNS for nickname fields is being evaluated to identify a less expensive system change. This will provide a method to rename publication transactions for identification purposes in PostalOne. This will prevent the accidental change  of names to the CRID in Customer Registration.
CRID management: The task was to identify the different ways a CRID can be created in Customer Registration. Chip was assigned this task but it was determined to be a lower priority. He will work on this as time allows. We will provide an update once one is available.
09/16/2019 - Cost prohibitive, developers checking to see if this can be completed without having to rebuild the tables.
08/19/2019 - Development teams to review Sue Redman BNS, identify cost and timeline to build out.  MEPT to spearhead.
08/05/2019 - Vicki sent information.  Potential partial solution.  Lisa will contact Randy this week. 
Spoke with Leider during UG Lead Meeting - he was not familiar with this. Leider and Chip to meet to discuss. 
07/21/2019 - No update, Cust. Reg still working. Vicki to send Chip info, circle back with Andrew. Randy to circle back with Leider regarding nicknames.
07/08/2019 - No update. Working with Sue Redman and team, meet 7/12.
06/10/2019 - Need update from Chip.
05/20/2019 - Still working on documents to share internally and externally on best practices. Additional development will be long term.
04/29/2019 - Chip met 4/26 with Cust Reg, moving process along to create docs to share internally/externally on best practices. No current timeline.
04/15/2019 - Chip met Friday 4/12, would require dev across BCG, PostalOne!. Chip requested FAQ for internal/external users to assist in limiting the creation of extraneous CRIDs.
03/18 /19 - No update.
No update (Chip) - follow up with call participants for next steps. 
2/14/19 - Chip and David to meet with P1, BCG and Customer Registration teams.
1/31/19 - No change.
1/16/19 - Reassigned to Chip & David Gilmour - working with CustReg to resolve.
12/28/18 - Randy shared with work group 184 - Waiting for Randy response. Pritha wants the process fixed.
12/13/18 - Need update.
11/16/18 - Need update.
10/25/18 - Chip working with Sue Redman. Continue to identify situations where new CRIDS are being created.
9/20/18 - Planning to share during MTAC Track Meetings. 
Continuously working with WG184 to work through identifying more controls to eliminate duplicate CRIDs; Randy to work with Barbara's group and system owners to identify where new CRIDs are created.		1387		4/27/20

		2022		January		1		Open		Chip Brown		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Consider removing 45-day pieces delivered from daily undocumented piece feeds. Presently they are flagged, but that would require those with systems to create programs to suppress them from feeds.		SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team		3/14/2022 - No update.
2/28/2022 - SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team; cost TBD.
2/24/2022 - Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. month's end). Close?

		2022		January		2		Open		Chip Brown		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Pieces over 45-day delivery – USPS has an automated approach to remove these pieces from Undocumented records in Scorecard. Industry asks to still receive these records to trace them back to mailings and answer customer delivery questions/concerns.		 Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. month's end		3/14/2022 - No update.
2/28/2022 - SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team; cost TBD.
2/24/2022 - Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. month's end). Close?

		2022		January		3		Closed		Adam Collinson		Letters		Start the Clock		Create Service Measurement Task Team on Start the Clock exclusion (belongs to Data Group). Focus on electronic rules which exclude pallets due to ‘conflicts’ between electronic documentation and actual delivery to USPS.				2/28/2022 - Began Service Measurement Team 35. Close.

		2022		January		4		Open		Vicki Bosch
Ed Coleman		Letters		Permit Balances		Currently Industry can check 1 permit balance at a time. Industry is asking for a way to bulk upload permits for check – 100 at a time via API.				3/14/2022 - Vicki following up on status; Rose asking for someone to test.
2/28/2022 - No update. Leider following up with Ed.
2/14/2022 - Switch owner to Vicki/Ed.

		2022		January		5		Closed		Ed Coleman		Letters		Log4j		Log4j vulnerability solution for mail.dat client is requested prior to 3/28/22. Requesting an MDR client update to close security gap asap; Industry only needs 2 weeks’ notice.				2/14/2022 - Deployed. Close.

		2022		January		6		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Weights and Measures		Current package specifications allow for only 5 Extra Service Codes.  Although Vicki was unable to see any period where more than 5 codes has been used Industry was able to give an example of when 6 Codes could be used.  Since it is a possibility Industry would prefer to know now what the process would be when 5 is exceeded.				3/14/2022 - Confirmed closure with Rose.
3/10/2022 - Close pending discussion with Rose?
2/28/2022 - Presented in WG182 w/ no/little dissent. 
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - 884 - Non-Standard Dimension Length > 22" and Cubic Dimension > 2 cu ft;    885 - Non-Standard Dimension Length > 30" and Cubic Dimension > 2 cu ft.      Discuss in Pre-MTAC webinar.
2/10/2022 - Leider discussing with Vicki.

		2022		January		7		Open		Chuck Tricamo		Letters		Paper Weight/
Thickness Issue 		Paper is very difficult to obtain and it’s anticipated this will continue through 2022.  Industry would like to review mailing requirements which are presently based on paper weight.  Review if this continues to be pertinent or if it should potentially change to thickness measurement.  Specifically looking to maintain automation discounts.				3/14/2022 - Tom Foti published draft mission statement for WG; essentially reopens WG188, titled "Retaining Mail Value Through Paper Requirement Adjustments." Tested one paper requirement involving below-threshold card type paper; mixed results. No issues processing pieces, but pieces sustained damage. Agreed on one-time exception pending more testing.
3/10/2022 - Mailers experiencing difficulty creating compliant samples; request sent to MTAC Executive Committee for approval. 
2/24/2022 - Awaiting MTAC approval for workgroup.
2/14/2022 - Chuck submitted task team request today AM.
2/10/2022 - Under Review; Chuck clarified issues with Industry. Discussing approach with Rose/Janine.
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CRs

		CR Number		Description		MTAC Date		Scheduled Implementation Date		Implementation Date

		13690		AI #8/13 Investigate mailers' inability to determine permit holder with insufficient funds on an individual mailing at submission or prior.		June  2019				August 15, 2021

		1607		AI #14 Determine whether USPS can include location info on retail account deposits into EPS. 		August  2019		Q4 FY 22

		1732		AI #15 Ability to Transfer a permit and/or balance between EPS accounts with different owners.		January  2020		Q2 FY 22

		1733		AI #15 Provide Mailers the ability to hide permits that were closed/cancelled/Delete/inactive.		January  2020		Q2 FY 22

		14413		AI #17 Soft pack indicator in SSF file.		January  2020				April 25, 2021

		1639		AI #20 Identify reason and source for refunds, adjustments, and reversals on EPS detail reports.		January  2020		Q3 FY 22

		1650		 AI #1 Active permits being deleted. This is showing in EPS profile of permits deleted when a permit has been cancelled.		November  2020		Q4 FY 22

		14488		AI # 11 Periodicals duplicate entry on register.		March  2021				? AI closed 8/2/2021

		14144		AI #10 External users cannot see child statements.		March  2021				August 15, 2021

		12204		AI #10 Comail child postage statement as a hyperlink.		March  2021		1/9/2022

				AI #9 DIM Measurements - non‐rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is there.		March  2021

				AI #9 DIM Measurements - non‐rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is there.		March  2021

		14088		AI #12 Modify pending periodical logic for EPS.		March  2021		On hold







Dates

		6/14/18

		10/4/18

		2/28/19

		6/20/19

		8/29/19

		10/31/19

		1/30/20

		3/26/20

		7/30/20

		11/19/20

		1/28/21

		4/1/21

		7/1/21

		11/3/21







Action Items
Track Category Action Item Response

Packages DIM Cover new DIM requirements in upcoming WG 182 meetings. WG 182 to discuss package examples

Packages DIM 
Measurements

DIM Measurements – non-rectangular pieces are measured as 
rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do 
not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is 
there.

FRN in process for proposed rule changing package measurement.

Packages Package 
Platform

Package Platform test environment – CAT? Pilot? Working on requirements for environment.

Marketing 
Mail

PostalOne! Review the following reports available through the BCG:
 - Mailer Scorecard Guide - update and remove error codes that are 
similar.  

Awaiting USPS feedback


MTAC Action Items

		Year		Month		Item #		Status		Assignee		Track		Category		Action Item		Response		Response2		Days Open		Date Complete

		2021		November 		1		Closed		Lisa Wurman		Flats		Pending Periodical 		Randy Stumbo to share industry analysis on proposed Pending Periodical calculations.				11/22/2021 - Complete per Lisa W. Randy sent email same day.		149		11/22/21

		2021		November 		2		Closed		Dale Kennedy		Flats		DOA 		Enhancement request for DOA Mail process – add a DOA Mail Process event in IV feeds.				2/28/2022 - Rose forwarded to Adam C. Close
2/14/2022 - Controlled through Steve Dearing's group (IV). Rose to forward to Adam Collinson.
1/31/2022 - No update. Rose to follow up to clarify the request.
1/3/2022 - No update.
12/20/2021 - Future enhancement, need definition from industry, go back to Angelo A.
12/16/2021 - No update.
11/22/2021, 12/2/2021 - No update. Glenn contacted Dale.		149

		2021		November 		3		Closed		Mike Filipski		Flats		Payment Page		INC 5742943 ticket- missing flag on consolidated payment page - need update (Pending Periodicals).				1/3/2022 - Deployed in 12/26 release. Close.
12/2/2021, 12/16/2021 - No update.
11/22/2021 - ALM 14775. Mike to get update.		149

		2021		November 		4		Open		Vicki Bosch		Packages		DIM		Cover new DIM requirements in upcoming WG 182 meetings.		WG 182 to discuss package examples		3/10/2022 - No update.
2/28/2022 - WG 182 to discuss package examples 3/3.
2/10/2022 - Dale addressed tolerance issue. Ongoing discussion for emerging issues.
1/31/2022 - Rose providing background to Leider. Per Dale, packages within 2" tolerance won't receive assessments (from Brian Burie). USPS continuing to analyze exceptional scenarios.
1/3/2022 - Industry confused about which dimensions are authoritative.
12/20/2021 - Fees delayed till April 3, 2022. Vicki started the review during the 12/16 WG 182 meeting, needs to be completed.
12/16/2021 - Vicki reviewing on WG 182 today (12/16).
11/22/2021, 12/2/2021 - No update.		149

		2021		November 		5		Open		James Duffy
Crystal Newman		Letters		IV/EPS		What is status of  IV/EPS data delegation opportunities (brought up to WG 195) – need to understand prioritization.		USPS met with PostalOne and IV. Both have proposals and are determining LOE.		3/10/2022 - No update.
2/24/2022 - USPS met with PostalOne and IV. Both have proposals and are determining LOE.
2/10/2022 - USPS to meet with 1) PostalOne, then 2) IV to determine feasibility, cost and system impact. Reporting status to Industry 2/24.
1/31/2022 - Discussing internally; will update as we progress.
1/17/2022 - meeting internally on design approach.
12/30/2021 - No update.
12/16/2021 - Working through list of IV feeds with WG 195 for necessary data.
12/2/2021 - Considering sunsetting WG 195, bringing up IV-specific work group. 
11/22/2021 - EPS will review artifacts and consider prioritization.		149

		2021		November 		6		Closed		Janine Egloff		Letters		FAST		FAQ/Fact sheet overview of FAST Helpdesk - hours of operation, after hours, weekend phone number and email. Distribute via Industry Alert.				1/27/2022 - Draft circulated 1/3 as Industry Alert and posted to BMA web page. Industry requested changes. Janine invited requested edits, but they haven't sent anything. Close.
1/3/2022 - Janine will post and send out in Industry Alert.
12/21/2021 - Lisa reviewed, sent back to Janine, good to go. Need to send out via Industry Alert.
12/16/2021 - Internal reviewed, Janine sent to Lisa W; awaiting Lisa's review.
12/2/2021 - Janine circulating for internal review prior to Industry review. Share with Industry week of 12/13.
11/18/2021 - Initial draft by 12/1.		149						FAST FAQs – that is complete in that it went out as an Industry Alert and was posted to BMA webpage.  If you want to include in comments that Janine told Industry they could send us the edits they are requesting, but they have not sent anything, so essentially closed.

		2021		November 		7		Open		Juliaann Hess
 Ali Turner
 Vicki Bosch		Letters		ID/PTR		Timeline on when functionality of Informed Delivery and PTR will move to the cloud.				11/22, 12/2, 12/16/2021 - 3/14/2022 - No update.		149

		2021		November 		8		Closed		James Lee		Letters		EPS		Post IT/EPS roadmap for calendar year 2022.				1/31/2022 - James provided roadmap. Close.
1/3/2022 - No update.
12/16/2021 - James reviewing samples.
12/2/2021 - James to circle back with team.
11/18/2021 - Ongoing work, following up with team on status. James/Mike discussing options.		149						With regard to the FAST FAQs – that is complete in that it went out as an Industry Alert and was posted to BMA webpage.  If you want to include in comments that Janine told Industry they could send us the edits they are requesting, but to date, they have not sent anything, so essentially closed.

		2021		June		1		Closed		Chip Brown 
Diane Smith		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Industry Alert/Industry Webinar on demonstration of Automated Undocumented IMC Matching Process to identify aged undocumented pieces.				10/25/2021 - Completed - close.
10/21/2021 - Pending close.
9/27/2021 - Schedule for future MTAC meetings/user groups.
9/23/2021 - No Update.
9/13/2021 - Mike Filipski provided demonstration. Pending Close
9/9/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Diane to discuss with Roshonda.
8/26/2021 - Possible demo 9/16.
8/16/2021 - No 8/5 demo. Diane to follow up with James.
7/29/2021 - James demo 8/5 on UG11. James to reach out to Roshonda on possible Industry webinar.
7/29/2021 - Demo 8/5.
7/19/2021 - Chip to follow up with James (UG11) and Roshonda for her team's Seamless Industry calls.
7/15/2021 - Need clarity on IMC.		274		10/25/21

		2021		June		2		Closed		Chip Brown 
Diane Smith		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Temporary solution for undocumented pieces: 
- USPS to investigate options for SASP to scrub undocumented pieces due to aged mail using 31-digit match and determine what impacts this may have to monthly assessment timeline.
- USPS to investigate changing the threshold for undoc.				10/25/2021 - Close.
10/21/2021 - Industry Alert sent 10/20. Pending Close.
9/23/2021 - No Update.
9/13/2021 - Chip and James drafting verbage to send out to industry.
9/9/2021 - Process in place; still working on communication aspect.
8/30/2021 - Diane to discuss with Tom.
8/26/2021 - Chip to discuss with Tom/Diane today (8/26). We have existing temporary solution.
8/2/2021, 8/16/2021 - Diane to follow up with Tom Foti on how USPS communicates it with Industry.
7/29/2021 - No update. Close; Lisa confirm.
7/19/2021 - Fix is same as June undoc fix for Seamless mailers - analysis of undoc at month's end prior to release of assessments.
7/15/2021 - Implemented. Pending Lisa's review.		274		10/25/21				Item two CRID creation training is complete.

		2021		June		3		Closed		Chip Brown 
Diane Smith		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		Facilitate meeting with Legal/Industry on mailpiece image privacy issue.				7/29/2021 - USPS decision not to do. Close; Lisa confirm. Track under Action # 1 (Jan 2020).
7/19/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - Diane speaking with Lisa.		274		8/2/21

		2021		June		4		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Packages		Virtual Over Label		Industry requests further discussion on virtual over-label possibilities.

Following March 2021 AI #8 under this action item.				10/25/2021 - Lisa to discuss with Wanda - can close per Wanda.
9/27/2021 - Policy was disseminated; no virtual overlabel allowed. Close pending confirmation with Lisa.
9/9/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Met week of 8/23; communicated next steps; UPS communicated their actions. Diane to contact Wanda for DHL.
8/16/2021 - Discussed with UPS 8/11; working individually with mailers.
8/12/2021 - No update.I10
8/2/2021 - Policy has been communicated with Industry. Awaiting discussion with Tom Foti. 
7/19/2021 - No update. Kellie following up with Tom Foti. On any decisions from 7/8 Executive Committee mtg.
7/15/2021 - Virtual over label will not be allowed. Pending closing.		274		10/25/21

		2021		June		5		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Packages		DDU Mis-Shipped		Formalize changes to current assessment process.				8/12/2021 - All CY 2021 assessments are not being collected. Assessments will commence February 2022 for January 2022 data. Pending closing.
8/2/2021 - Will not be updating Pub 205 with DDU mis-ship language.
7/19/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - Reviewing Process.		274		8/12/21

		2021		June		6		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Packages		DDU Mis-Shipped		Package assessment process-need offline discussions with Industry/USPS.				10/25/2021 - Lisa to discuss with Wanda - can close per Wanda.
8/30/2021, 9/27/2021 - No update.
8/16/2021 - Lisa to discuss with Wanda.
8/12/2021 - Impacted mailers are provided data. Pending closing.
8/2/2021 - No task team; reaching out to individuals starting 8/9. No assessments 'til January 2022
7/19/2021 - Task team? From 7/8 Executive Committee mtg. Kellie following up with Tom Foti/Randy Workman/Diane Smith.
7/15/2021 - No discussions. Pending closing.		274		10/25/21

		2021		June		7		Closed		Crystal Newman 
John Byrne		All		EPS/CAPS Retirement		Exception process requested for CAPS retirement effective 8/29/21.				10/25/2021 - Close
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021 - No update.
8/16/2021 - Exception process is to submit a written request to Marc McCrery and Tom Foti.
7/29/2021, 8/2/2021, 8/12/2021- No update.
7/15/2021 - There will be no exception process (CAPS shuts down effective 9/30).		274		10/25/21

		2021		March		1		Closed		Dale Kennedy		Letters		Late Mail		Define DOA mail process and subsequent options for refund of postage (situational case by case basis). DOA mail will not be measured since there won't be processing scans. Data should reflect mail that was removed and reason code.  				12/20/2021 - Dale covered at Nov MTAC, has been implemented. Close.
12/16/2021 - No update.
12/2/2021 - No update. Glenn contacted Dale.
11/22/2021 - Dale discussed at MTAC; need to understand implementation. Glenn contacted Dale.
10/25/2021 - Dale to provide update at MTAC.
9/9/2021, 9/27/2021 - No update.
8/16/2021 - Tom to follow up with Dale.
8/2/2021 - Diane to follow up with Dale.
7/19/2021 - Diane meeting and providing updates.
6/21/2021 - no update. On track.
6/7/2021  - Will be addressed at June MTAC 
5/24/2021 - Checking to see whether this is ready by June 29 MTAC.
5/10/2021 - Ongoing, will have draft in next week.
4/12/2021 - Same as #2 Jan 2021. Keep open to track.		365		12/20/21

		2021		March		2		Closed		Dave Marinelli 
Tom Foti		Letters		Late Mail		Schedule Virtual Round-Table for Impact of Late mail and policy discussion with ELT and Industry.  				11/22/2021 - Close per Lisa confirmation from Dave.
10/25/2021 - Lisa to contact Dave.
9/27/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Tom discussed with Dave. Lisa to contact Dave re: closing. 
8/16/2021 - Tom to discuss with Dave.
8/2/2021 - Diane to follow up with Tom.
7/19/2021 - Need to understand plan for communicating results of discussions.
6/17/2021 - Complete. Close.
6/7/2021 - Will be addressed at June MTAC.
5/10/2021 - Lisa checking with Dave. Pending Closed.
4/12/2021 - Need update.		365		11/22/21

		2021		March		3		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters		MID		Review whether there's a need to change BC uniqueness from 45 days to proposed 60-90 day (MID availability?)				7/19/2021 - Not doing. Close.
6/17/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Will be discussed at June MTAC.
5/24/2021 - Need to share at MTAC to close.
5/10/2021 - no updates.
4/22/2021 - Reviewed it; will be cost on USPS and mailer; no issue before 2020 peak season. Table this until further issues are demonstrated. 
4/12/2021 - Still many 6-digit MIDs available; still working. Need to evaluate doing or will other discussions and actions ease industry distress and need for change.
4/8/2021 - Still reviewing and looking at alternatives.  Changing the uniqueness may not be the answer.  A better analysis of the SDOC may help.  		365		7/19/21

		2021		March		4		Closed		John Byrne		Letters		CAPS		Provide update on the process to provide Industry with archived CAPS data.				8/26/2021 - USPS has indicated its approach. Close.
8/16/2021 - No change.
8/2/2021 - See 7/29; mailers may obtain their own data through WebCAPS for their data for one month after retirement (same process as now). USPS to send out Industry Alert announcing same (data available through end of FY22).
7/29/2021 - Customers may request data through CAPS back 1 month; other requests must go through MSSC (up to 1 year back). 
7/19/2021 - Plan in place; teams working it. Customers will be able to request data back 1 year through MSSC. Possible issue with retroactive window; Crystal to follow up.
7/15/2021 -Selected option. Ongoing Monday Meetings.
6/21/2021 - Meeting today.
6/17/2021 - Met 6/14 with Phalgun, Paul, et al; Paul distributed four options; meeting 6/21.
6/7/2021 - Meeting on 6/7 to discuss. 
5/24/2021 - Still working
4/22/2021 - Meeting has not yet been scheduled to review requirements.
4/12/2021 - Need update.		365		8/26/21

		2021		March		5		Closed		Crystal Newman		Letters		EPS		Set up live demo calls with impacted customers (Wanda) to investigate EPS system performance issues.				4/22/2021 - Completed. EPS team reviewing.
4/8/2021 - Scheduled meeting for April 15.		365		4/22/21

		2021		March		6		Closed		John Byrne		Letters		EPS		Develop or publish SLAs for EPS performance.				12/20/2021 - Close.
12/16/2021 - Geriann sent approved SLAs to group 12/9. Close pending Lisa review?
12/2/2021 - Plan to get the SLAs out asap.
11/22/2021 - Crystal to send out SLAs by COB 11/25.
11/4/2021, 11/18/2021 - Sharing SLA with WG 195. Pending Close.
10/25/2021 - Senior Mgmt reviewing prior to public posting to WG 195 and PostalPro.
9/27/2021 - Gave SLAs to UPS MI; concerns; blaming it for inability to transition; difficulty with EDI. Met 9/24.
9/13/2021 - Awaiting SLAs from IV-MTR. PPC data services to provide info.
9/9/2021 - Awaiting SLAs from IV-MTR.
8/26/2021 - Diane socializing with IV-MTR. 
8/16/2021 - Andrew provided draft; under review.
8/2/2021 - No update; Crystal to present draft options and review in WG.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/19/2021 - Need understanding of SLA request; discuss internally. Will discuss 7/22 on 195 call.
7/15/2021 - Meeting Friday. Will address on 195 Call.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - The areas and customer segmentation for EPS SLA have been developed. 
5/24/2021 - Still working
4/22/2021 - Meeting has not yet been scheduled to review requirements.
4/8/2021 - No update.		365		12/20/21

		2021		March		7		Closed		Tom Foti		Packages		Package Assessments		Address package assessments with individual customers.				4/12/2021 - Need update. Addressed with individual companies.		365		4/26/21

		2021		March		8		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		eVS/Package Platform		Schedule Package Overlabel initiative meeting in the next month.

Combined with previous March 2020 Item 3.

From March 2020 Item 3:
Virtual Overlabel Solutions - discussion on data, unintended consequences and solutions. Plan for face-to-face meeting at next MTAC.				8/2/2021 - No workgroup for overlabels. Diane reaching out. Close. Follow through under Action # 4 from June 2021.
7/19/2021- No update.
6/7/2021 - No update.
5/6/2021 - Vicki to present white paper to ELT.
4/26/2021 - Contingent on upcoming internal meeting; schedule tbd.
4/12/2021 - Need update.

From March 2020 Item 3 Entries:
4/26/2021 - Contingent on upcoming internal meeting; schedule tbd.
4/12/2021 - Still discussing.
3/1/2021 - Need internal discussions before proceeding
2/25/2021 - Vicki preparing writeup prior to sharing with Industry.
12/8/20 - No new update.  Reviewing internally                                             11/4/2020 - John talking to his Sales folks per 10/30 email with deck.
10/8/2020 - Awaiting John M action.
9/24/2020 - Awaiting John M to confirm when ready to schedule.
8/27/2020 - Vicki to schedule with John.
7/13/2020  - Internal discussion ongoing.
6/18/2020 - Internal agreement against virtual overlabels.
4/14/2020 - Ongoing internal work.		365		8/2/21

		2021		March		9		Open		Vicki Bosch		Packages		DIM Measurements		DIM Measurements – non‐rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is there.		FRN in process for proposed rule changing package measurement.		3/10/2022 - FRN in process for proposed rule changing package measurement.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - Meeting internally 2/16 to discuss.
11/22, 12/2, 12/20/2021 - 2/10/2022 - No update. 
10/25/2021 - Vicki identifying additional CRs. Plan to update at MTAC.
8/2/2021 - Two CRs drafted, under consideration (release based on prioritization). CR numbers?
7/19/2021- No update.
6/7/2021 - Awaiting CR.
5/6/2021 - No CR yet, Kellie to provide soon. 
4/26/2021 - Needs CR to address sample issues for DN indicators.
4/12/2021 - Need update.		365

		2021		March		10		Open		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Flats		Child Statements		12/20/2021 - remaining issue is with MM statements when single piece records are in the file - cannot see child statements.

Look to see whether CR 14144 (periodicals postage statement details) can be moved up from January 2022 release.				3/10/2022 - James following up.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/10/2022 - No update.
1/31/2022 - James followed up. Team researching; might create CR.
1/3/2022 - James confirming 1/9 date. Rose to provide feedback 1/11.
12/20/2021 - James investigating CR 12204 - not sure if 1/9/2022 is correct.
11/22, 12/2, 2/16/2021 - CR 12204 on track for 1/9/2022.
10/25/2021 - CR 12204 scheduled 1/9/2022.
9/23, 10/21/2021 - No Update.
9/13/2021 - Follow up for January. New CR 12204.
9/9/2021 - No change to January release
8/30/2021 - Meredith portion resolved in 8/15 release; additional portion to be resolved Jan 2022. New CR 12204 is for the comail child postage statement as a hyperlink.
8/26/2021 - No update. LInk to child statements to be available Jan 22.
8/16/2021 - Fix to be confirmed; Lisa checking with Industry to see if link for child statements is available (it's not).
8/2/2021 - Scheduled 8/15. CR 14144.
7/29/2021 - Can't be moved; scheduled early FY22.
7/15/2021 - James checking status. 
6/21/2021 - Reviewing internally with Hardik.
6/17/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Ongoing research. Diane following up.
5/20/2021 - Shankar Krishnan researching. Diane to send note.
5/10/2021 - Ongoing research.
4/26/2021 - Shankar Krishnan researching.
4/22/2021 - confusion regarding fix; working with Lisa W and Andrew Thompson.
4/12/2021 - CR 14144 completed in Jan 2021. Customers still experiencing the issue with comail statements. Will set up meeting with customer.
4/8/2021  - Reviewing.		365

		2021		March		11		Closed		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Flats		Postage Register		Provide schedule for CR 14488 for duplicate entries on the register (deployed in April Release and should be closed). 				8/2/2021 - Fixed; close.
7/29/2021 - Awaiting Lisa feedback.
7/15/2021 - Deployed in April release. Pending Closing.				8/2/21

		2021		March		12		Open		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Flats		EPS		
12/20/2021 - Will either not allow Pending Periodicals in EPS or fix EPS to recognize reserve fund.

14088 Modify pending periodical logic for EPS; scheduled January 2022.
				3/10/2022 - USPS developing process to allow customers to remain in EPS and ensure that the Reserve Fund is correct.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - Working to identify parameters of fix to allow Pending Periodicals to remain in EPS (April target). USPS to stop future Pending Periodicals from entering EPS until fix deployed. 
2/10/2022 - Sent Industry Alert; still analyzing options.
1/31/2022 - Sent internal notice that it throws Accounting off; was released externally. Will place moratorium on new Pending Periodicals getting into EPS and explore fix to let those that are in there use EPS. In meantime, remove 77 Pending Periodicals; if no fix, will need to remove from EPS and place in local trust. USPS to send out Industry Alert 2/14 explaining the issue and fix, present at UG11 for follow-up.
1/3/2022 - Still on hold.
12/16/2021 - On hold.
11/22, 12/2/2021 - On track for 1/9/2022.
10/25/2021 - CR 14088 scheduled for 1/9/2022.
10/21/2021 - No Update.
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021, 9/23/2021 - No update. CR 14088.
8/26/2021, 8/30/2021 - No update. James L to circle back with team.
8/2/2021, 8/16/2021 - Still scheduled for January 2022. CR 14088.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - scheduled for January 2022.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021 - No update. On track.
6/7/2021 - Scheduled for January 2022
6/3/2021 - CR 14088 now scheduled for January 2022.
5/10/2021, 5/20/2021 - scheduled 8/15.
4/26/2021 - Correct CR number and title: 14088 Modify Pending Periodical Logic for EPS (scheduled 8/15). 
4/12/2021 - Still need schedule.		365						14088 – Pending Periodicals is not scheduled until January 2022

		2021		January		1		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters/Flats		Mailer Scorecard		Mailer Scorecard – mailers are experiencing errors on scorecard (December 2020, January 2021, February 2021) due to late mail. What will the policy be on scorecard assessments resulting from these errors?				2/25/2021 - Waived January assessments. Close.				2/25/21				14488 – Reporting Issue due to Seamless Incentive. This deployed in April Release and should be closed.

		2021		January		2		Closed		Randy Workman/
Janine Egloff		Letters/Flats		Service Standard Policy		Review policy for late mail which caused mail to be “wasted” – marketing value lost (delivered after sales date, etc). Marketers seeking refunds. May need to work in conjunction with operations/processing to implement a mechanism for MSP/MO to decide if mail should be delivered when it will be delivered outside of service standard.				4/12/2021 - Dale Kennedy handling. Close
3/25/2021 - Tom Foti taking lead; Janine to discuss with Randy.
3/11/2021 - Janine to revisit.
2/25/2021 - Under discussion				4/12/21

		2021		January		3		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters/Flats		Mailer Scorecard		Consider changing uniqueness requirement from 45 days to 90 days – would this mitigate scorecard errors due to late mail?				2/25/2021 - Not doing? Janine to validate with Randy. Close.				2/25/21

		2021		January		4		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters/Flats		Service Standard Policy		Allow industry participation in USPS policy discussion or at least allow industry provide education on the impact of late mail across the entire supply chain.				2/25/2021 - Industry will be consulted as usual for new policy. Close.				2/25/21

		2021		January		5		Closed		Diane Smith		Letters/Flats		Undoc		Undocumented Error Matching Process Improvement – can the USPS use the MQD files instead of having the industry manipulate those files and send them back to the USPS? At a higher level – can USPS run barcodes through the process before deeming them undocumented?				3/11/2021 - James posted instructions on PostalPro to convert undoc IMb into text file for automated review. The file format is required for ingestion into the system. Close
2/25/2021 - Don't anticipate updates in forseeable future.				3/11/21

		2021		January		6		Closed		Mike Filipski		Letters/Flats		BCG		BCG – Customer Validation Tool – fact sheet requested for users.				2/25/2021 - Complete.				2/25/21

		2021		January		8		Closed		Jeanette Cook		Letters		EMCA Migration  		EMCA Migration to NCMS – some customers are required to do a security check/audit to make sure USPS systems meet requirements. What group does this fall under at USPS and who is the contact?				3/15/2021 - Jeanette provided contact name - Ezana Dessie.		428		3/15/21

		2021		January		9		Closed		Diane Smith/
Kellie Painter		Packages		eVS		Additional training need for HQ eVS analysts on EPS conversion. John Medeiros to provide examples of gap.				4/12/2021 - Training complete. Close.
3/15/2021 - Going to provide general training on EPS. TBD
2/25/2021 - Waiting for John to provide examples.		428		4/12/21

		2021		January		10		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Dim Measurements		DIM Measurements – non-rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. USPS requested examples, Steve Smith and John Medeiros to provide examples. Will require further discussion after USPS receives examples.				5/6/2021 - This duplicates the March 2021 AI #9, so is closed.
4/26/2021 - Vicki has Medeiros data; reviewing, had interaction with Steve.
4/12/2021 - Need update.
3/1/2021 Investigating.		428		5/6/21

		2021		January		11		Closed		Mike Filipski		Flats		Balance Check Fact Sheet		MSP Balance Check – fact sheet(s) on process for mail owner to allow access to EPS and Local Trust account balance and for MSP to obtain balance.				8/16/2021 - Fact sheets posted at https://postalpro.usps.com/balance-check. Close
8/2/2021 - Will post PowerPoint slides on PostalPro. Multiple fact sheet pages.
7/29/2021 - No update.
6/21/2021 - Scheduled for 8/15.
6/17/2021 - Scheduled for August.
6/7/2021 - No update.
5/10/2021 - James brought to UG11. Pending Changes 
4/26/2021 - James to bring to next UG11.
3/25/2021 - Mike updated FAQ for new BCG.
3/15/2021 - MSP balance check planned for August 2021 - Must complete process before the fact sheet gets published. 
3/1/2021 - Complete - Plan to post 3/2
2/25/2021 - Waiting for more info; pushed to August release.		428		8/16/21

		2021		January		12		Closed		James Duffy		Flats		MSP Balance Check		MSP Balance Check – walk through how it works at next UG 11 meeting on February 4, 2021.				5/6/2021 - Reflected on # 8, 13 (June 2019) below. MSP  balance check demo provided week of 4/26/2021.
4/26/2021 - James to do walkthrough at UG11.
4/22/2021 - Unchanged. July for now.
3/25/2021 - Walkthrough on UG11 closer to July.
3/15/2021 - Will provide walk through on April 15. (CR 13690)
3/1/2021 - Planned for August 2021 
2/25/2021 - Schedule for two weeks prior to system release.		428		5/6/21

		2020		November 		1		Closed		John Byrne		Letters		EPS		Active permits being deleted.
This is showing in EPS profile of permits deleted when a permit has been cancelled.				
12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
11/18, 12/2, 12/16/2021 - WIP, CR 1650 targeted for Q4 FY22.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021, -  Crystal followed up week of 10/18; no response yet. Per LIsa, CR 1650 targeted for Q4 FY22.
9/27/2021 - James L to check with team on schedule. CR 1650.
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021 - No update.
8/26/2021 - No update. Crystal following up with John.
8/16/2021 - John following up.
8/2/2021 - No update. CR 1650.
7/19/2021, 7/29/2021 - No update.
6/21/2021, 7/15/2021 - Slated for 10/3; subject to prioritization.
6/17/2021 - Crystal following up.
5/24/2021 - Crystal will check.
4/12/2021 - No update.
3/25/2021 - If they are referring to the Manage Permits page in EPS, there is a CR 1650 (currently assigned Low priority) to add logic in EPS to update the permit CRID name and permit status.
3/15/2021 - Researching.		498		12/20/21

		2020		November 		2		Closed		Randy Workman/
Janine Egloff		Letters		MSSC		1. Create and publish a decision tree for MSSC and PostalOne! Help Desk.
2. Industry refresher on the MSSC and the assistance they can provide. 				4/22/2021 - Lisa reviewed; complete.
4/12/2021 - Lisa to complete review.
3/25/2021 - No update
3/11/2021 - 
3/1/2021 - Lisa W. will get back with Janine
2/25/2021 - No update
2/11/2021 - Still awaiting Lisa's feedback.
2/1/2021 - Sent to Lisa W for review.
1/4/2021 - #1 - Currently in Progress - expect completion Jan. 8, 2021
 #2 Lisa W will check if a refresher is necessary. #2 Janine will get feedback from Lisa and act accordingly.		498		4/22/21

		2020		November 		3		Closed		John Byrne		Flats		BCG/EPS		What will the status of EPS accounts show in the BCG Customer Validation Tool:
- If EPS account is deactivated?
- If EPS account is suspended?				8/2/2021 - Closed. USPS considers account details and will not provide without account holder permission.
7/29/2021 - Closed; Lisa confirm.
7/19/2021 - Crystal following up.
7/15/2021 - No update. Awaiting closing. 
6/21/2021 - Status labels confirmed, demo provided. Close.
6/17/2021 - Demoed in UG 11 and WG 195. Crystal to follow up.
4/22/2021 - all status in BCG and P1! Based on API from EPS. Requirements for CVT use of EPS API in progress for MSP (August release).
4/12/2021 - Jeanette to reconfirm this is happening now.
3/25/2021 - For deactivated accounts, "inactive"; for suspended accounts, "suspend". Confirm with BCG.
3/15/2021 - Researching.		498		8/2/21

		2020		November 		4		Closed		John Byrne		Flats		BCG		4/12 - this should be Debit vs Trust identification in Customer Validation Tool.

Debit vs Trust identification in BCG Account Management Tool				7/29/2021 - Should be closed; Lisa confirm. Covered UG11 and WG195. USPS won't provide account info unless customer provides permission. (USPS considers account details and will not provide without account holder permission.)
7/19/2021 - Crystal following up.
7/15/2021 - Awaiting closing.
6/21/2021 - Request satisfied; close.
6/17/2021 - Have a CR; lower priority.
5/24/2021 - Crystal will check on the status.
4/22/2021 - Trust accounts will display the balance and debit accounts will have the word "Debit".
4/12/2021 - what if not on EPS? And what account owner has not granted access? Can it still indicate debit or trust?
3/25/2021 - For Trust account the balance will display and debit accounts with say “Debit”.  This information will only display if the permit holder has grant permission for USPS to share the EPS/Local Trust Account Number, EPS/Local Trust Account Status, and EPS/Local Trust Balance or denoting a debit account if queried by an MSP. If not pertaining to MSP balance check, need more info.
3/15/2021 - Researching		498		8/2/21

		2020		November 		5		Closed		Janine Egloff		Flats		BCG		1. Understand process on USPS side on what drives CRID creation - discussion was when a permit is created.
2. Refresher to field on how to open permits, use CRID if already assigned. 				1/27/2022 - Complete. Close.
1/3/2022 - On track for training.
12/2, 12/16/2021 - Training dates - 1/11/2022, 1/13/2022. Close after completing training.
11/22/2021 - Industry Alert to go out for #1. Training for #2 TBD (~Jan 2022).
11/18/2021 - Complete. Posted to PostalPro 11/18.
9/9/2021, 9/23/2021, 10/21/2021, 11/4/2021 - No Update.
8/30/2021 - Janine reviewing Lisa's feedback. 
8/26/2021 - Janine to follow up with Lisa.
8/12/2021 - Sent to Lisa for review.
8/2/2021 - In post-draft status (job aid); fixing minor issues.
7/29/2021 - Going to Roshonda, Chip and team for review, then deliver to Lisa. 
7/19/2021 - No update.
6/21/2021 - Draft under review.
6/17/2021 - Anticipate draft by 6/18 COB.
6/7/2021 - No update. 
6/3/2021 - Initial draft should be complete by 6/11.
5/10/2021 - All documents obtained. Ongoing. 
5/6/2021 - Janine working it; has partial documentation. Need all databases and applications that can create CRIDS.
4/26/2021 - Still waiting.
4/22/2021 - Waiting on documents from original logic owners.
4/12/2021 - Still working.
3/25/2021 - Janine reaching out to Sue R. to gather info.
2/1/2021, 2/11/2021, 2/25/2021, 3/11/2021 - No update.
1/4/21 - Janine #1 getting a list of how a CRID is created.		498

		2020		July		1		Closed		Lisa Arcari		Periodicals		EPS		USPS/MTAC leadership to consider a Workgroup for EPS/IV.				12/8/20 Solicitation to the WG went out on 12/7
11/10/2020 - Issue statement written.
10/22/2020 - Determining the proper forum.
9/24/2020 - Crystal is still working on it.
9/9/2020 - No update
8/31/2020 - Lisa A has template and will complete.
8/27/2020 - Vicki to provide template to Lisa A.
8/17/20 - need status update from Lisa Arcari.				12/7/20

		2020		July		2		Closed		Mike Filipski		Letters		Non-Identical Weight Mail/Manifest		Consider removing the rule that non-identical mail has to be done under Manifest. DMM vs pub 685.				10/8/2020 - Complete.
9/28/2020 - Will be posted by 9/28/2020.
9/9/2020 - Will be addressed through the Q&A of July MTAC session. Will be posted by 9/18.
8/27/2020 - Respond at/through MTAC. Seamless acceptance is solution for not manifesting for non-identical weight mailings.				10/8/20

		2020		July		3		Closed		Jeanette Cook		Parcels		EPS		Performance issue on reports (Commercial Shipping and Detail Report). Download of (Commercial & Shipping) report returns blank with no data.				4/8/2021- Is in the April 25th release 
3/25/2021 - Executed dashbloard changes 1/10/2021 to address performance issues; if issues continue, need examples. 4/25 change will add "Generate" button to select date range for reports. Will meet with Lisa L. to further analyze.
3/15/2021- Lisa W. will send latest performance information
Per Nov 2020 MTAC, still an issue - reopen action item.
9/9/2020 - Complete
8/27/2020 - Scheduled for 8/30 release.		610		4/8/21

		2020		July		4		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		PostalOne!		PO mail can't see the statements in PostalOne.				12/3/2020 - Close; alert Lisa W. at next MTAC status.
10/22/2020 - ALM 14144 Fix Scheduled for Jan 2021 release.
9/24/2020 - Lisa W sending email regarding issue with ticket number.
9/9/2020 - Need to confirm that the issue was resolved with the ticket.
8/31/2020 - Lisa W sending email regarding issue.
8/27/2020 - Angela following up with Lisa W.				12/3/20

		2020		March		1		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		EPS		Identify and train HQ eVS analysts on EPS conversion.
Work with John Medeiros and DHL on current EPS issues. 				6/22/2020 - Kellie confirmed this is complete.
6/4/2020 - Peter to follow up with Kellie.
4/27/2020 - No update.				3/1/20

		2020		March		2		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		(PRS) - USPS Returns		eVS/PTR team needs to meet to identify solution for visibility to Locale key for Industry use and HQ reconciliation.				1/31/2022 - USPS not planning to implement IT solution. PTR can fulfill request ad hoc. Close.
12/6/2021 - Lisa discussed with Wanda; is it one time request (and continuous), or must it be requested each time, and has this been communicated to customers?
10/25/2021 - Impacts only four customers; only one has requested it. Recommend closing and USPS provide periodic reports as requested. Lisa to discuss with Wanda.
8/12/2021 - Will be taken to UG2 to close. Pending CR. 
8/2/2021 - Anyone needing data should use PTR. No current plans to implement CR. Socialize at UG2.
6/7/2021, 7/19/2021 - No update.
4/26/2021 - PTR feels it meets their needs (only one company requested it). Mention on UG2.
4/12/2021 - Need update.
1/4/21 - Sent out emails waiting for responses.                                                                              12/8/20 Vicki will send out a survey to determine what mailers use it.    11/10/2020 - Take to 182.
11/4/2020 - Propose to close; limited use. Continue to provide ad-hoc report pending need.
10/22/2020 - CMC not scheduled.
9/30/2020 - CMC 1508 for locale key in the scan event extract file for PRS customers. For those who request, we provide an adhoc report.
9/28/2020 - No number yet. Vicki to follow up.
8/27/2020 - No update. Awaiting CMC number.
7/20/2020 - CMC created, scheduled deployment date TBD.
06/30/2020 - Peter to follow up.
4/14/2020 - Ongoing internal work.		736

		2020		March		4		Closed		Angela Dyer		Letters/Flats		COVID-19		Move Update and CASS timeframe issues in the event mail is held - how will USPS address these circumstances? 				4/13/20 - Contingencies have been developed and communicated
3/26/2020 - We will work with Industry to make necessary concessions. Mailer should request exceptions through the local MBME.				4/13/20

		2020		March		5		Closed		Angela Dyer		Letters		COVID-19		How will DMU mailers be staffed or how will mail be verified at DMUs where BME staffing is impacted?  				3/26/2020 - Contingency plan addresses identifying how BME will use resources to collect information needed to allow entry of mail. 				3/26/20

		2020		March		6		Closed		Sandy Chopra		Letters		Letters		Mail Quality Reports - develop list of reports that are housed inside the folders that will be removed, communicate to industry. 				4/13/2020 - List is created, waiting to see how that will be shared				4/13/20

		2020		January		1		Open		James Duffy		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		RECEIVED APPROVAL FOR EXTERNAL ACCESS TO IMAGES! Will use same process for internal and external sharing of images.

Consider an interim process for analysts to review mail piece images for mailers as needed for investigations of undocumented pieces.

Note:

June 2021 MTAC AI #3 - Facilitate meeting with Legal/Industry on mailpiece image privacy issue.

Nov 2020 MTAC - Industry requesting USPS legal and Industry legal to meet to understand why images are not allowed for Industry view.

January 2020 - consider ability for Mail Service Provider or Mail Owner to select images instead of receiving all.

February 2019 - item # 1
Provide images of mailpieces to Mail Service Provider for streamlined programs when there is an issue (scorecard).

August 2019 - item #10
Consider how to provide images on PAF (when exceeding threshold) for sampled pieces to mailers. Consider photos at point of downstream Seamless scanning to distinguish clerk versus non-clerk errors. 		Project architecture resolved; design approach TBD.		3/10/2022 - No update.
2/24/2022 - Project architecture resolved; design approach TBD.
2/14/2022 - Beginning project setup.
2/10/2022 - No update.
1/31/2022 - Met with Erich Petre week of 1/24 on process to obtain images from IRIS.
1/27/2022 - Continuing to discuss.
1/3/2022 - No update.
12/16/2021 - James met with Vince Nguyen at Engineering 12/15 to start the process. 
12/2/2021 - No update. 
11/22/2021 - Met with Privacy, Legal, Inspection Service. Exploring sharing images internally. Sharing won't occur prior to January 2022. Agreed on sharing images externally for investigating undocumented pieces.    
10/21/2021 - Privacy and Legal preparing vetted response.
8/26/2021, 8/30/2021, 9/9/2021, 9/23/2021 - No Update.
8/2/2021 - Testing interface for internal provision. James to see whether USPS Legal willing to meet with Industry Legal.
7/29/2021 - USPS won't provide images to industry. Awaiting closing.
6/21/2021 - Can't release images externally. Any internal release not until late summer 2021.
6/17/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Working interface with Engineering Software and Testing.
6/3/2021 - Still working interface with Engineering Software and Testing.
5/20/2021 - Ongoing testing to interface.
5/6/2021 - Interface complete; in testing.
4/26/2021 - They're working the interface. Awaiting update.
4/12/2021 - Need update.
3/11/2021, 3/25/2021 - No update.
2/25/2021 - No update. James has reached out. Late March internal availabilty 
2/11/2021 - Still hoping for March date (internal only).
2/1/2021 - By March should be able to obtain images from internal system.
1/4/21 - Response from Privacy expected at the end of summer 2021.                               12/17/2020 - Awaiting response from Chief Privacy Officer on whether meeting with Industry. 
12/3/2020 - Sent request to Privacy, OIG and Legal 11/29; no response yet. Submitted BNS0052254 request for internal view.
11/4/2020 11/10/2020 - No update. James to reach out to Paul.
9/24/2020 - Kickoff week of 9/30.
9/4/2020 - Paul drafted a technical architecture diagram to start with the initial design. Kickoff week of 9/7. Being tracked under BNS #52254 (Mailpiece Images for Commercial Mailers).
8/27/2020 - James awaiting Paul update.
8/17/20 BNS started waiting to meet and get approval.  Privacy is okay. 06/30/2020 - Meeting July 1st with Privacy to pursue getting approval for internal access.
6/11/2020 - With Privacy.
6/8/2020- Paul keeps following up with them.                                           6/4/2020 - Paul escalating. Business proposal deliverable provided to them, awaiting approval from Privacy.
4/23/2020 - Had call 4/16; Chief Privacy Officer is open to proposal; asked for business case in writing. Paul provided 4/22. Paul following up 4/27, will re-engage interested industry stakeholders pending response.
4/23/2020 - Update N/A.
4/13/20 - Policy call with USPIS, Privacy and Law Depts scheduled for Thursday 4/16.
3/12/2020 - No update.
2/18/2020 - Met with privacy, law, and IS. Follow up call to be scheduled.		792

		2020		January		2		Closed		Leider Chang		Letters		BCG		Investigate the possibility of allowing for the selection of multiple CRIDs on the BCG homepage.				3/2/2020 - Status quo. Close this, track under TT26.
2/18/2020 - TT26 addressed this and agreed it would be helpful. Considering for Phase II.		792		3/2/20

		2020		January		3		Closed		James Duffy		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		Follow up with Steve Krejcik about separating weight warnings as separate line items that don’t affect postage and revenue on the mailer scorecard.				4/27/2020 - Fixed as of 4/26 release.
4/9/2020 - Update will be implemented to the system to ignore errors if the piece does not cross into a new price category.
2/18/2020 - Reviewing in TT30.		792		4/27/20

		2020		January		4		Closed		James Duffy		Letters		Mailer Scorecard		Investigate logic check for clerk entry errors for postage PAF that used to be in place but might not be after Price Change.				4/9/2020 - All logic remains in place.
2/18/2020 - no updates.		792		4/9/20

		2020		January		5		Closed		Sandy Chopra		Letters		EPS		Consider sending out industry alert and FAST bulletin board for EPS migrations for inactive and active accounts.				01/31/2020 - Industry Alert sent out.		792		1/31/20

		2020		January		6		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters		EPS		Consider permits that are used in MLOCR mailings that may show up as inactive and not funded but still need to remain open during EPS migrations.				4/14/20 - Closed
3/2/2020 - Randy/Lisa to discuss.
2/18/2020 - no updates.		792		4/14/20

		2020		January		7		Closed		Randy Workman		Letters		Seamless Acceptance		Seamless Acceptance – consider changing piece weight structure for piece weight warnings. Pricing structure does not match warning criteria.				4/27/20 - Close.
4/14/20 - Part of TT30 resolution - Following up after 4/26 to ensure it's working then can close.
3/2/2020 - USPS to work with Brian on implementation; cover at MTAC. 
2/18/2020 - Reviewing in TT30.		792		4/27/20

		2020		January		8		Closed		Mike Filipski		Flats		PostalOne!		Investigate ways to auto-populate data on the Statement of Ownership to accommodate companies with multiple publications.				12/3/2020 - Deployed; we'll clarify that the form is usable for requestor and non-requestor. 
11/10/2020 - Pushed to 11/15.
11/4/2020 - Scheduled for 11/8.
10/22/2020 - Still on track.
10/8/2020 - Met 10/2 with Steve Jacob; still on track for November 2020.
9/24/2020 - Still on schedule for November 2020.
8/17/20 Moving to November 2020.                                                                                  6/30/2020 - Scheduled for Deployment October 2020 release.
6/8/2020 - On track                                                                                          6/4/2020 - On track.
5/7/2020 - On track.
4/27/2020 - No change, on track for October.
4/23/2020 - Tentative for October release.
4/13/2020 - Tentative for October release.
3/16/2020 - Getting LOE, develop template and buy in from users.
3/2/2020 - Dev team proposes creating one-for-one spreadsheet; Mike to have prototype by 3/6.
02/13/2020 - Working with P1! development team. P1! will provide architectural options, after which a feasibility decision will be made.		792		12/3/20

		2020		January		9		Closed		Leider Chang		Flats		BCG		Prepare a demo for the different views under Mailer Scorecard on the BCG homepage.				3/12/2020 - Some platform limitations complicate the ability to provide. Pilot is 3/30, so won't happen in Phase I.  Track under TT 26.
3/2/2020 - Leider meeting with Mailer Scorecard team 3/2 to resolve summary info issue. 
2/18/2020 - This can be done. Working demo will be available.		792		3/12/20

		2020		January		10		Closed		Leider Chang		Flats		BCG		Include large and multi-plant periodical mailers in the BCG March pilot testing.				3/2/2020 - Close. Ask folks at MTAC if they want to be added. Considering creating feedback link at BCG.
2/18/2020 - This will be done.		792		3/2/20

		2020		January		11		Closed		Diane Smith		Flats		EPS/IV		Investigate missing permit-level BRM data from EPS IV reports by reaching out to Stevie Ray Jones.				4/13/2020 - Completed 2/14/20 per Diane.
3/2/2020 - Glenn to contact Diane.		792		2/14/20

		2020		January		12		Open		Diane Smith  Chip Brown		Flats		PostalOne!		For container-based refunds, consider reversals on individual containers as opposed to refunds or adjustments (to communicate volume and postage data).				3/10/2022 - No update.
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - No update. Rose following up with Lisa W. and Bob S.
1/31/2022 - No update.
12/2 - 1/3/2022 - No update.
10/25, 11/22/2021 - Waiting on documentation from Chip on the process.
10/21/2021 - Pending Close.
9/27/2021 - Propose dropping this; discuss with Lisa/Industry.
8/26/2021, 9/9/2021, 9/13/2021, 9/23/2021 - No Update.
8/16/2021 - Timeline needed.
6/3/2021, 6/7, 6/17, 6/21, 7/15, 7/19, 7/29, 8/2/2021- - No update.
2/11/2021, 2/25, 3/1, 3/11, 3/25, 4/12, 4/26, 5/6, 5/10, 5/20/2021 - No Update.
12/21/20 - Working on parameters on when refunds can be processed.  Planned for end of January                                                                              
12/3/2020 - Container-based refunds in PostalOne approaching finalization. Discuss with Lisa W. at next MTAC status (12/21).
11/10/2020 - Melissa to reach out to Chip.
11/4/2020 - No update.
9/24/2020 - No update.
8/17/20 Leave open until we have this documented.                                         
 7/20/2020 - Chip will document new process for refund within PO!
6/8/2020 - Chip to Document the process and schedule meeting.             
6/4/2020 - Statement reversal will not be solution to container-based refund. Close on Monday meeting.
4/27/2020 - Randy to follow up with Chip.
4/14/2020 - Meeting on 4/14. 
3/2/2020 - In stalemate with Finance on terms with container-based refunds. Needs further discussion.
2/18/2020 - Reversals considered to be inappropriate.		792

		2020		January		13		Closed		Randy Workman / Chip Brown		Flats		Mailer Scorecard		Investigate the root cause of eInduction errors on scorecard.				3/31/2020 - Quad will continue to monitor through the scorecard. No further action required at this time. Closed.
3/2/2020 - No response to date; Lisa W to discuss with Phil.
2/18/2020 - Spoke to Phil T; concerns with duplicate errors are addressed with logic in eInduction. Undocumented appear to be misscanned; eInduction team shared data with Chip/Phil; this happened 8 times in the last 4 months. No response from Phil regarding next steps.		792		3/31/20

		2020		January		14		Open		Chip Brown		Flats		Mail.dat		Investigate ability to add PMOD container (sacks/trays) information to mail.dat.				6/31, 6/7, 6/17, 7/29, 8/2, 8/26, 9/9, 9/13, 9/27/2021 - 1/3/2022 - 3/14/2022 - No update.
2/11/2021, 2/25, 3/11, 3/25, 4/12, 4/26, 5/6, 5/20/2021 - No update.
12/3, 12/17/2020 - No update.
11/10/2020 - Melissa to reach out to Chip.
9/24/2020 - No update.
7/13/2020 - Under evaluation by USPS
6/4/2020 - Chip to raise with Tariq. 
4/13/2020 - Working with Tariq on response.
3/2/2020 - Chip discussed with Tariq; reqts are drafted, not implemented (due to cost?) Awaiting Tariq follow up.
2/18/2020 - Reached out to Kellie at PO; she indicated that there's no mail.dat specs with IDEAlliance regarding PMOD.		792

		2020		January		15		Closed		John Byrne		Flats		EPS		Provide an update on industry ability to delink permits in EPS – March 2020 MTAC.				12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021 , 11/18/2021, 12/2/2021 - CRs 1732/1733 scheduled Q2 FY22.
9/27/2021 - Awaiting scheduling. From WG 195 - Need to verify for legacy and new permits if one type is inactivated that system will not allow the permit number to someone else. (old rule - after 2 years inactive permit number can be given to someone else).
9/9/2021, 9/13/2021 - Awaiting scheduling for CRs 1732/1733
8/2/2021, 8/16/2021, 8/26/2021 - No update. CR 1732 and CR 1733.
7/19/2021, 7/29/2021 - No update.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021, 7/15/2021 - FY22
4/12/2021 - Still no date for implementation of CR 1732 and CR 1733.
3/25/2021 - No update.
3/15/2021 - CRs still not scheduled.  
11/10/2020 - CRs not yet scheduled.
9/29/2020 - CR 1732 - CR - Delinking CR - Ability to Transfer a permit and/or balance between EPS accounts with different owners
CR 1733 - CR - Delinking CR - Provide Mailers the ability to hide permits that were closed/cancelled/Delete/inactive status.
9/24/2020 - CR will be available for 9/28.
8/27/2020 - Lisa to document delinking cases and create CRs. 
7/20/2020 - Evaluating use cases for delinking USPS account. Provide update for next MTAC meeting.
6/30/2020 - No plans to support "go-back-to-CAPS" use case, but do need to understand other potential use cases from industry. Cover during Pre-MTAC Webinar.
6/8/2020 - Need update from Lisa.
6/4/2020 - OBE; decreasing demand, low priority. Workaround available as necessary.
4/14/2020 - Lisa A working.
3/09/2020 - PMW Update - still discussing with Finance.
3/2/2020 - In stalemate with Finance on terms with delinking permits. Needs further discussion. Goal is to provide some logic.
2/18/2020 - no update.		792		12/20/21
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Former Line 52:
2019		January


Former Line 52:
October		16


Former Line 52:
15,16		Closed		Kellie Painter 
Diane Smith		Letters/Flats/Packages		eVS

Former Line 52: Package Platform		Review the PPC ERRATA file process to potentially include the eVS quarterly destination entry exception list (WG 182).

Merged with former 52 (below):
Package Platform verifications (Census Entry):
1) Look at individual exceptions for census entry and determine how to ensure all who need it get their exceptions in the errata files for Package Platform. Consider how Dale Kennedy's development integrates with the errata files. 
2)  Follow up with Operations team working on ensuring errata files are accurate. Get Kevin's input.
)
on 5/6/2021, merged January 2021 Item 7 with this. (added letters and flats from item 7 to packages from this item. The revamping is comprehensive across mail types.				3/14/2022 - Process working as expected; close.
3/10/2022 - No update. Experiencing minor reporting issues; working with Operations on process improvement.
2/28/2022 - ERRATA file is in place; Diane working some minor issues.
2/14/2022 - Rose to discuss at 2/16 Pulse call.
1/3/2022 - ERRATA file continues to be successfully pushed to eVS; some issues at DDUs? Rose following up. 
12/2/2021 - Confirmed ERRATA file is updated and being pushed to eVS; working with Ops to eliminate/minimize ad hoc arrangements. 
11/22/2021 - Longer term, considering using API to pull from Facilities Database; using ERRATA file short term.
10/25/2021 - USPS discussing timeline internally. Long term, plan to integrate with PPC.
9/9/2021, 9/27/2021 - No update.
8/30/2021 - Diane presents to ELT on internal decision on data source; USPS will continue to regularly update ERRATA file.
8/16/2021 -We're using the ERRATA file to identify direction (temporary solution; long-term solution in development); Diane has been socializing with UGs.
8/12/2021 - Socializing with UG2 8/12.
8/2/2021 - Socialized on UG3 7/21 that we regularly update ERRATA file; received two comments from Sean Baldwin and Bob Schimek.
7/19/2021 - Preparing to socialize with user groups.
7/15/2021 - Defined process with operations and delivery.
6/21/2021 - Working with FAST; will socialize with user groups as development proceeds.
6/7/2021 - Ongoing meetings
5/10/2021 - Ongoing subgroup activity for forseeable future. Update for June MTAC
5/6/2021 - Ongoing subgroup activity for forseeable future.
4/26/2021 - Ongoing subgroup activity
4/12/2021 - No update. Need update from Vicki.
2/25/2021 - Kellie met with Chris Nutbrown 2/19; Chris reaching out to FAST developers and Kellie reaching out to SMEs on upgrading the process.
2/11/2021 - Dependent on PPC destination entry, DDU (later 2021)
12/3/2020 - Ongoing; examining alternate processes.
11/4/2020 - Still evaluating internal solution with Chris N.
10/8/2020 - Kellie following up with Chris N.
9/24/2020 - Working with development team to see if identified files will work.
8/27/2020 - No update.
6/30/2020 - Will be offline process. Starting discussion back up.
6/16/2020 - Discussed with Operations; MEPT/Ops agree it should be offline.
4/14/2020 - No update.
3/16/20 - Ongoing internal meetings.
2/27/2020 - We're still having meetings – more info to come.  
2/18/2020 - Under review.
History from former Line 52:
12/3/2020 - No update due to peak hiatus; probably take in January.
11/10/2020 - Take to 182.
10/8/2020 - Awaiting ok to close per Lisa W action.
9/9/2020 - Lisa to resend email.                                                            
7/13/20 - Lisa W to send email to John M to conclude complete.
6/8/2020 - Lisa to send an email.                                                           
5/11/20 - Ongoing ties to Item Jan #16
1/21/20 - Waiting on response from Dale Kennedy for #1.
Waiting on response from Jennifer Vo for #2.		792

		2020		January		17		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		Package Platform		Discuss option for using a rate indicator in lieu of an extra service code for soft packs. John will provide feedback within the next few weeks after consulting with industry members.				5/6/2021 - CR was successfully released 4/25. Close.
4/26/2021- There will be another CR to address samples 
4/12/2021 - Diane to confirm CR 14413 will resolve and is scheduled for April 25th.
2/25/2021 - No update.
2/12/2021 - CR 14413 is scheduled for the April Release.
PTR has requirements to allow mailers to send two new processing categories in the Shipping Services File – ‘S’ for Soft-Pack Machinable and ‘T’ for Soft-Pack Nonmachinable.  If mailers manifest these new processing categories, the pieces would end up routed to eVS Manifest Errors because eVS does not recognize those values.  eVS needs to implement an edit rule that intercepts the new processing categories in the SSF and converts them to the corresponding values that eVS can handle – ‘S’ would convert to ‘3’ (Machinable) and ‘T’ would convert to ‘5’ (Nonmachinable).  The edit rule should store the originally manifested processing category in the database for ad-hoc query purposes, if needed in the future. 
2/11/2021 - Kellie to contact Mary Lynn and ping Juliaann/Vicki.
12/8/20 - Discuss at January UG 2 meeting. 1/14/21                                                  9/28/2020 - CMC 1641 "As the system owner, I need to collect a new processing category for soft packs."..."1. GIVEN that the business needs to identify items that are in soft packaging, then PTR should add a new processing category for soft pack.  See Appendix A for the new processing category."
8/27/2020 - No update.
7/20/2020 - Waiting concurrence from Juliaann. (Which field to use for indicator).
6/30/2020 - Glenn sent to Juliaann.
6/8/2020 - Juliaann needs to confirm with Vicki.
6/4/2020 - Glenn sending to Vicki.
4/14/2020 - Taking to WG182
3/16/2020 - Ongoing discussions.
2/18/2020 - UG2 had this conversation again about using a rate ingredient. Discussion in progress. Lisa to ping John about providing feedback.		792		5/6/21

		2020		January		18		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		eVS		Confirm with Accounting group the necessity and frequency for an updated W-9s. Would an email confirmation that none of the information changed be sufficient?				3/16/20 - Closed.
2/27/2020 - 
• If supplier does not have record in the payment system, W-9 is required.
• If TIN already exists in payment system and if the name on the refund form is exactly the same as what's already in payment system, we don’t ask for W-9. 
• If the TIN already exists in payment but the name on the refund form does not match the supplier header name, then we ask for the W-9.
Example:  Refund form has XYZ Company with a TIN of ABC Company. If payment system has ABC Co already in the system but no record of XYZ, customer has to submit a W-9 with ABC Co DBA XYZ  Co.
The key is, the name on the refund form must match the supplier header record. A company may have different DBAs but thecompany must provide the main name of the company (whoever owns the TIN).
We ask the W-9 be signed and dated within the year. 
2/18/2020 - Kellie to confirm whether she got a response on this process.		792		3/16/20

		2020		January		19		Closed		Kellie Painter		Packages		eVS		Provide mailer documentation supporting refund decision.				5/11/2020 - Mailers to utilize refund process documented in publication 285. Confirm discussed with User/Work Group then close out.
4/27/2020 - No update. 
4/14/2020 - Can be supported upon request. Discussion item for UG2.
2/18/2020 - Investigating process for requesting additional data.		792		3/1/20

		2020		January		20		Closed		John Byrne		Packages		EPS		Identify reason and source for refunds, adjustments, and reversals on EPS detail reports.				12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021, 11/18/2021, 12/2/2021 - CR 1639 scheduled Q3 FY22.
9/9/2021, 9/27/2021 - Awaiting scheduling.
7/19/2021, 7/29, 8/2, 8/16, 8/26/2021 - No update. CR 1639.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021, 7/15/2021 - FY22.
4/12/2021 - CR 1639 not scheduled yet. Needs prioritization
3/25/2021 - Logged with high level details; need more detailed requirements to ROM and schedule.
9/24/2020 - CR 1639 not scheduled yet (This FY)
8/27/2020 - Lisa A checking CR 1639 status.
6/8/2020 - Alejandro to send a reminder to Bill Craig. 
6/4/2020 - Crystal to follow up.
4/13/2020 - CR 1639 was created to track this item.
3/09/2020 - PMW Update - not scheduled yet.
3/2/20 - Will create a CR for this.		792		12/20/21

		2020		January		21		Open		Vicki Bosch  		Packages		Package Platform		Package Platform test environment – CAT? Pilot?		Working on requirements for environment.		3/10/2022 - Working on requirements for environment.
2/28/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - Q3/Q4 at earliest.
2/10/2022 - Leider following up.
10/25/2021 - not before Q2/Q3 FY22 for TEM environment.
8/2/2021 - FY 2022
4/12/2021, 4/26/2021, 6/7/2021, 7/19/2021 - No update.
11/4/2020 - Plan for future TEM environment; date TBD next Phase of Package Platform.
10/22/2020 - Prioritizing; Vicki to revisit TEM approaches with Jason.
9/24/2020 - Follow up with Jason Desplechin.
8/31/2020 - No environment identified.
8/27/2020 - No update.
7/13/2020 - TEM Environment under consideration.
6/18/2020 - cloud cost is prohibitive; ideally have TEM; asked Jason for individual costs of beta, CAT, Prod, etc. Plan to put TEM in DAR.  
6/8/2020 - We will not have CAT. We will have TEM
6/4/2020 - Have Prod beta; working on producing related report for mailers. Peter to reach out to Hardik for testing on sending e-manifest.
4/14/2020 - Determining how this will be configured.
2/18/2020 - Still exploring.		792

		2019		October		1		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		EPS			ACH Debit amount not matching what was uploaded to PostalOne! for Periodical. Reported by Jason Keifer. USPS to research issue				01/10/2020 - Issue resolved. Bill to provide date. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Peter to query Bill.
12/9/2019 - No update.
11/12/2019 - Follow up with Bill Craig.				1/10/20

		2019		October		2		Closed		Randy Workman		Marketing Mail		Seamless Acceptance		Seamless Acceptance - form Task Team to develop process for flats. Note - publisher supplies weights adds variability vs taking actual weights. 				01/06/2020 - Pending MTAC leadership approval. Task Team 30 Created. Closed
12/9/2019 - Names agreed.
11/12/2019 - Lisa sent Randy, Marc draft statement. Randy to determine proper makeup.				1/21/20

		2019		October		3		Open		Melissa Scheidler		Marketing Mail		PostalOne!		Review the following reports available through the BCG:
 - Mailer Scorecard Guide - update and remove error codes that are similar.  


---------
 - Mailing Summary Report - seems to be working. (Angela Dyer) (Closed)
 - Mail Quality Reports - verify they are working and that user guides are up to date. (Angela Dyer) (Closed)		Awaiting USPS feedback		3/14/2022 - No update.
1/3/2022 - No update. Melissa still working it.
12/2/2021 - No update. Glenn sent to Melissa.
10/25, 11/22/2021 - Awaiting Melissa's feedback.
9/27/2021 - No update.
9/9/2021 - Chip to follow up with Melissa.
8/30/2021 - No update.
8/26/2021 - Chip to follow up with Melissa.
8/2/2021 - Still awaiting Melissa's feedback.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/19/2021 - Awaiting Melissa's feedback.
6/21/2021 - Lisa provided feedback; Melissa reviewing.
6/7/2021 - Lisa following up with Melissa.
5/10/2021 - Complete - sent to Melissa on 4/27
4/12/2021 - Lisa W still needs to complete review.
2/11/2021 - Lisa Wurman still owes review.
11/10/2020 - Lisa Wurman still owes review.
7/13/20 - Pending Final Industry Feedback (Lisa review)
6/8/2020 - Still due final feedback for scorecard guide.
6/4/2020 - Lisa W hasn't reviewed; still owes feedback.
5/11/2020 - Reviewed reports on UG11; Lisa W owes feedback on guide.
4/27/2020 - No update. 
4/14/20 - UG11 discussion item, to be reviewed on next call.
03/25/2020 - MTAC Update - there were 7 old links for reports no longer needed, these will be removed. Updated mailer Scorecard Guide will be posted on PP by April 1, 2020.
3/2/20 Angela will send to Lisa for review.
2/18/2020 - Sandy got specific input from a customer; Angela to follow up. Melissa put out a draft of the MSC guide and requested feedback.
1/21/20 - Reports reviewed; functioning as expected. Reached out to industry for specific examples. None provided as of 1/21/20. Reports working as expected need industry specific example and report. Need update on Mailer Scorecard User Guide.
01/06/2020 - Scorecard and Summary - Melissa awaiting system requirements week of 01/06. MQR - Angela to follow up.
12/9/2019 - Melissa working; Angela following up.
11/20/2019 - Still working to update the Mailer Scorecard Guide (per Melissa). 
11/12/2019 - No update.		883

		2019		October		4		Closed		Randy Workman		Marketing Mail		Full-Service/DMM		Review and modify as appropriate DMM reference for "Full Service-eligible" pieces.				01/06/2020 - Closed.
12/9/2019 - No update.
11/12/2019 - Still in process.				1/6/20

		2019		October		5		Closed		Leider Chang		Periodicals		BCG/Customer Registration			Entity A can change the name and address for their CRID to entity B; entity B has no knowledge of the change. Need a process to prevent this from happening				11/20/2019 - Unfortunately as suspected this is not something we can address within the BCG.  This situation resides within CustReg (per Leider). Closed				11/20/19

		2019		October		6		Closed		Bill Craig		Periodicals		PostalOne!			Review PostalOne!/EPS Known Issues List - provide updates for EPS (eBilling) items not yet complete, but with a status of high, medium and critical. 				01/10/2020 - Posted to PostalPro 01/10/2020. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Peter to follow up with  Bill.
12/9/2019 - No update.				1/10/20

		2019		October		7		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		EPS			Put Henry Chau in contact with Eric Kisgen to assist with migration of permits to EPS.				12/9/2019 - Closed.				12/9/20

		2019		October		8		Closed		Marc McCrery		Periodicals		Seamless Acceptance			Add verbiage to Seamless Acceptance FRN regarding providing exceptions on a case by case basis				12/9/2019 - Can respond to comments rather than inserting in DMM. Closed.				12/9/20

		2019		October		9		Closed		Vicki Bosch		First Class		USPS Systems			Explore with IT - no releases day prior to holiday OR provide support on holiday.				01/10/2020 - In the future, we will plan to not perform releases on holidays unless in the event of an emergency, in which case we'll ensure notification and proper support by USPS. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Peter to follow up with Vicki.
12/9/2019 - Need clarity on specifics; research Oct release (10/13, 10/14).				1/10/20

		2019		October		10		Closed		Leider Chang		First Class		BCG 			BCG - allow export in Manage Location screen. 				12/9/2019 - Included in Phase 1 schedule. Track internally. Closed.
11/20/2019 - Yes, this can be done and would be useful.  Working with BCG developers to fit this into Phase 1 schedule (per Leider).				12/9/20

		2019		October		11		Closed		Chip Brown		First Class		Seamless Acceptance			Investigate Seamless Acceptance sampling errors - reported by Steve Krejcik. 				2/11/2021 - Closed - issue reviewed with Steve, he concurs.
12/17/2020 - No update.
12/3/2020 - No update.
9/28/2020 - Ongoing.
9/9/2020 - Ongoing.
7/13/20 - Ongoing.
6/4/2020 - Randy following up with team.
5/11/2020 - Continuing to pull data.
4/27/2020 - Pulling more data; awaiting receipt of query.
4/13/2020 - Ongoing work with SASP.
03/25/2020 - MTAC Update - working with SASP - will not be identified as errors if weight does cross postage threshold.
2/18/2020 - No updates.
01/06/2020 - Randy is reviewing data provided by Steve.		883		2/11/21

		2019		October		12		Closed		Randy Workman		First Class		Seamless Acceptance			Consider going to tiered weight ranges rather than ounce-based weight thresholds - could assist with Seamless Acceptance issues for flats. 				01/06/2020 - Part of Task Team 30. Has Pricing awareness. Closed.				1/6/20

		2019		October		13		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform			Package Platform Verifications - Census Attributes - need to provide examples on how two inch dimension threshold works. Discuss in WG 182. 				01/10/2020 - Confirmed two inches per side, discussed with  WG 182. Closed.
01/06/2020 - Discussed  with PPC during WG 182. Peter to follow up with Vicki.				1/10/20

		2019		October		14		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform			Package Platform Verifications - Census Entry - provide APV data to industry and provide details on rounding impact. 				7/20/2020 - Change status to closed.
6/18/2020 - Shared slides at 182 complete
6/8/2020 - Need agreement from 182. Lisa to send an email to get agreement.                                                                                             4/14/2020 - Awaiting agreement from John. Vicki reaching out.
03/09/2020 - Need to send data to John for review.
2/18/2020 - No feedback from John communicating further requirements based on face-to-face. Vicki to confirm with him if this can be closed.
1/21/20 - Vicki will followup with John M and provide update
01/06/2020 - Discussed  with PPC during WG 182. Peter to follow up with Vicki.		883		6/18/20

		2019		October		17		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform			Postage Adjustment Factor (PAF) - USPS to communicate the methodology utilized for sample randomness. 				01/10/2020 - Provided a review of the PAF sample process at MTAC. No further action required. Closed. 
01/06/2020 - Discussed  with PPC during WG 182. Peter to follow up with Vicki.				1/10/20

		2019		October		18		Closed		MEPT		Packages		Package Platform			Package Platform - revisit the 0.25% unmanifested threshold to receive average manifested rates for unmanifested volume rather than published rate. Consider phased approach. 				01/06/2020 - Staying with .25%. Closed.				1/6/20

		2019		October		19		Closed		MEPT		Packages		eVS			eVS - consider separating unmanifested and IMpb for fee calculations. 				01/06/2020 - Not under consideration. Closed.				1/6/20

		2019		October		20		Closed		Mike Filipski		Periodicals		PostalOne!		Statement of ownership - still requires a lot of user input. Can a template be developed that can be input into PostalOne!?				01/06/2020 - Exists in P! in the PostalWizard section where forms are kept. Autofills some information based on publication number. Closed.
11/20/2019 - This is in the process of requirements gathering. Will be sent for a cost estimate by 11/29.				1/6/20

		2019		August		1		Closed		Jordan Gouline		Packages		Package Platform		Provide details of root cause issues regarding 19% reflected in “Sampling and PAF” slide for DDU volume in Package Platform. 				11/14/2019 - Agreement from WG 182 to close.
11/12/2019 - Check with WG 182.
10/30/2019 - USPS covered on slides 40-42 at MTAC, check with WG 182.
09/30/2019 - Reviewing reports, will update after analysis.
09/16/2019 - Have mailer specific data. Will develop plan for communication and communicate on WG 182.				11/14/19

		2019		August		2		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		Revisit formulas for sample randomness. 				11/14/2019 - Agreement from WG 182 to close.
11/12/2019 - Check with WG 182.
10/30/2019 - USPS covered on slide 32 at MTAC.
09/30/2019 - Discuss with PAF team.
09/16/2019 - Will take to WG 182.				11/14/19

		2019		August		3		Closed		Vicki Bosch   Marc McCrery		Packages		Package Platform		Revisit decision to move to 1% PAF.				11/12/2019 - Closed.
10/30/2018 - USPS indicated it will stay at 1.5%.
O9/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Working internally and will come back to the industry.				11/12/19

		2019		August		4		Closed		Vicki Bosch   Marc McCrery		Packages		2020 Price Change		Fee for unmanifested pieces – need to show details of when fee is applied, when it’s not.				12/9/2019 - Closed.
11/12/2019 - Check with WG 182.
10/30/2019 - USPS covered on slides 43 and 45-47 at MTAC. Need to check with WG 182.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Still working internal evaluation.				12/9/19

		2019		August		5		Closed		Marc McCrery		Packages		eVS		Consider whether to allow better pricing instead of current pricing for unmanifested if under thresholds. 				01/06/2020 - Discussed/shared decision at MTAC. Closed.
12/9/2019 - At minimum, go forward for 2021 Price Change; BNS submitted.
11/12/2019 - Still under review.
10/30/2019 - USPS proposed 0.25% unmanifested threshold to receive average manifested rates for unmanifested volume rather than published rate. Industry asked the USPS to consider phased approach.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 -  Evaluating internally.				1/6/20

		2019		August		6		Closed		Diane Smith		First-Class		PostalOne!		Research feasibility of fee waiver calculation on rolling versus current year-end cutoff basis. 				4/22/2021 - Not doing this. Closed.
4/12/2021 - Under Seamless Acceptance there are no fees. Seamless has been mandated - DMU is 5/1; BMEU is 7/1.
4/8/2021 - Confirming status.
2/11/2021 - Pushed to April release.
12/21/20 - Scheduled for March release
12/17/2020 - No update.
12/3/2020 - Diane to schedule the CR. Won't be in Jan Price Change.
11/10/2020 - CR 13854.
11/4/2020 - Not scheduled; not in Price Change.
10/22/2020 - Not scheduled.
10/8/2020 - Not yet scheduled; won't be part of Price Change.
9/28/2020 - Diane to follow up.
9/9/2020 - Still scheduled for January 2021.
7/13/2020 - Changed to tentatively scheduled for January 2021.
6/4/2020 - On target for deployment August 2020.
4/27/2020 -  On target for deployment August 2020.
4/14/2020 - Will be year end cutoff with 30 day buffer - Aug 2020 earliest deployment.
02/18/2020 - Requirements written. Collecting ROMs on 30-day buffer. Earliest deployment would be Aug. 2020.
01/21/2020 - Waiting on ROM.
01/06/2020 - Dev teams have analyzed LOE; price prohibitive; root cause is lack of rolling average; discussed buffer arrangement of anniversary date plus 30 days. Not Jan 2020 release.
12/9/2019 - Status quo. Will likely be buffer approach rather than rolling (too costly).
11/12/2019 - Going to be corrected (calculation will reflect only full service-eligible products) in January 2020 (denominator change). Looking to add one-month buffer enhancement to eliminate first mailing scenario (non-full service).
10/30/2019 - For this year’s price change we corrected the fee waiver denominator to be Full-Service eligible as opposed to the current state of presort eligible. We are considering making the annual fee date rolling for the subsequent price change.
09/30/2019 - Considering BNS for next price change. Cleared up denominator. "Rolling" portion TBD.
09/16/2019 - No update.		946		4/22/21

		2019		August		7		Closed		Marc McCrery		First-Class		Promotions		Research giving mailers an incentive (promotion) – apropos of secure destruction. MEPT to talk to Gary Reblin				09/16/2019 - Discussed at MTAC Leadership Meeting, move to Product Innovation/Emerging Technology.
08/29/2019 - Does not fit promotion objectives. Looking at providing a different type of incentive. Belongs with Product Innovation/Emerging Technology.				9/16/19

		2019		August		8		Closed		Randy Workman		First-Class		Seamless Acceptance		Research requiring implementations of new rule requirements for a time frame interval after the final rule rather than specific calendar dates. Specific to Seamless Acceptance Federal Register.				10/30/2019 - USPS has decided to go with specific date rather than time fame after FRN publication.
09/30/2019 - Draft anticipated by 10/4 for Industry.
09/16/2019 - Will review - TBD.				10/30/19

		2019		August		9		Closed		Leider Chang		First-Class		BCG		Consider adding a quarterly BCG push to the BSA reminding them to validate authorized users. 				12/9/2019 - Status quo. Track under BCG task team. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Can do in Phase 1.
10/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/30/2019 - To be included in Phase 1.
09/16/2019 - Will be in Phase 1 of BCG Redesign. Will communicate on next TT 26 meeting.				12/9/19

		2019		August		10		Closed		Randy Workman		First-Class		Mailer Scorecard		Consider how to provide images on PAF (when exceeding threshold) for sampled pieces to mailers. Consider photos at point of downstream Seamless scanning to distinguish clerk versus non-clerk errors. 				09/16/2019 - Combine with Item #1 from Feb 2019.
09/12/2019 - Is this the same as # 1 from February 2019?
				9/16/19

		2019		August		11		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		Full-Service / Seamless Acceptance		Explore full service eligibility of an in-county periodical to see how it affects mailer full service scores. 				12/9/2019 - No way it affects Full Service. Will inform at MTAC. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Still under review.
10/30/2019 - Still working with developers.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Still working with developers.				12/9/19

		2019		August		12		Closed		Leider Chang		Periodicals		BCG		Investigate whether mailer can send a list to USPS for bulk edits/changes/removals of user information in the BCG.				12/9/2019 - Leider established process with Ed. Monitor in TT 26. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Anyone who needs to revoke/archive 50 or more users send to Leider, who will coordinate with Ed Wanta.
10/30/2019 - Will be able to multi-select in Phase II of BCG Redesign; Will work with help desk team for training and assisting customers with revoke/archive  functionality.
09/30/2019 - Will work with help desk team  for training and assisting customers  with revoke/archive  functionality.
09/16/2019 - Will be able to multi-select in Phase II of BCG Redesign. May be possible via helpdesk prior to that. Will communicate in next TT 26 meeting.				12/9/19

		2019		August		13		Closed		Mike Filipski		Periodicals		EPS		Research whether possible to change transaction designation under EPS reversals (currently, transaction doesn’t show up as periodical, but rather as “other” – then when it goes back in it says periodical: 1 – Periodical, 2 - Other, 3 – Periodical).				11/20/2019 - Issue successfully resolved 11/17. Closed.
11/12/2019 - Mike to follow up 11/12 to ensure it's resolved.
10/30/2019 - An issue with EPS transaction descriptions currently displaying incorrectly is being investigated under ALM 1565. Pending resolution of that, we made a change so that if a reversal is tied back to a purchase, it will be categorized based on the purchase category. Also, we will copy over the piece count, etc. from the purchase so that it is populated on the reversal record. This was as of the 10/20 release.
09/30/2019 - Part  went in in 8/25 release. "Count" portion to be resolved in 10/20 release.
09/16/2019 - Mike to follow up.				11/20/19

		2019		August		14		Closed		John Byrne  Crystal Newman		Periodicals		EPS		Determine whether USPS can include location info on retail account deposits into EPS. 				12/20/2021 - Close and track on CR tab.
10/25/2021, 11/4/2021, 11/18/2021, 12/2/2021 - CR 1607 scheduled Q4 FY22.
7/19/2021, 7/29, 8/2, 8/12, 8/16, 8/26, 9/9, 9/13, 9/27/2021 - Awaiting scheduling of CR 1607.
7/15/2021 - Likely FY22.
6/21/2021 - no update.
6/17/2021 - Likely FY22.
4/12/2021 - CR 1607 still not scheduled. pending prioritization
10/22/2020 - CR 1607 not scheduled yet.
10/8/2020 - Crystal reaching out to Pete.
9/24/2020 - No update. CR 1607
8/27/2020 - Lisa A tracking down CR.
7/13/2020 - CR Created Scheduled Deployment TBD
6/4/2020 - Crystal to provide CR for tracking.
5/7/2020 - Pending release date.
4/27/2020 - Pending release date.
4/23/2020 - Pending release date.
4/14/2020 - Pending release date.
03/02/2020 - In que to be done, need release date.
02/18/2020 - No update.
02/13/2020 - Status quo.
01/10/2020 - Development team is working with Accounting on solution. Release date TBD.
01/06/2020 - Mike to follow up with Pete Gingrich.
12/9/2019 - No update.
11/12/2019 - Randy to follow up.
10/30/2019 - Working with development team to explore options for getting this accomplished; potential to be implemented in 2020.
09/30/2019 - Talking with development team.
09/16/2019 - Mike to follow up.		946		12/20/21

		2019		August		15		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		EPS		Customer went to EPS, but didn’t set bank limit high enough. EPS hits three strikes, then goes to trust. Because of the negative balance customer also made to add another ACH Debit instead of revising the original. Also couldn’t mail right away because the changeover in account is only reflected the next day. Review EPS fact sheet, ensure maximum is set to cover mailing prices. 				10/03/2019 - Updated fact sheet posted to PostalPro.
09/20/2019 - Posted. RSS feed has it in front, body of doc, and PostalPro landing page. Dev team researching. Mike to follow up.
09/16/2019 - Need to update fact sheet - target date -				10/3/19

		2019		August		16		Closed		Randy Workman		Marketing Mail		Promotions		Informed Delivery process for when discount not successfully claimed. Further develop the process, add the payment steps at the local level. 				09/16/2019 - Document published, leave as is.				9/16/19

		2019		August		17		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		EPS		Confirm date shipping fee goes away for stamps shipped to the mailer versus the local post office. 				09/16/2019 - Will be available with e Commercial Postal Store in EPS - target date - August 2020.
09/12/2019 - Is this with the implementation of the Commercial Postal Store in August 2020 or can it be done sooner?				9/16/19

		2019		August		18		Closed		Tariq Mirza		Marketing Mail		Market Test		Identify mailing standards/requirements for the Plus One physical piece. 				10/30/2019 - Posted on PostalPro in Program Requirements on 9/23/2019.
09/30/2019 - Mike checking PostalPro to determine whether standards  are  published. Will follow up with content owners if not.
09/16/2019 - Will put this information in a stand-alone document.				10/30/19

		2019		June		1		Closed		Bill Craig		Periodicals		EPS		Work with Steve Jacobs on linking EPS address quality products.				07/22/2019 - Complete.
07/21/2019 - Need to get with Angela.
07/08/2019 - Mike to follow up with Bill.				7/22/19

		2019		June		2		Closed		Mike Filipski		Periodicals		PostalOne!		Evaluate enhancement to allow periodical mailers to manage their additional entry offices online.				10/30/2019 - This enhancement will not be implemented. The development cost along with the ongoing maintenance does not support moving forward. Add to P1! Redesign List.
09/30/2019 - Have ROM, evaluating; Mike to update next MTAC status.
09/16/2019 - ROM received, in discussion.
08/19/2019 - Haven't received ROM. Mike to follow up when received.
08/05/2019 - Requirements are written but need a price.
07/22/2019 - Still in discussion.
07/08/2019 - Discussions begun, follow up week of 7/15.				10/30/19

		2019		June		3		Closed		Peter Chen		Packages		DIM Weight price Change		After June 23 release look at Sunday DIM weight data on USPS side - and show how USPS is evaluating mailer files.				09/16/2019 - USPS will continue to supply until mailers indicate no longer needed.
08/19/2019 - Ongoing.
08/05/2019 - Ongoing.
07/22/2019 - Ongoing.
07/08/2019 - They are providing data daily.				9/16/19

		2019		June		4		Closed		Peter Chen		Packages		DIM Weight price Change		USPS to provide DIM sampling data daily immediately following price change, then weekly.				09/16/2019 - USPS will continue to supply until mailers indicate no longer needed.
08/19/2019 - Ongoing.
08/05/2019 - Ongoing.
07/22/2019 - Ongoing.
07/08/2019 - They are providing the DIM sampling data daily.				9/16/19

		2019		June		5		Closed		Peter Chen		Packages		DIM Weight price Change		Vicki's slides - update Price Change DIM Scenario #5 to reflect calculation details, add calculated DIM weight to slide 10.				08/05/2019 - Covered in July.
07/22/2019 - Verify covered in UG 2.
07/08/2019 - If update ready, will be provided at WG 182.				8/5/19

		2019		June		6		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		Compare files currently provided to package mailers via eVS to what is expected of Package Platform. 				11/12/2019 - USPS shared all revised plans. Closed.
09/30/2019 - Reviewing current, future with WG. Ongoing.
09/16/2019 - Being discussed in WG 182.
08/19/2019 - Still open.
08/05/2019 - Still open.
07/22/2019 - Verify covered in WG 182.
07/08/2019 - Angela to follow up.				11/12/19

		2019		June		7		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		USPS to schedule face-to-face WG 182 meeting at August MTAC. 				08/19/2019 - Completed 8/19. Close.
08/05/2019 - Still looking to meet.  We will invite the entire membership.             07/22/2019 - Plan is 4 hours Monday afternoon 8/26 and 4 hours Tuesday morning 8/27. Need to coordinate with Pat Harris.
07/08/2019 - Vicki scheduling; to follow up.				8/19/19

		2019		June		8         13		Closed		Diane Smith 
James Duffy		Marketing Mail		PostalOne!		Investigate mailers' inability to determine permit holder with insufficient funds on an individual mailing at submission or prior.

Item 13:
USPS to provide notification at permit level of which permit didn't have enough funds in a combined mailing under Seamless.				10/25/2021 - Good Industry feedback; close.
10/21/2021 - Pending Close. 
9/27/2021 - Close and discuss with Lisa.
9/23/2021 - No update. 
9/13/2021 - No issues. Pending close.
9/9/2021 - No known issues as of 9/9.
8/30/2021 - No known issues as of 8/30.
8/26/2021 - No known issues as of 8/26.
8/16/2021 - Went in with 8/15 release. Monitor until 9/30.
8/2/2021 - USPS not providing private info without prior written consent. CR 13690.
7/29/2021 - No update.
7/15/2021 - Scheduled for 8/15.
6/17/2021, 6/21/2021 - No update.
6/7/2021 - Scheduled 8/15
6/3/2021 - Did UG11 run through. Good to go. On target for August release.
5/20/2021 - Scheduled 8/15
5/10/2021 - Pending confirmation of changes 
5/6/2021 - James provided MSP balance check demo at UG11 week of 4/26.
4/26/2021 - On schedule.
4/22/2021 - Working on the interface; no other update.
4/8/2021 - Links to MSC Balance Check.  Scheduled for walk through with UG 11 in July, is in August 2021 release.
2/11/2021 - Desire earlier date; still scheduled for August.
2/1/2021 - Deployment pushed to August 2021.
12/21/2020 - Scheduled for March 2021 release . James to send Lisa W. details.                                                                                                  
12/17/2020 - No update.
12/I463/2020 - Scheduled for March 2021 release.
11/4/2020 - No update (CR not scheduled).
10/2/2020 - CR is 13690 - not yet scheduled.
9/24/2020 - No change.
7/13/2020 - CR Scheduled for January 2021
6/8/2020 - We have CR ready, date delayed until January.
6/4/2020 - Randy following up with Andrew.
5/11/2020 - Continue developing user stories to get for flag.
4/14/2020 - Looking into developing user stories to get for flag.
03/25/2020 - MTAC Update - 2 options - Flag in EPS that will provide "permission" for balance info when queried OR delegation protocol added where the EPA holder can determine who can see balance info. Need feedback from industry.
2/18/2020 - Opinions are back from Legal. Need to develop permission trigger. Legal said no to giving the amount without permissions. Investigate the EPS system to allow a flag to indicate it's okay to discuss balance information with MSPs. Consider independent, specific permissions.
01/21/20 - USPS is investigating two options and will provide an update when there is additional information. USPS is unable to disclose balance without creation of a permission mechanism from the account owner. 
01/06/2020 - Legal not happy  with disclosure of amounts. Randy  to follow up.
12/9/2019 - Have info from Legal; red light/green light not an issue. Legal researching amount. 
11/12/2019 - Status quo.
09/30/2019 - Brought to Industry, perceived no value; Industry seeking  alternatives to evaluate online disclaimer for MSP to view client balance.
09/16/2019 - Discussed during August MTAC, still evaluating feedback received.
08/19/2019 - Will provide update at MTAC.
08/05/2019 - Still working ALM identified, no date yet.
07/22/2019 - Still working.
07/08/2019 - Had initial meetings; follow up scheduled this week (week of 7/8).		1016		10/25/21

		2019		June		9		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		Commercial Postal Store		USPS to investigate shipping costs to mailer location under CPS versus local post office when ordering from Kansas City.				08/05/2019 - Complete.
07/22/2019 - There will be no shipping costs for commercial mailers. There will still be a processing fee. Need to communicate on the August Pre-MTAC Webinar.
07/08/2019 - Bill to follow up with update.				8/5/19

		2019		June		10		Closed		Bill Craig		Marketing Mail		EPS		USPS to adjust Industry EPS Webinars to monthly.				07/22/2019 - Completed 7/11/2019.
07/08/2019 - Bill to follow up with update.				7/11/19

		2019		June		11		Closed		Mike Filipski		Marketing Mail		PostalOne!		USPS to confirm current logic for mailer email to BSA and VAE when permit fee expiration is approaching.
USPS to evaluate sending email to mailers who are not enrolled in auto-pay.				09/16/2019 - Covered during Pre-MTAC webinar, no further questions.
08/19/2019 - Will cover at Pre-MTAC webinar.
08/05/2019 - Pre-MTAC Webinar Scheduled for August 21st.
07/22/2019 - Need to cover during Pre-MTAC Webinar, including enhancement for autopay.
07/08/2019 - BSA: Mike to follow up. Auto-pay: evaluated sending emails; wrote CR, under review.				9/16/19

		2019		June		12		Closed		Mike Filipski		Marketing Mail		PostalPro		USPS to update Online Fee Payment Fact Sheet with correct updated date.				07/08/2019 - Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		June		13		Closed		Andrew Thompson		Marketing Mail		Seamless Acceptance		USPS to provide notification at permit level of which permit didn't have enough funds in a combined mailing under Seamless.				09/16/2019 - Combined with # 8.
08/19/2019 - Discuss at the flats group meeting 8/22; with MTAC membership 8/27.
08/05/2019 - Still working ALM identified, no date yet.
07/22/2019 - Still working.
07/08/2019 - Had initial meetings; follow up scheduled this week (week of 7/8).				9/16/19

		2019		June		14		Closed		Angela Dyer		Marketing Mail		EPS		USPS to assist Arandel with EPS Issue.				07/22/2019 - Closed.
07/08/2019 - Janine to follow up with Susan.				7/21/19

		2019		June		15		Closed		Angela Dyer		Marketing Mail		EPS		USPS to assist Lane Press with concern regarding BME advising customer that EPS Mobile Deposit is not supported in EPS for Trust Accounts.				07/08/2019 - Confirmed Mobile Deposit is supported. Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		June		16		Closed		Randy Workman		First-Class		Seamless Acceptance		USPS to provide Seamless Adoption Percentage by 90% FS CRIDS by BMEU/DMU.				07/08/2019 - Did have them re-run; it's 5% rather than 4.1%. Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		June		17		Closed		James Duffy		First-Class		EMIR		Adjust August deployment of Mail Irregularities Tab external view to eDoc submitters only.				07/08/2019 -  James worked with MicroStrategy. Set up for August 2019 release. Closed.				7/8/19

		2019		February		1		Closed		 James Duffy		First-Class		Mailer Scorecard		From January 2020 - consider ability for Mail Service Provider or Mail Owner to select images instead of receiving all

Provide images of mailpieces to Mail Service Provider for streamlined programs when there is an issue (scorecard).



From August 2019 - item #10
Consider how to provide images on PAF (when exceeding threshold) for sampled pieces to mailers. Consider photos at point of downstream Seamless scanning to distinguish clerk versus non-clerk errors. 				12/3/2020 - Duplicates # 1 from Jan 2020. This will be closed; refer to #1.
11/10/2020 - No update. James to reach out to Paul.
11/4/2020 - No update.
9/24/2020 - Kickoff week of 9/30.
9/4/2020 - Paul drafted a technical architecture diagram to start with the initial design. Being tracked under BNS #52254 (Mailpiece Images for Commercial Mailers).
8/27/2020 - No update. James following up with Paul.
7/20/2020 - Dependent on Jan 2020 item #1.
6/11/2020 - With Privacy.
6/4/2020 - Pending.
4/23/2020 - Had call 4/16; Chief Privacy Officer is open to proposal; asked for business case in writing. Paul provided 4/22. Paul following up 4/27, will re-engage interested industry stakeholders pending response.
2/18/2020 - Met week before last. Follow-up to be scheduled. Nothing new to report.
01/06/2020 - Paul received response from Privacy; under review including Inspection Service, will discuss by 1/22.
12/9/2019 - Pending future meeting with Legal and Privacy.
11/24/2019 - Paul met with USPIS stakeholders regarding IRIS & Dangerous Mail Initiative, explained use cases. They're concerned with disclosure of customer information (e.g., names, w/ and w/o addresses) and anything that could potentially interfere with a law enforcement investigation. All data elements discussed can only be collected and used by USPIS under Mail Cover program. Having gotten clarity on USPIS’s role in “owning” ASM Section 274 (outlines what info we can use from mailpieces), we need to regroup with Privacy office and work through current capabilities. Will try to get meeting with them before 12/31.
11/20/2019 - James update. Once we get go ahead, will create a work group (volunteers have been canvassed) and work through the process to provide to mailers (per James).
11/12/2019 - Status quo. Review in parallel with other opportunities.
10/30/2019 - Applicable policy (ASM) regarding this specific use case was vetted by Privacy and Law Departments and was determined to be owned by Postal Inspection Service. Currently preparing business justification to approach USPIS with this proposal.
09/30/2019 - No update. Paul to follow up with Legal before MTAC.
09/16/2019 - Paul completed the update on the 9/12 UG 11 meeting. Subgroup leader and members identified, will not start to meet until project is approved through Legal and Privacy.
08/19/2019 - Paul to contact Eric Petri in Engineering; Paul has group of interested parties; during 9/12 UG 11 meeting determine when SMEs can meet. 
08/16/2019 - Request for participants was made on the UG 11 call on 8/15. Sharon Harrison has volunteered to lead the subgroup.
08/05/2019 - Call was rescheduled for 8/15.  
07/22/2019 - James and Paul to be on UG 11 Aug 1st call to update the group and solicit for subgroup. Call was canceled. 
07/08/2019 - No update, NAPM wants to be involved; Engineering to be kept in loop. 
07/03/2019 - From June 2019 MTAC - create subgroup of UG 11 to gather requirements. Send invite to David Marinelli for UG 11, get with Sharon Harrison to lead subgroup.
06/10/2019 - Info is in slide deck - Engineering in pre-approval stage, no ELT approval yet. Capability projected Q2 FY20.
05/20/2019 - Share update at June 2019 MTAC, gather basic requirements from interested parties.
04/29/2019 - In progress. Possible more formal update in two weeks.
04/15/2019 - Paul to contact Janine this week. Include as topic at June MTAC for feedback (First class, standard).
04/01/2019 - Continuing investigation - engineering/development teams. Working through privacy/legal issues.
03/18/2019 - USPS is looking into this option in order to provision data in the future.		1128

		2019		February		11		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Package Platform		James, could you take the above and turn into an update that can be communicated to UG11 and NAPM stakeholders as we had discussed via email with Janine? There is no go-ahead to proceed with requirements and subgroup work at this time.


	Add the ability for shippers to indicate "soft pack" in the shipping Services File (SSF).				1/21/20 - Extra Service Code to identify "Soft Pack" Share with UG2 and WG 182 - Provide Update at MTAC.
01/10/2020 - Vicki to notify Juliaann that we've received sufficient industry feedback, will make internal decision with Juliaann.
01/06/2020 - Status quo. Peter to inform Vicki/Juliaann.
12/9/2019 - Need to regroup internally to decide.
11/12/2019 - No industry feedback as yet. Vicki to regroup with Juliaann.
09/30/2019 - Status quo.
09/16/2019 - Discussed during UG 2 meeting, a few option were presented, waiting on industry feedback.
08/19/2019 - Soft pack definition still under development. Angela to follow up to determine outcome of internal discussions. To be discussed at 8/26 face to face meeting with industry.
08/05/2019 - Still not ready.
07/22/2019 - No progress, need to follow-up with Juliaann.  
07/08/2019 - Need update.
06/10/2019 - Vicki following up with UG2 this week.
05/20/2019 - Provide an update at June 2019 MTAC.
04/29/2019 - Potentially June 2019. 
04/15/2019 - Still under review what might be added. Likely June.
04/01/2019 - Juliaann to provide update UG2, 4/11.
03/18/2019 - Will have answer in 2 weeks.
03/14/2019 - Mailers would like to indicate the package type when they are shipping SoftPaks. Can you please evaluate the SSF to see if a field can be dual purposed for Package Type? Would a mailer be able to indicate the package type in the rate ingredient? 
Per Robert Bergman - I never like dual purposing fields in the SSF, if I had to choose a 1 character field it would be the Removal Indicator.  This field is only used in FT4 file, for all other SSF if would be spaces.				1/21/20

		2019		February		16		Closed		Chip Brown		Periodicals		CPP			Provide a go live date for FPP status on long run CPP titles process. 				02/21/2020 - Chip confirmed fix is working.
1/21/20 - Fix deployed - Chip to confirm fix success with LSC. Will provide update 2/01/20.
01/06/2020 - Have to wait until enhancement comes in end of January then work with LSC. (Error deactivation doesn't work when statement in estimated status. January fix provides for the estimated status.) 
12/9/2019 - LSC hasn't moved forward; awaiting January 2020 update. 
11/12/2019 - Status quo. Intend to have January 2020 fix.
10/30/2019 - The latest “test” needed to use the dispute process to remove errors as the deactivation process did not work for containers on statements that are in an EST status. We are tentatively looking to have this error deactivation fixed in January.
09/30/2019 - No update. Randy to follow up with Janine.
09/16/2019 - Waiting for results from additional test. Chip to check with Janine.
08/19/2019 - Containers have been accepted. Janine working process to deactivate any errors resulting from the mailings. 
08/05/2019 - Still nothing provided.   
07/22/2019 - Need update.
07/08/2019 - LSC claimed to do a test, got continuous MIDs, set up a job; job finalized as of 7/2/2019; will look to test with another mailing. 
7/03/2019 - Need update on testing and to check on comail scenario (a few CPP titles in a comail pool).
06/10/2019 - Continuous MIDs requested. Check with Chip on testing.
05/20/2019 - Chip spoke with Randy Stumbo at NPF. Chip to send proposal to Randy Stumbo and Dale Miller.
04/29/2019 - Chip to follow up with Randy Stumbo.
04/15/2019 - Chip reached out to analyst - not interested in pursuing. Chip to communicate to Randy Stumbo.
04/01/2019 - Can be implemented pending willing mailer (LSC is only one needing solution) - others no eInduction issue.
03/18/2019 - Will provide CR number and date.		1128		2/21/20

		2018		October		11		Closed		Mike Filipski 		Periodicals		Streamline Periodical Application and Identity Management		Create an MTAC Workgroup to evaluate and streamline the application and Pending Periodical process. This workgroup should also streamline the process of migrating ownership and additional location definitions.				2/13/2020 - Deployed 1/26. Closed.
1/10/2020 - Remains scheduled for 1/26.
12/9/2019 - 3510 scheduled for January 26.
11/12/2019 - Good for Jan 2020. Last look during November (for 3510), then determine whether to do 3500 same way.
09/30/2019 - 3510 pushed back to Jan 2020 (next release date).
09/16/2019 - Still on schedule for October 2019 release.
08/19/2019 - Possibly pushed to October; release moving forward.
08/05/2019 - Demo planned for this week - still on track.
07/21/2019 - Still on track for 9/2019 release.
07/08/2019 - On track for 9/2019 release for 3510, then review 3500.
06/10/2019 - Moving forward with 3510, 9/2019 release, run-through 6/12. 3500 and Pending Periodicals backlogged.
05/20/2019 - Share at June 2019 MTAC, then close. Put on future list.
04/29/2019 - TBD. Review later in calendar year for 2020 date.
4/15/2019 - Date now TBD.
4/1/2019-Remains on schedule. Timeline for PP through EPS expected by 4/15.
Still online for 6/23. Expecting us to complete questions pending team updates. Have timeline by 4/12 on pending periodicals.
03/18/2019 - Scheduled for June 23, 2019.
2/14 - 3510 - have ROMs, timeline and mock-ups due 2/22; pending periodicals ROM by mid-March; 3500 is last item.
1/31 - 3510 re-entry due 2/1; pending periodicals through EPS due 2/8; 3500 is last item.
1/15: User stories completed for form 3510 and pending periodicals through EPS. Awaiting ROMs from IT teams to begin development. Provide update & date at MTAC.
12/27 - 12/27 - Met with the industry and PCSC on 12/12 to discuss bringing forms 3500 (periodicals application and 3510 (reentry) online. Requirements have been created for 3510 and are currently being reviewed.
12/13 - 3510 and 3500 will be online - Mike to get requirements written.
11/28 - Per PCSC - only seeing around 100 applications per year - will not be changing the process. Permit fees will be able to be paid on line in March 2019.
11/16 - Need update.
10/25 - No update.		1275		2/13/20

		2018		June		20		Closed		Randy Workman		Periodicals		Mailer ID		CRID Management – Evaluate all USPS systems that generate new CRIDs to ensure that duplicate CRIDs are not generated extraneously (WG 184).				4/27/2020 - Close and place on PostalOne! redesign list.
4/13/2020 - On hold.
01/21/2020 - Check with Chip
1/06/2020 - Randy/Chip to review. Lisa to resend.
12/9/2019 - Randy to review.
11/13/2019 - Info sent to Randy.
11/12/2019 - Lisa to send Randy some info. 
09/30/2019 - BNS for nickname fields is being evaluated to identify a less expensive system change. This will provide a method to rename publication transactions for identification purposes in PostalOne. This will prevent the accidental change  of names to the CRID in Customer Registration.
CRID management: The task was to identify the different ways a CRID can be created in Customer Registration. Chip was assigned this task but it was determined to be a lower priority. He will work on this as time allows. We will provide an update once one is available.
09/16/2019 - Cost prohibitive, developers checking to see if this can be completed without having to rebuild the tables.
08/19/2019 - Development teams to review Sue Redman BNS, identify cost and timeline to build out.  MEPT to spearhead.
08/05/2019 - Vicki sent information.  Potential partial solution.  Lisa will contact Randy this week. 
Spoke with Leider during UG Lead Meeting - he was not familiar with this. Leider and Chip to meet to discuss. 
07/21/2019 - No update, Cust. Reg still working. Vicki to send Chip info, circle back with Andrew. Randy to circle back with Leider regarding nicknames.
07/08/2019 - No update. Working with Sue Redman and team, meet 7/12.
06/10/2019 - Need update from Chip.
05/20/2019 - Still working on documents to share internally and externally on best practices. Additional development will be long term.
04/29/2019 - Chip met 4/26 with Cust Reg, moving process along to create docs to share internally/externally on best practices. No current timeline.
04/15/2019 - Chip met Friday 4/12, would require dev across BCG, PostalOne!. Chip requested FAQ for internal/external users to assist in limiting the creation of extraneous CRIDs.
03/18 /19 - No update.
No update (Chip) - follow up with call participants for next steps. 
2/14/19 - Chip and David to meet with P1, BCG and Customer Registration teams.
1/31/19 - No change.
1/16/19 - Reassigned to Chip & David Gilmour - working with CustReg to resolve.
12/28/18 - Randy shared with work group 184 - Waiting for Randy response. Pritha wants the process fixed.
12/13/18 - Need update.
11/16/18 - Need update.
10/25/18 - Chip working with Sue Redman. Continue to identify situations where new CRIDS are being created.
9/20/18 - Planning to share during MTAC Track Meetings. 
Continuously working with WG184 to work through identifying more controls to eliminate duplicate CRIDs; Randy to work with Barbara's group and system owners to identify where new CRIDs are created.		1387		4/27/20

		2022		January		1		Open		Chip Brown		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Consider removing 45-day pieces delivered from daily undocumented piece feeds. Presently they are flagged, but that would require those with systems to create programs to suppress them from feeds.		SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team		3/14/2022 - No update.
2/28/2022 - SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team; cost TBD.
2/24/2022 - Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. month's end). Close?

		2022		January		2		Open		Chip Brown		Letters		Undocumented Mail		Pieces over 45-day delivery – USPS has an automated approach to remove these pieces from Undocumented records in Scorecard. Industry asks to still receive these records to trace them back to mailings and answer customer delivery questions/concerns.		 Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. month's end		3/14/2022 - No update.
2/28/2022 - SASP provided potential solution in collaboration with IV team; cost TBD.
2/24/2022 - Increased lookback window from 45 days to 120 (daily calculation vs. month's end). Close?

		2022		January		3		Closed		Adam Collinson		Letters		Start the Clock		Create Service Measurement Task Team on Start the Clock exclusion (belongs to Data Group). Focus on electronic rules which exclude pallets due to ‘conflicts’ between electronic documentation and actual delivery to USPS.				2/28/2022 - Began Service Measurement Team 35. Close.

		2022		January		4		Open		Vicki Bosch
Ed Coleman		Letters		Permit Balances		Currently Industry can check 1 permit balance at a time. Industry is asking for a way to bulk upload permits for check – 100 at a time via API.				3/14/2022 - Vicki following up on status; Rose asking for someone to test.
2/28/2022 - No update. Leider following up with Ed.
2/14/2022 - Switch owner to Vicki/Ed.

		2022		January		5		Closed		Ed Coleman		Letters		Log4j		Log4j vulnerability solution for mail.dat client is requested prior to 3/28/22. Requesting an MDR client update to close security gap asap; Industry only needs 2 weeks’ notice.				2/14/2022 - Deployed. Close.

		2022		January		6		Closed		Vicki Bosch		Packages		Weights and Measures		Current package specifications allow for only 5 Extra Service Codes.  Although Vicki was unable to see any period where more than 5 codes has been used Industry was able to give an example of when 6 Codes could be used.  Since it is a possibility Industry would prefer to know now what the process would be when 5 is exceeded.				3/14/2022 - Confirmed closure with Rose.
3/10/2022 - Close pending discussion with Rose?
2/28/2022 - Presented in WG182 w/ no/little dissent. 
2/24/2022 - No update.
2/14/2022 - 884 - Non-Standard Dimension Length > 22" and Cubic Dimension > 2 cu ft;    885 - Non-Standard Dimension Length > 30" and Cubic Dimension > 2 cu ft.      Discuss in Pre-MTAC webinar.
2/10/2022 - Leider discussing with Vicki.

		2022		January		7		Open		Chuck Tricamo		Letters		Paper Weight/
Thickness Issue 		Paper is very difficult to obtain and it’s anticipated this will continue through 2022.  Industry would like to review mailing requirements which are presently based on paper weight.  Review if this continues to be pertinent or if it should potentially change to thickness measurement.  Specifically looking to maintain automation discounts.				3/14/2022 - Tom Foti published draft mission statement for WG; essentially reopens WG188, titled "Retaining Mail Value Through Paper Requirement Adjustments." Tested one paper requirement involving below-threshold card type paper; mixed results. No issues processing pieces, but pieces sustained damage. Agreed on one-time exception pending more testing.
3/10/2022 - Mailers experiencing difficulty creating compliant samples; request sent to MTAC Executive Committee for approval. 
2/24/2022 - Awaiting MTAC approval for workgroup.
2/14/2022 - Chuck submitted task team request today AM.
2/10/2022 - Under Review; Chuck clarified issues with Industry. Discussing approach with Rose/Janine.
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CRs

		CR Number		Description		MTAC Date		Scheduled Implementation Date		Implementation Date

		13690		AI #8/13 Investigate mailers' inability to determine permit holder with insufficient funds on an individual mailing at submission or prior.		June  2019				August 15, 2021

		1607		AI #14 Determine whether USPS can include location info on retail account deposits into EPS. 		August  2019		Q4 FY 22

		1732		AI #15 Ability to Transfer a permit and/or balance between EPS accounts with different owners.		January  2020		Q2 FY 22

		1733		AI #15 Provide Mailers the ability to hide permits that were closed/cancelled/Delete/inactive.		January  2020		Q2 FY 22

		14413		AI #17 Soft pack indicator in SSF file.		January  2020				April 25, 2021

		1639		AI #20 Identify reason and source for refunds, adjustments, and reversals on EPS detail reports.		January  2020		Q3 FY 22

		1650		 AI #1 Active permits being deleted. This is showing in EPS profile of permits deleted when a permit has been cancelled.		November  2020		Q4 FY 22

		14488		AI # 11 Periodicals duplicate entry on register.		March  2021				? AI closed 8/2/2021

		14144		AI #10 External users cannot see child statements.		March  2021				August 15, 2021

		12204		AI #10 Comail child postage statement as a hyperlink.		March  2021		1/9/2022

				AI #9 DIM Measurements - non‐rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is there.		March  2021

				AI #9 DIM Measurements - non‐rectangular pieces are measured as rectangular. Polybags/Soft Packs are not measured appropriately and do not include the 0.785 multiplier. USPS to look at using data; indicator is there.		March  2021

		14088		AI #12 Modify pending periodical logic for EPS.		March  2021		On hold
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